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Abstract
The topic of object recognition is a central challenge of computer vision. In addition
to being studied as a scientific problem in its own right, it also counts many direct
practical applications. We specifically consider robotic applications involving the ma-
nipulation, and grasping of everyday objects, in the typical situations that would be
encountered by personal service robots. Visual object recognition, in the large sense,
is then paramount to provide a robot the sensing capabilities for scene understanding,
the localization of objects of interests and the planning of actions such as the grasping
of such objects.
This thesis presents a number of methods that tackle the related tasks of object de-
tection, localization, recognition, and pose estimation in 2D images, of both specific
objects and of object categories. We aim at providing techniques that are the most
generally applicable, by considering those different tasks as different sides of a same
problem, and by not focusing on a specific type of image information or image fea-
tures. We first address the use of 3D models of objects for continuous pose estimation.
We represent an object by a constellation of points, corresponding to potentially ob-
servable features, which serve to define a continuous probability distribution of such
features in 3D. This distribution can be projected onto the image plane, and the task of
pose estimation is then to maximize its “match” with the test image. Applied to the
use of edge segments as observable features, the method is capable of localizing and
estimating the pose of non-textured objects, while the probabilistic formulation offers
an elegant way of dealing with uncertainty in the definition of the models, which can
be learned from observations — as opposed to being available as hand-made CAD
models. We also propose a method, framed in a similar probabilistic formulation, in
order to obtain, or reconstruct such 3D models, using multiple calibrated views of the
object of interest.
A larger part of this thesis is then interested in exemplar-based recognition methods,
using directly 2D example images for training, without any explicit 3D information.
The appearance of objects is also defined as probability distributions of observable
features, defined in a nonparametric manner through kernel density estimation, using
image features from multiple training examples as supporting particles. The task of ob-
ject localization is cast as the cross-correlation of distributions of features of the model
and of the test image, which we efficiently solve through a voting-based algorithm. We
then propose several techniques to perform continuous pose estimation, yielding a pre-
cision well beyond a mere classification among the discrete, trained viewpoints. One
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of the proposed method in this regard consists in a generative model of appearance,
capable of interpolating the appearance of learned objects (or object categories), which
then allows optimizing explicitly for the pose of the object in the test image.
Our model of appearance, initially defined in general terms, is applied to the use of
edge segments and of intensity gradients as image features. We are particularly inter-
ested in the use of gradients extracted at a coarse scale, and defined densely across im-
ages, as they can effectively represent shape as they capture the shading onto smooth
non-textured surfaces. This allows handling some cases, common in robotic applica-
tions, of objects of primitive shapes with little texture and few discriminative details,
which are challenging to recognize with most existing methods.
The proposed contributions, which all integrate seamlessly in a same coherent
framework, proved successful on a number of tasks and datasets. Most interestingly,
we obtain performance on well-studied tasks of localization in clutter and pose esti-
mation, well above baseline methods, often on par with or superior to state-of-the-art
method individually designed for each of those specific tasks, whereas the proposed
framework is similarly applied to a wide range of problems.
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Re´sume´
Le sujet de la reconnaissance d’objets est un proble`me central dans le domaine de la
vision par ordinateur. En plus d’eˆtre e´tudie´ comme proble`me scientifique en tant que
tel, il en de´coule e´galement nombre d’applications pratiques. Nous nous inte´ressons
ici aux applications robotiques telles que la manipulation et la saisie d’objets, dans les
situations typiques que pourrait rencontrer un robot d’aide domestique. La reconnais-
sance visuelle d’objets dans ce contexte est alors cruciale pour permettre a` la machine
de comprendre son environnement, de localiser les objets et, finalement, de planifier
des taˆches comme par exemple leur saisie.
Cette the`se pre´sente une se´rie de me´thodes qui s’appliquent a` la de´tection, la lo-
calisation, la reconnaissance et l’estimation de pose, dans des images 2D, d’objets
spe´cifiques et de cate´gories d’objets. Les techniques que nous proposons ont la partic-
ularite´ d’eˆtre applicables de manie`re ge´ne´rale, en conside´rant toutes ces taˆches comme
diffe´rentes facettes d’un meˆme proble`me, ainsi qu’en e´vitant de nous focaliser sur
un type particulier de caracte´ristiques d’images. Dans un premier temps, nous nous
inte´ressons a` l’utilisation de mode`les 3D des objets, afin de faire une estimation de
pose continue de ces objets. Ces mode`les sont construits sur base de constellations de
points, correspondant a` des caracte´ristiques visuelles potentiellement observables, qui
servent a` de´finir une distribution de probabilite´s de ces caracte´ristiques en 3D. Cette
distribution peut eˆtre projete´e sur le plan image, et la taˆche d’estimation de pose re-
vient alors a` maximiser la correspondance entre cette projection et l’image de la sce`ne
a` analyser. En appliquant cette me´thode aux bords comme caracte´ristiques visuelles,
nous pouvons traiter des objets sans texture, et la formulation probabiliste fournit un
moyen e´le´gant de mode´liser l’incertitude dans la de´finition des mode`les. Ceux-ci peu-
vent ainsi eˆtre appris a` partir d’observations plutoˆt qu’a` partir de plans pre´cise´ment
dessine´s a la main. Nous proposons par ailleurs une me´thode permettant de recon-
struire de tels mode`les 3D a` partir d’une se´rie d’images calibre´es d’un objet.
La plus grande partie de cette the`se se focalise ensuite sur la reconnaissance d’objets
a` base d’images-exemples, c’est-a`-dire en utilisant des images 2D des objets comme
donne´es d’apprentissage, sans passer par une reconstruction 3D explicite. L’apparence
d’un objet est repre´sente´e par une distribution de probabilite´s de caracte´ristiques obser-
vables (en 2D cette fois), que nous de´finissons de fac¸on non parame´trique par estima-
tion de densite´ par noyau. La taˆche de la localisation d’objets est formule´e comme la
maximisation de la corre´lation croise´e entre les distributions repre´sentant le mode`le
et l’image de test. Nous proposons aussi diffe´rents moyens d’estimer la pose continue
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des objets, avec une pre´cision bien au-dela` d’une simple classification parmi les vues
discre`tes d’apprentissage. Une des me´thodes propose´es dans cette optique consiste en
un mode`le ge´ne´ratif, qui peut interpoler l’apparence de l’objet sous des points-de-vue
quelconques, et permet ainsi d’optimiser explicitement la pose de l’objet dans l’image.
Notre mode`le d’apparence est de´fini en termes ge´ne´raux en ce qui concerne le type
de caracte´ristiques d’images. Nous l’appliquons a` l’utilisation de bords ainsi que de
gradients d’intensite´. L’utilisation de gradients extraits a` e´chelle grossie`re dans les
images est particulie`rement inte´ressante car ceux-ci fournissent d’utiles indices lie´s a` la
forme de surfaces. Ceci permet de ge´rer des objets non texture´s, ou avec peu de de´tails
visuels, courants dans des applications robotiques, qui sont difficiles a` reconnaitre avec
les me´thodes habituelles, utilisant uniquement les bords, par exemple.
L’ensemble des contributions propose´es s’inte`grent dans une formulation commune,
et la me´thode globale re´sultante a e´te´ e´value´e sur un ensemble de taˆches et de jeux de
donne´es. Nous obtenons des performances sur les taˆches de localisation et d’estimation
de pose bien supe´rieures aux me´thodes de bases, et souvent comparables voir supe´-
rieures a` l’e´tat-de-l’art sur chaque taˆche spe´cifique, alors que le syste`me que nous pro-
posons s’applique de fac¸on similaire a un large e´ventail de taˆches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of Computer Vision is a fascinating research area, but which may prove frus-
trating to work in. Simple tasks for a human, such as recognizing an object in a pho-
tograph as a car or a plane, or locating a coffee mug in the picture of a kitchen scene,
proves incredibly challenging for a computer. Although any person is capable of per-
forming those tasks effortlessly, what remains less obvious is how our brain can do so.
Therefore, the “holy grail” of computer vision, which would be the method capable of
a thorough understanding of a complete scene from a single image, may still remain
an elusive goal for some time, despite being a lively subject of research since the early
years of computer science. In addition to being a tremendously interesting topic for sci-
entific research in its own right, computer vision counts many practical applications.
To name a few: automatic surveillance, monitoring of industrial processes, navigation
of mobile robots, automatic indexing of image databases, primary sensing for domes-
tic service robots, etc. Among those, we are particularly interested in the applications
where the machine is ultimately expected to interact with its environment, and where
the perception capabilities offered by computer vision will just constitute one piece of
the puzzle, albeit a crucial one. This thesis therefore presents the results of research
geared towards a central challenge of computer vision, broadly called object recogni-
tion, keeping in mind some particular constraints related to the tasks of manipulation
and grasping of objects (Fig. 1.1). As we will see, this imposes additional challenges,
but also brings particular opportunities, which lead to different approaches and design
choices, compared to computer vision methods designed in a more general sense.
1.1 Current landscape of computer vision
The topic of object recognition has been a central one since the beginnings of com-
puter vision. It actually encompasses a number of practical tasks, as will be detailed
below. Considering computer vision as a self-standing discipline encourages the de-
sign of methods around particular techniques or methodologies, and not driven by
end applications. This leads to the constant contributions of innovative techniques
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Figure 1.1: Scenario of robotic manipulation, where a robot arm is expected to pick up,
move, and assemble objects.
and methods, but it also means that the application of these methods to practical prob-
lems may sometimes be trailing behind. In addition, a common practice in the field of
computer vision for evaluating novel methods or algorithms, is to primarily consider
well-established “benchmark” datasets. Those datasets are usually targeted at some
very specific tasks, and can naturally represent only a precise set of conditions. The
advantage of this common practice is to make competing algorithms directly compa-
rable with each other, and has allowed the state of the art to reach very high levels of
performance on some specific tasks. This however also brings a drawback, which is to
push more developments on those specific tasks, while not encouraging developments
in vastly different directions. It does actually lead to a lack of methods applicable to
some particular conditions not well represented within those common datasets, but
which we are nonetheless interested in, in the context of this thesis. For example, on
the task of object recognition, methods are frequently proposed and designed around a
single type of image information, image edges for example, or a specific type of image
descriptor, histograms of intensity gradients for example. This example of focusing
on image edges, and on the silhouette of objects is particularly frequent, and has led
to the development of the entire field of research of contour matching. The state of the
art reached near-perfect performance of datasets particularly suited to these methods
— such as the “ETHZ Shape dataset” for object class detection — [9–11], but it is not
always obvious how such methods would apply and perform in different conditions.
A second side-effect of the use of benchmark datasets for primary evaluation is that
different tasks represented by different datasets are then sometimes considered in iso-
lation, independently of each other. For example, the tasks of shape detection (e.g.
identifying bottles in an image), which are often evaluated on the afore-mentioned
“ETHZ Shape dataset”, is rarely considered at the same time as the task of viewpoint
classification (e.g. identifying cars seen from the side versus cars seen from the front),
commonly evaluated on the “3D Object dataset” [12]. However, both problems unar-
guably present common traits that may benefit from a similar treatment.
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1.2 Problem statement
The methods proposed in this thesis try to alleviate the frequent, but undesirable prac-
tices discussed above in the four following ways. First, we propose methods that do
not focus on the use of specific types of image features but which are equally suited
to sparse image features (keypoints for examples) and dense image features (intensity
gradients for example). Second, we propose methods that target both the recognition
of specific objects (e.g. a particular car of a certain brand and specific color) and of
object categories (any car in the general sense). The method that we will present in
Chapter 8 is actually applicable to both cases identically, and can be at choice trained
with data from a specific object or from different objects defining a category. Third,
we consider all types of objects, from complex textured objects, cars for example, often
encountered in the classical datasets for object recognition and well suited to classical
image features and descriptors (as in [13] for example), but also non-textured objects of
simple shapes, plates and kitchen knives for example, often encountered in the prac-
tical scenarios of robotic interaction that we are interested in. Such objects may seem
simple in appearance, but their lack of distinctive visual characteristic make them dif-
ficult to identify in images, and are often simply avoided in the evaluation of existing
methods, in profit of heavily textured objects, that can often be identified much more
reliably (Fig. 1.2). Finally, fourth, we consider all following tasks related sides of a
same problem. We thus try, to the possible extent, to tackle them — then to evaluate
our performance on them — in a unified manner. These tasks consist in:
• Localization The goal is to identify the parts of the test image that belong to the
object of interest, versus the parts of the image that correspond to background
clutter. The result of localization is typically a set of bounding boxes, which encir-
cle candidate objects in the image, each accompanied with a detection score.
• Detection One must decide whether the object of interest appears in the test image
or not. One usually does this together with localization (both terms being then
used interchangeably), by setting a threshold on scores of localizations to obtain a
binary result for detections.
• Classification among objects One must determine which object among learned
ones appears in the image. This typically involves learning discriminative classi-
fiers, and may take into account contextual information within the image such as
the background. The object model used for this task may not include any spatial
structure, e.g. a “bag-of-words” models, and the results of classification thus does
not necessarily involve the localization in the image of the object of interest. Such
an approach would obviously not be satisfactory in the applications considered
here.
• Classification among discrete viewpoints (poses) One must determine in which
pose, or orientation, an object appears in, among learned ones (e.g. cars seen from
the side and from the front). This has obvious relations with the task of recogniz-
ing an object versus another. This task bears different names: “pose estimation” is
common in the field of robotics, while “viewpoint recognition” is more often used
in the context of pure computer vision.
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Figure 1.2: The task of object recognition is viewed somewhat differently in the fields of
pure computer vision (first row) and robotics (second row). The ultimate goal in both
cases is the high-level interpretation of complete scenes. In the former, lots of existing
work focus on the modeling of the appearance of complex categories such as horses
(top center). Common applications in robotics often involve objects of different nature
and of smaller scale. Robotic applications also often involve more than a “bounding
box” localization, and require accurate segmentation and/or 3D pose estimation (bot-
tom center, bottom right). In both fields of computer vision and robotics, it is common
to consider heavily textured objects: they are both frequent in the real world and easier
to recognize thanks to strong visual characteristics (top left, bottom center). Sources:
[13], [14].
• Continuous viewpoint (pose) estimation In this more challenging task, one must
determine the precise orientation of the object (e.g. as Euler angles), with a reso-
lution much higher than a “side” or “front” view. This task is seldom considered
in the general field of computer vision, and has rather been studied by roboticists,
since it often is a prerequisite for the robotic tasks of manipulation and grasping.
1.3 Object recognition in the communities of computer vision
and robotics
We acknowledge the resemblance between the different tasks described above, which
we broadly regroup under the term of “object recognition”. We will first review how
these tasks have been treated in the field of pure computer vision. We will then see
how the particular needs within the robotics community have shaped different solu-
tions. Note that this section is only a mere overview of the areas of research in which
this thesis is inscribed. An appropriate and thorough literature review related to each
specific topic will be presented in the beginning of each subsequent chapter.
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1.3.1 Object recognition as a self-contained task in computer vision
The work on the topic of object recognition in the field of pure computer vision is most
easily classified by “techniques”, whereas the application-oriented view in robotics
make them easier to classify by “goal”. Early work in the vision community histor-
ically considered the appearance of an object in an image as a whole. Such classical
techniques then involved, for example, performing principal component analysis on
several training images of an object, in order to extract its most relevant visual char-
acteristics. Other approaches extracted so-called “’global features” describing entire
regions of the image corresponding to the whole object. The limitations of such tech-
niques were a poor robustness to occlusions and deformations. This led to the now
common paradigm of “local features”, where images are first described by sets of fea-
tures, which describe different parts of an image. These features are then handled, in
a second step by a decision process that performs recognition, localization in the im-
age or any related task. Generally, this separation conveniently serves two separate
purposes. On the one hand, the description of the image with features or descriptors
provides invariance to low-level variations, such as image noise, lighting, translation
and scaling in the image. On the other hand, the decision process of the second step is
then responsible, when performing recognition, for handling the more complex issues
of intra-class variations of appearance, the presence of clutter in the image, the possible
deformations of an object, etc.
Contributions to the field of object recognition can be related to one or both of the
two steps introduced above. On the topic of image features, developments over the
years have seen the introduction of sparse features, such as corners [15], key points
[16], or regions [17], “semi-sparse” features, such as edges [18, 19], and dense fea-
tures, such as gradient fields or convolution-based responses to different types of fil-
ters. Those features are then often associated to local appearance descriptors of image
patches, and/or summarized into descriptors such as histograms [20–22]. At the other
level of the decision process, common methods for recognition include rigid match-
ing with sliding windows [23–26], the generalized Hough transform [20, 27, 28], or
non-rigid matching with contour matching [11, 29, 30] or part-based models [31–33].
Modern approaches often include machine learning techniques, such as the learning
of discriminative classifiers, in order to differentiate parts of the image belonging to
background clutter versus those corresponding to the object of interest. Different tech-
niques have been proposed to tackle the problem of recognition of both specific objects
and object categories. The latter is however considered more challenging, due to the
intra-class variations of appearance that must be dealt with. Indeed, a set of image fea-
tures and descriptors as mentioned above (e.g. SIFT features, to name the most popu-
lar) can be descriptive and discriminative enough to identify a specific object, the cover
of a specific book, for example. It will however require a more complex machinery to
recognize any book after learning the appearance of a few examples. This is where ma-
chine learning methods, such as classifiers based on support vector machines (SVMs)
[34] or AdaBoost [35] have recently proven very successful.
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1.3.2 Object recognition as a tool in robotics
Methods for object recognition are seen from the field of robotics as tools that must
serve some specific purpose. In the application of robotic manipulation and grasping,
the output of interest is the actual 3D position and orientation (their combination being
referred to as the pose) in the world of the objects to handle. Although this task is
intrinsically similar to the one of localizing and encircling the object in the image with
a bounding box (the output of many methods in computer vision), the needs of robotic
applications lead to slightly different conventions, requirements and opportunities.
On the one hand, robotic applications impose particular needs, like the practical
form of the result of the localization of the object, as mentioned above. While a classical
recognition method will usually be limited to delineating the area of the input image
that belongs to the object of interest, we will rather be here interested in recovering
the actual 3D position of this object in the world, in the form of Euclidean coordinates.
As discussed in more details in Section 1.5.1, the conversion from one to the other is
however trivial given that the camera has been calibrated. Other practical matters of
interest include robustness and computational requirements, in terms of resources and
execution times (latency).
On the other hand, robotic applications may bring opportunities in the form of
prior knowledge that may be used advantageously, to aid in the task of recognition.
In particular, the robot is likely to know in which environment it is evolving, and thus
which objects can appear in a scene and must be recognized. A gardening robot may
not need to look for kitchen knives, and a robot evolving in an industrial environment
probably does not need to recognize coffee mugs. The methods proposed in this thesis
therefore focus on the recognition of one individual object at a time, rather than on the
handling of large collections of different types of objects. Methods suited to such big
databases have their place however, for example in the applications of content-based
image retrieval. Another form of prior knowledge in the context of robotic applications
comes from the actual imaging conditions. The calibration of the internal parameters
of the camera (the focal length for example) can be assumed to be known, as well as the
(approximate) distance between the camera and the captured scene. This information
indicates at which scale the object of interest appears, and must be looked for in the
image.
Finally, the application-driven approach in robotics means that the techniques are
often used on an opportunistic basis. Requirements for speed, robustness and accuracy
in pose estimation often pushes the use of the simple paradigm of rigid objects de-
scribed by local invariant features, e.g. SIFT descriptors. The recognition process then
typically involves finding specific correspondences between the image of the scene
and the stored appearance model of the object. This applies well to specific objects, but
unfortunately does not extend to categories of objects with similar reliability. For this
reason, experiments with robotic systems are sometimes restricted to specific, known
objects, instead of a more realistic use of object categories. These objects are more-
over adequately chosen with distinctive texture and visual characteristics (Fig. 1.2),
so that they can easily be handled by these simple recognition methods based on dis-
criminative matching of visual descriptors. Another consequence of this opportunistic
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approach is that there are no preset restrictions to specific training conditions. In par-
ticular, resorting to a 3D model of the object is common when it is necessary to perform
continuous pose estimation. This indeed render the task much easier than with only
plain 2D views as training data (although this is also a possibility, as we propose in
Chapters 6 and 8). Similarly to the use of 3D data for training, the use of 3D information
of the test scene is also a common way to render the perception and recognition tasks
easier. These additional 3D observations can come, for example, from stereo vision or
range scanners such as Kinect-style sensors. The use of such data (3D observations) is
however an entire research avenue on its own, that we do not consider within this the-
sis. Any how much this extra information may help perception tasks, we believe that
there is still much to be improved using 2D visual information alone. Another unique
possibility offered within robotic applications is to interact with the world, either by
moving and manipulating the observed objects [36, 37], or through active vision by
moving the camera to appropriate viewpoints around the scene [38–40]. This also con-
stitutes an entire field of research of its own, that we only touch upon in Chapter 6,
with a method that uses several views of a scene (and thus parallax information) to
disambiguate similar-looking poses.
1.4 Overview of contributions
The contributions presented within this thesis consist in a set of methods that address
the problems of object recognition and pose estimation in 2D images, both at the level
of specific objects and object categories. Our objective was to alleviate some of the
common issues encountered with existing methods, as discussed above, by developing
new methods applicable to various types of image features, various types of objects —
including ones without texture or strong visual characteristics — and by considering
the tasks of localization, recognition, and pose estimation as a single problem.
While the work presented here is definitely inscribed within the field of computer
vision, our developments were initially motivated by the robotic applications of ma-
nipulation and grasping. As a consequence of this “application-driven” approach, the
first chapters of this thesis (dealing with 3D models and pose estimation primarily)
are somewhat influenced by the field of robotics. This is reflected by some design
choices, e.g. by the representation of the object pose as quaternions, by some evalua-
tion methods, and also simply by the scope of the literature review presented in those
first chapters. In the later parts of the thesis however, the emphasis is brought back
on computer vision, since most comparable work (on appearance-based recognition)
is then clearly part of this field, and since our methods are then proving competitive
also on more mainstream tasks and datasets used in pure computer vision.
We give below an overview of the proposed methods (Fig. 1.3). Each major con-
tribution was originally presented in separate papers at various international confer-
ences [1–8]. This thesis is formatted as a collection of those papers, each forming a
self-standing chapter. As a consequence, the appropriate literature review related to
each contribution is thus included in the beginning of each paper.
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3D object model
Ch. 2: Pose estimation using a 3D object model
Ch. 3: Reconstruction of 3D models
2D example images
Ch. 4: Recognition using 2D training examples
+ Ch. 5: Extension to object categories
+ Ch. 6: Changes of appearance between viewpoints
+ Ch. 7: Intensity gradients as image features
Ch. 8: Unified presentation and evaluation
Ch. 9: Application to recognition of robotic arm
Figure 1.3: Overview of this thesis. Each significant contribution is presented as a
self-standing chapter.
Considering the specific goal of estimating the precise pose of a known object in a
2D image, our first contribution, proposed in Chapter 2, uses a 3D model of the object,
of which we minimize the reprojection error onto the test image. This method is built
on existing work previously developed in our research group [41]. This work con-
sists in the representation of objects as probabilistic 3D models, which are interestingly
applicable to various types of image features. The models correspond to constella-
tions of points, the geometric arrangement of which conveys information about object
shape. All those points correspond to features potentially observable in 2D images of
the object. The overall probabilistic formulation of this model serves to encode the un-
certainty present in the description of both the appearance and the spatial arrangement
of the features. This proved particularly appropriate, since our goal was to use object
models learned trough observations, rather than man-made 3D CAD models. Such
learned models obviously present imperfections, because of sensor noise to name just
one example, and are thus more challenging to use than the typical, perfectly defined
3D CAD models. We applied the overall approach to the use of edge segments, where
the “points” constituting the model correspond to points along the edges of the object.
We thereby obtained very interesting results on the task of pose estimation. In partic-
ular, the use of edges allowed us to handle non-textured objects, which was one of the
original goals.
In order to obtain the 3D object models needed by the pose estimation method
introduced above, we initially used the sparse-stereo method of Kru¨ger et al., which
reconstructs 3D edges from stereo imagery [42, 43]. To eliminate the reliance on that
external piece of software, we designed our own, alternative method to obtain such
reconstructions, specifically adapted to the conditions and type of data we were inter-
ested in. This method is presented in Chapter 3, and is suited for the scenario where
a robotic agent would be free to observe the object to learn, with a single camera, but
from different viewpoints (the camera being mounted on a robotic arm for example).
A number of registered 2D views of the object are thus available, and serve to “back-
project” these views to the 3D world. The triangulation of the observations from each
input view define a probability distribution in the 3D world, which corresponds to the
distribution of features (points along edges for example) that make up our object of in-
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terest. This probabilistic treatment matches well with the intended use of the resulting
models within the pose estimation method introduced above. Thanks to this method,
we could obtain very clean 3D object models (with little noise or irrelevant clutter),
made of continuous edge segments, particularly well suited to non-textured objects,
which common methods for stereo reconstruction may struggle with. The integration
of the two methods for (1) reconstructing models (Chapter 3) and (2) using them for
pose estimation in 2D images (Chapter 2) is a project that is currently carried out by
a student at the University of Innsbruck as his Master thesis, but which has not been
completed yet.
While Chapters 2 and 3 were using explicit 3D models for internally representing
the objects, the rest of the work in this thesis focuses on the use of 2D examples alone
for training. The goal remains to recognize objects in a single image, but the data used
to learn the appearance of those objects is now also made of 2D images exclusively.
The motivations for this so-called “exemplar-based” approach are multiple. On the
one hand, beyond the elegant simplicity of avoiding the reconstruction of a 3D model,
some studies have shown that the human visual system may work in such a “lookup”
manner for small ranges of viewpoints around previously-seen views [51], although
this is still debated. On another hand, a practical advantage is that the training views
do not need to all be initially available, and may be incrementally added to the model.
Our method is initially presented Chapter 4, and then extended in several directions
through the subsequent chapters. The initial formulation considers specific objects. In
contrast with other existing methods, our method does not rely on establishing cor-
respondences between image features of the learned model and of the test scene, and
is thus applicable to similar-looking, non-distinctive features. We initially apply it,
again, to the use of edges (points along edges, more precisely), but one specific aim we
were targeting from the start was to use densely-defined image information, such as
intensity gradients extracted at a coarse scale across images. Such gradients provide
strong clues related to the shading on smooth surfaces (and thus shape), which is an
often overlooked source of information, but of particular interest for handling objects
of smooth shapes and non-textured surfaces. We finally reached this objective with the
contributions presented in the latter parts of the thesis, in Chapters 7 and 8.
The method for exemplar-based recognition is extended from specific objects to ob-
ject categories in Chapter 5. In addition to the recognition of specific, trained views,
the capability of continuous pose estimation is provided by, basically, averaging the
similarity of the test view with different, trained viewpoints. Although this technique
is remarkably effective in practice, we found it unsatisfactory conceptually, and later
proposed a more direct approach, presented in Chapter 6. In this alternative method,
we explicitly encode how the appearance of the object varies between the discrete,
trained viewpoints. This results in a generative model, capable of interpolating the
appearance of the object at any, possibly unseen, viewpoint. We then use this model
to optimize the pose of the object detected in the test view. Another, seemingly un-
related contribution is also presented in Chapter 6. It uses additional test views and
the parallax between them to disambiguate poses of similar appearance. The reason
for presenting these two contributions in a same chapter is the large overlap in the
technical requirements (related to their implementation) for both methods.
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As mentioned above, we also apply our model of appearance to another type of
image features: intensity gradients, extracted at a coarse scale across images. Chap-
ter 7 examines how to use such information, in particular in relation with the issues
of invariance to lighting conditions. We demonstrate the advantage brought by these
image features with experiments, first on a set of particular objects that cannot be rec-
ognized reliably using edges alone, and then also on more general datasets, for which
significant improvements are also brought by the use of these gradients in addition to
edges alone.
A synthesis and summary of the most successful contributions of Chapters 4–7
is then given in Chapter 8, in the form of a journal paper (currently under review).
This chapter presents these different contributions in a common formulation. Most
interestingly, it also includes extensive evaluation on a number of benchmark datasets
and on a number of tasks, i.e. shape detection, detection in clutter of objects and object
categories, and discrete and continuous pose estimation. It demonstrates results on
par with, or superior to, state-of-the-art methods on several on these datasets.
Finally, we include, in Chapter 9, preliminary results on a practical application of
our recognition method. In a context of robotic manipulation, we apply it here to the
recognition, not of the manipulated object, but of the manipulator itself, i.e. the robot
arm. The robot considered is made of parts of smooth shapes with little texture, and
our recognition method is thus an excellent candidate for this challenging recognition
task. We extend our method to handle such an articulated object, whereas the previ-
ous chapters were assuming rigid objects. This ultimately provides the capability of
identifying, then segmenting out the robot arm from images of a camera monitoring a
scene of a manipulation scenario.
1.5 Technical background
The following sections introduce some technical concepts and conventions that are
shared by several chapters throughout this thesis.
1.5.1 Representation of object pose
In the context of object recognition of this thesis, we call the pose of an object its position
in the 3D world together with its orientation. Other uses of the term exist in different
contexts; for example, the task of human body pose estimation involves determining
the relative configuration of the body parts of an articulated model of the human body.
Object pose estimation is most often used in the context of robotic manipulation and
grasping, where the resulting information is paramount to control the robot e.g. to
move its gripper to an appropriate graspable part of the object. The pose is thus the
combination of a 3D position and a 3D orientation, which present 6 degrees of freedom
altogether. Assuming a reference frame has been defined, e.g. aligned with the camera,
the position is most simply described as 3D coordinates x ∈ R3 in this frame. For
the orientation (an element of the rotation group SO(3)), several options exist, such as
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Euler angles, rotation matrices, and quaternions. In our early work (Chapter 2), we use
quaternions to represent the 3D orientation. Unit-length quaternions form the 3-sphere
S3 (the set of unit vectors in R4), and offer practical advantages such as numerical
stability and being free of singularities.
Most work on object recognition in the field of pure computer vision is not con-
cerned with recovering such precise information about the object. The typical output is
merely the localization of the object in the image, in the form of a bounding box around
the object. However, the scale at which appears the object (relative to the training ex-
amples) is readily available from the size of this bounding box. Similarly, one usually
also identifies a possible rotation — also relative to the training examples — in the
image plane. In the case of “multiview” models, the object of interest is learned with
example images taken from different viewpoints. The viewpoint, i.e. which “side” of
the object is facing the camera, corresponds to a point on the 2-sphere (v ∈ S2). What is
then worth noting is that this information presents the same six degrees of freedom as
the representations used in the field of robotics. Assuming the camera used has been
calibrated (for internal parameters and for its own pose relative to the chosen coordi-
nate system), the localization and the scale in the image of the detected object deter-
mine its 3D position in the world. Its scale in particular, together with the focal length
of the camera, determine the actual distance between the camera and the object. The
viewpoint, together with the in-plane rotation in the image, determine its 3D pose. The
viewpoint is commonly parametrized by Euler angles of azimuth (φ ∈ [0, 2pi[) and ele-
vation (θ ∈ [−pi, pi]). This is the convention used in our later work (Chapters 6–8), since
it is used in most existing datasets that include objects viewed under different view-
points. A description of the viewpoint with azimuth and elevation angles is indeed
very intuitive, and directly corresponds to the conditions in which such datasets are
created, for example with the object placed on a turntable (varying the azimuth angle)
and the camera being placed at a few fixed heights (elevation angles). Moreover, most
of the existing datasets we used in those later chapters do not provide any calibration
information of the camera used, which prevented the conversion from “image-space”
to “world-space” representations. The choice of the representations of the pose used
throughout the different chapters of this thesis are thus only a result of the conventions
used by competing methods and by the existing datasets used for evaluation.
1.5.2 Representation of probability distributions and density estimation
A common trait to our methods is to represent both the observations of a test scene
and the model learned of an object, as probability distributions of observable features
modeled by probability density functions. This serves to encode imprecisions in the
observations, e.g. from sensor noise, as well the inherent uncertainty in the learned
models. These density functions are built from the actual image features observed in
the test or training images, using the concept of density estimation. Those observed
features, called “particles” in this context, can thus be thought of as random sam-
ples of the underlying density that we want to represent. Density estimation can be
performed in a parametric or nonparametric manner. With parametric methods, the
density is represented by a small number of relatively complex kernels, of which the
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parameters are tuned in order to best fit the available set of particles (and represent
the underlying density). A popular model of this type is the mixture of Gaussians,
where the number, the mean, and the covariance of the kernels are tuned with the
Expectation-Maximization algorithm [44, 45]. By contrast, nonparametric methods
rely on large numbers of simple kernels, attached to each of the available particles,
and which present few parameters that are generally set similarly for all of them. We
use a technique of this second type, with Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [46]. Simple
kernels are assigned to all image features (particles), and the density in any region of
the domain of these features is defined as the sum of these kernels. This allows model-
ing complex multimodal distributions without any prior assumptions of density shape
and avoiding the problems of mixture fitting or of choosing the number of components
of parametric methods.
The modeling of probability densities with KDE as described above is generally
applicable to various types of image features, and only necessitates to define an ap-
propriate kernel function for each type of feature. A recurrent example in our work
is the use of “edge points”, i.e. points identified along edges in the image. Such an
edge point x is defined by its location in the image xposi ∈ R2, and the local (tangent)
orientation of the edge at this point, an angle xorii ∈ S1+ = [0, pi[). We want to define a
kernel that encodes uncertainty on both the position and the appearance (orientation)
of the features. We therefore define a kernel as a product of two elements:
K( · ; xi) = N ( · ;xposi , σ) VM+( · ;xorii , κ) . (1.1)
The first factor N (. . .) corresponds to a univariate Gaussian distribution for the posi-
tion, assuming a simple isotropic spatial uncertainty, while the second corresponds to
a von Mises distribution [47] (similar to a wrapped Gaussian) on [0, pi[ for the orienta-
tion. From a set of image features xi extracted from an image, kernel density estimation
can then be used to estimate the probability density d(x) at any point x, for example
to evaluate the likelihood of observing a horizontal edge at a particular location in the
image:
d(x) ' 1
n
n∑
i
K(x; xi) .d(x) ' 1
n
n∑
i
K(x; xi) . (1.2)
Details concerning the use of different image features with this formulation will be
discussed in subsequent chapters, as well as the specifics of the weighting of particles
and of the sampling of densities defined through KDE.
The representation of images as probability densities of image features with the
nonparametric formulation above involves using large number of particles, especially
with our “edge points”, and even more so with the dense features (intensity gradients,
defined for each pixel of the image) that we use in Chapter 8. We will introduce tech-
niques in subsequent chapters to make the manipulation of such data tractable, e.g. by
performing object detection with a voting algorithm. In addition, a generally appli-
cable procedure to reduce the computing requirements is to simply resample the set
of particles. A random or systematic sampling could be appropriate, but, in pactice,
we obtained more consistent results with the semi-random procedures illustrated in
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of random (left) and semirandom (right) procedures for sam-
pling image features of a single test image (top). The two procedures are compared
with a same number of samples. In the case of oriented edges points (middle row),
the semirandom procedure selects samples along edges spaced with random bounded
intervals. In the case of gradient points (bottom row), it selects samples on a grid built
from a Halton sequence. The semirandom procedures ensure a better homogeneity of
samples, in order to evenly represent all parts of the image, even when using small
numbers of samples (which is desirable for efficiency).
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Fig. 1.4. In the case of edge points, we follow edges and we select points on those
edges at random bounded intervals (e.g. every 5 to 10 pixels). This ensures that small
numbers of samples will cover the different edges in different parts of the image with
a similar density. In the case of dense features such as the gradients mentioned above,
instead of retaining all pixels of the image as image features, we select some of them on
a grid built from a Halton sequence [48] over the image. This approach is typical with
the so-called quasi-Monte Carlo methods; it also ensures that samples are distributed
randomly but with similar local densities across the sampling space (i.e. across the
whole image, here).
1.5.3 Monte Carlo methods
The use of the probability densities of image features introduced above commonly in-
volves the computation of integrals. In particular, we often use integrals over products
of densities of features as a measure of their visual similarity. We then use Monte Carlo
methods to numerically evaluate the value of such integrals. Monte Carlo integration
is based on a random exploration of the integration domain. Considering two density
functions f(x) and g(x), defined on the same domain, we evaluate the integral of the
product by drawing random samples from one, and by averaging the values of the
other at those points [49]. Formally,∫
f(x) g(x)dx ' 1
n
n∑
`
f(x`) with x` ∼ g(x) . (1.3)
Similarly, we formulate the problem of object detection in the image as a cross-
correlation. The goal is then to maximize the visual similarity of a template, repre-
sented by g(x), with a test image, f(x), by aligning it with rigid transformations rep-
resented by w (see Chapter 8 for a more thorough description) and applied by the
function tw(x). The problem of detection then corresponds to the maximization of the
cross-correlation
c(w) =
∫
f(x) g
(
tw(x)
)
dx , (1.4)
which is evaluated similarly as in Eq. 1.3 and gives
c(w) ' 1
n
n∑
`
f
(
tw(x`)
)
with x` ∼ g(x) . (1.5)
As will be proposed in the next chapters, this maximization problem can also efficiently
be solved with algorithms based on a voting procedure.
Chapter 2
Pose estimation using a 3D object
model
The initial motivation for the work presented in this chapter comes from existing ac-
tivities in our group on the topic of robotic grasping. The goal here is to perform pose
estimation of known objects in 2D images, using provided 3D models of those ob-
jects. This explains some conventions used, for example for representing the pose in
“world-space” coordinates (as opposed to “image-space” coordinates, as discussed in
Section 1.5.1). We thus recover the pose of the object as a 3D position and a 3D orienta-
tion, in a Euclidean frame aligned, by convention, with the camera. Some results in the
evaluation part of this chapter show reprojections of the object models superimposed
onto the test images. This is provided for visualization purposes only, as the actual
output of interest is the 6 degrees-of-freedom pose of the recognized object.
Technically, the method builds onto existing work of Detry et al. [41], which consists
in probabilistic 3D object models. Such models encode both the geometry and the ap-
pearance of objects as a constellation of points that correspond to observable features.
These points actually serve to represent a continuous probability distribution of such
features in 3D, defined in a nonparametric manner using KDE (as introduced in Sec-
tion 1.5.2). Such probabilistic object models were used originally [41] to perform pose
estimation of known objects in a scene, using 3D observations of the scene, obtained
with stereo vision or with range scanners. The task of pose estimation, in that context,
was thus to register, or “align”, the 3D model with the 3D observations of the scene
[50].
In our work, we adapted the principles of that existing method [41] to perform pose
estimation with the same type of model but with only 2D observations of the scene, i.e.
a single image. The 2D observations extracted from the test image correspond to the
same – potentially – observable features that make up the model, and the task of pose
estimation is then to optimize the “match” between the reprojection of that 3D model
onto the test image plane, and the test image itself. We reuse the original probabilistic
formulation of the 3D model, and adopt a similar approach to turn the image features,
extracted from the test image, into a continuous distribution of features.
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The solution to the optimization of the pose is provided by a Monte Carlo algorithm
that explores the pose space to identify local maxima of our objective function (the
similarity between the test image and the reprojected model). The high dimensionality
of the pose space (presenting 6 degrees of freedom) makes this challenging, but we
obtained nevertheless good results as demonstrated by a number of experiments.
The initial choice of framing the task strictly as a pose estimation problem is re-
sponsible for a practical drawback: it limited the choice of datasets that we could use
for the evaluation. Indeed, few existing datasets provide ground truth information
of the pose of the objects, or even just the calibration of the camera (which would be
required to retrieve the pose as 3D coordinates in a Euclidean coordinate system).
The paper included in the following pages was presented at the 2011 German Con-
ference on Pattern Recognition (DAGM).
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Abstract. We present a novel way of performing pose estimation of
known objects in 2D images. We follow a probabilistic approach for
modeling objects and representing the observations. These object mod-
els are suited to various types of observable visual features, and are
demonstrated here with edge segments. Even imperfect models, learned
from single stereo views of objects, can be used to infer the maximum-
likelihood pose of the object in a novel scene, using a Metropolis-Hastings
MCMC algorithm, given a single, calibrated 2D view of the scene. The
probabilistic approach does not require explicit model-to-scene corre-
spondences, allowing the system to handle objects without individually-
identifiable features. We demonstrate the suitability of these object mod-
els to pose estimation in 2D images through qualitative and quantitative
evaluations, as we show that the pose of textureless objects can be re-
covered in scenes with clutter and occlusion.
1 Introduction
Estimating the 3D pose of a known object in a scene has many applications in
different domains, such as robotic interaction and grasping [1,6,13], augmented
reality [7,9,19] and the tracking of objects [11]. The observations of such a scene
can sometimes be provided as a 3D reconstruction of the scene [4], e.g. through
stereo vision [5]. However, in many scenarios, stereo reconstructions are unavail-
able or unreliable, due to resource limitations or to imaging conditions such as
a lack of scene texture.
This paper addresses the use of a single, monocular image as the source of
scene observations. Some methods in this context were proposed to make use of
the appearance of the object as a whole [6,13,15]. These so-called appearance-
based methods however suffer from the need of a large number of training views.
The state-of-the-art methods in the domain rather rely on matching characteris-
tic, local features between the observations of the scene and a stored, 3D model
of the object [1,7,17]. This approach, although efficient with textured objects or
otherwise matchable features, would fail when considering non-textured objects,
or visual features that cannot be as precisely located as the texture patches or
geometric features used in the classical methods. Hsiao et al.’s method [8] seeks
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to better handle multiple possible correspondences between the model and scene
features, but still requires a large fraction of exact matches to work efficiently.
The proposed method follows a similar approach to the aforementioned refer-
ences for modeling the object as a 3D set of observable features, but it is different
in the sense that few assumptions are made about the type of features used, and
in that it does not rely on establishing specific matches between features of the
model and features of the observed scene. For this purpose, we represent both
the object model and the 2D observations of a scene as probabilistic distributions
of visual features. The model is built from 3D observations that can be provided
by any external, independent system. One of the main interests of the proposed
method, in addition to the genericity of the underlying principles, is its ability
to effectively handle non-textured objects. The general method itself does not
make particular assumptions about the type of features used, except that they
must have a given, although not necessarily exact, position in space, and they
must be potentially observable in a 2D view of the object.
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed method at handling
textureless objects, we apply it to the use of local edge segments as observations.
Practically, such features cannot be precisely and reliably observed in 2D images,
e.g., due the ambiguity arising from multiple close edges, 3D geometry such as
rounded edges, or depth discontinuities that change with the point of view.
Such problems motivate the probabilistic approach used to represent the scene
observations.
The 3D observations used to build the model are provided by an external
system that performs stereopsis on a single pair of images. Such a model can
thus be quickly and automatically learned, at the expense of imprecision and
imperfections in the model. This again motivates the use of a probabilistic dis-
tribution of features as the object model. Other model-based methods proposed
in the literature have used rigid learned [7,17] or preprogrammed (CAD) models
[9,19], but such CAD models are, in general, not available. Our approach for
object modeling is more similar to the work of Detry et al. [5], where an object
is modeled as a set of parts, themselves defined as probability distribution of
smaller visual features. The main contribution of this paper is the extension of
those principles to the use of 2D observations.
The representations of the object model and of the scene observations that
we just introduced can then be used to perform pose estimation in monocular
images, using an inference mechanism. Algorithms such as belief propagation
[5] and Metropolis-Hastings MCMC methods [4] were proposed in the literature
to solve similar problems, and we adapt the algorithm presented in that last
reference to our specific type of model and observations.
Finally, our method provides a rigorous framework for integrating evidence
from multiple views, yielding increased accuracy with only a linear increase of
computation time with respect to the number of views. Using several views of
a scene is implicitly accomplished when using a stereo pair of images, together
with a method operating on 3D observations [5]. However, our approach does not
seek matches between the two images, as stereopsis does, and can thus handle
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arbitrarily wide baselines. Other methods for handling multiple views with a 2D
method have been proposed [2,14]. In these methods however, the underlying
process relies on the matching of characteristic features.
2 Object Model
Our object model is an extension of earlier work [4]. For completeness and clarity,
the upcoming sections include essential background following this source.
2.1 General form
We use a 3D model that allows us to represent a probabilistic distribution of
3D features that compose the model. These features must be characterized by a
localization in the 3D space, and can further be characterized by other observable
characteristics, such as an orientation or an appearance descriptor. The model
of an object is built using a set
M =
{(
λ`, α`
)}
`∈[1,n] (1)
of features, where λ` ∈ R3 represents the location of a feature, and α` ∈ A is
a (possibly zero-element) vector of its other characteristics from a predefined
appearance space A. When learning an object model, the set of features M is
decomposed into q distinct subsets Mi, with i ∈ [1, q], which correspond ideally
to the different parts of the object. This step allows the pose estimation algorithm
presented below to give equal importance to each of the parts, therefore avoiding
distinctive but small parts being overwhelmed by larger sections of the object.
The procedure used to identify such parts is detailed in [4].
Our method relies on a continuous probability distribution of 3D features
to represent the model. Such a distribution can be built using Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE), directly using the features of Mi as supporting particles
[5,18]. To each feature of Mi is assigned a kernel function, the normalized sum of
which yields a probability density function ψi(x) defined on R3×A. The kernels
assigned to the features of Mi will depend on the type of these features.
Reusing the distribution of 3D features of part i, ψi, and considering an
intrinsically calibrated camera, we now define ψ′i,w as the 2D projection onto
the image plane of that distribution set into pose w, with w ∈ SE(3), the group
of 3D poses. Such a distribution is defined on the 2D appearance space, which
corresponds to R2 × B, where B is the projected equivalent of A. For example,
if A is the space of 3D orientations, B would be the space of 2D orientations
observable on an image. Similarly, if A is a projection-independent appearance
space of 3D features, B would be the simple appearance space of direct 2D
observations of such features.
Practically, ψ′i,w can be obtained by setting the features of Mi into pose w,
and projecting them onto the image plane (Fig. 1c). The resulting 2D features
∈ R2×B can, similarly to the 3D points, be used as particles to support a KDE
on that space, using an equivalent projection of the kernels used in 3D.
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2.2 Use of edge segments
This paper presents the particular application of the object model presented
above to the use of local edge segments as visual features. Those features basically
correspond to 3D oriented points, which are characterized, in addition to their
localization in 3D, by an orientation along a line in 3D. Therefore, reusing the
notations introduced above, the space A, on which the elements α` are defined,
corresponds to the half 2-sphere S2+, i.e. half of the space of 3D unit vectors. The
kernels used to compose a 3D probability distribution ψi can then be decomposed
into a position and an orientation part [5,18]. The first is chosen to be a Gaussian
trivariate isotropic distribution, and the latter a von Mises-Fisher distribution
on S2+. The bandwidth of the position kernel is then set to a fraction of the
size of the object, whereas the bandwidth of the orientation kernel is set to a
constant. The 2D equivalent of those distributions are obtained using classical
projection equations. Fig. 2 depicts the correspondence between the 2D and 3D
forms of a particle corresponding to an edge segment and its associated kernel.
The visual features used in our implementation are provided by the external
Early Cognitive Vision (ECV) system of Kru¨ger et al. [12,16]. This system ex-
tracts, from a given image, oriented edge features in 2D, but can also process a
stereo pair of images to give 3D oriented edge features we use to build object
models (Fig. 1b).
3 Scene observations
The observations we can make of a scene are modeled as a probability distribu-
tion in a similar way to the model. The observations are given as a set
O =
{(
δ`, β`
)}
`∈[1,m] (2)
of features, where δ` ∈ R2 is the position of the feature on the image plane, and
β` ∈ B are its observable characteristics. These characteristics must obviously
be a projected equivalent to those composing the object model. Here again, the
features contained in O can directly be used as particles to support a continuous
probability density, using KDE.
In the particular case of edge segments, the observations correspond to 2D
oriented points (Fig. 1e). They are thus defined on R2 × B with B = [0, pi[.
As mentioned before, the uncertainty on the position and orientation of visual
features like edge segments can arise from different sources, and no particular
assumptions can thus be made on the shape of their probability distribution. The
kernels used here are thus simple bivariate isotropic Gaussians for the position
part, and a mixture of two antipodal von Mises distributions for the orientation
part. The sum of those kernels, associated with each point of O, then yields a
continuous probability density function φ(x) defined on R2 × [0, pi[ (Fig. 1f).
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Fig. 1: Proposed method applied to edge segments (orientation of segments not
represented). (a) Stereo images used to build object model; (b) 3D edge seg-
ments that compose the model; (c) probabilistic model (ψi) in pose w, spheres
representing the position kernel (their size is set to one standard deviation), and
its simulated projection in 2D (ψ′i,w; blue and red represent resp. lowest and
highest probability densities); (d) image of a scene; (e) 2D edge segments used
as observations; (f) probabilistic representation of observations (φ).
Fig. 2: Correspondence of 3D edge segment and associated kernel, with their 2D
projection on image plane. Orange boundaries represent one standard deviation.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3: Results of pose estimation; model features reprojected on input image. (a)
Good result (close to ground truth); (b) good result; (c) same frame as (b) with
incorrect result, orientation error of about 80◦, even though the reprojection
matches observations slightly better than (b); (d) incorrect result, insufficient
observations extracted from pan bottom, and orientation error of about 180◦.
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4 Pose estimation
The object and observation models presented above allow us to estimate the
pose of a known object in a cluttered scene. This process relies on the idea that
the 2D, projected probability distribution of the 3D model defined above can be
used as a “template” over the observations, so that one can easily measure the
likelihood of a given pose.
Let us consider a known object, for which we have a model composed of q
parts Mi (i ∈ [1, q]), which in turn define ψi and ψ′i,w. On the other hand,
we have a scene, defined by a set of observations O, leading to a probabilistic
representation φ of that scene. We model the pose of the object in the scene with
a random variable W ∈ SE(3). The distribution of object poses in the scene is
then given by
p(w) ∝
q∏
i=1
mi(w) , (3)
with mi(w) being the cross-correlation of the scene observations φ(x) with the
projection ψ′i,w of the ith part of the model transformed into pose w, that is,
mi(w) =
∫
R2×B
ψ′i,w(x)φ(x) dx . (4)
Computing the maximum-likelihood object pose arg maxw p(w), although an-
alytically intractable, can be approximated using Monte Carlo methods. We
extend the method proposed in [4], which computes the pose via simulated an-
nealing on a Markov chain. The chain is defined with a mixture of local- and
global-proposal Metropolis Hastings transition kernels. Simulated annealing does
not guarantee convergence to the global maximum of p(w), and we thus run sev-
eral chains in parallel, and eventually select the best estimate. In practice, a
strong prior is usually available concerning the distance between the camera and
the object, e.g., as information on the scale at which the object can appear in
an image. The global transition kernel can benefit from this prior to favor more
likely proposals, and therefore drive the inference process more quickly towards
the global optimum.
As mentioned above, the proposed method naturally extends to observations
from v multiple views. We define mi,j(w) similarly to Eq. 4 but relative to specific
views j, j = 1, . . . , v. Accounting for observations from all available views, Eq. 3
then becomes
p(w) ∝
v∏
j=1
q∏
i=1
mi,j(w) , (5)
which is handled by the inference process similarly to the single-view case.
5 Evaluation
This sections presents the applicability of the proposed method for estimating
the pose of objects on two publicly available datasets [3,10].
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5.1 Experimental setup
In this work, each model is built from one manually segmented stereo view of
the object (such as Fig. 1a). The models used here are typically composed of
between 1 and 4 parts, containing around 300 to 500 observations in total. Pose
estimation is performed on single 1280× 960 images taken with an intrinsically
calibrated camera. The number of parallel inference processes (see Section 4) is
set to 16. On a typical 8-core desktop computer, the pose estimation process on a
single view typically takes about 20 to 30 seconds. Also, as proposed in Section 4
and detailed below, a crude estimate of the distance between the camera and
the object is given as an input to the system.
The ECV observations we use (see Section 2.2) can be characterized with an
appearance descriptor composed of the two colors found on the sides of the edge.
This appearance information does not enter into the inference procedure. How-
ever, in the following experiments we use it to discard those scene observations
whose colors do not match any of the model features. This step, although not
mandatory, helps the pose estimation process to converge more quickly to the
globally best result by limiting the number of local optima.
5.2 Rotating object
We first evaluated our method on a sequence showing a plastic pan undergoing
a rotation of 360◦ in the gripper of a robotic arm [10]. The ground truth motion
of the object in the 36 frames of the sequence is thus known. The estimate of the
distance to the object, given as input to the system, is the same for the whole
sequence, and is a rough estimate of the distance between the gripper and the
camera (about 700 mm). Let us note that, for some images of the sequence, this
estimate is actually quite different from the exact object-camera distance, since
the object is not rotating exactly around its center.
This publicly available dataset is composed of stereo images, and we used
the frame corresponding to a rotation of 50◦ to learn the model, as it gives a
good overall view of the object. Four types of experiments were then performed
(Fig. 4). First, the pose of the object was estimated in each frame of the sequence,
using one single view. One can observe that correct pose estimates can mostly
be made close to the viewpoint used for learning the model (Fig. 4). A number
of results have an orientation error of almost 180◦, which correspond to a special
case (Fig. 3d) that can be explained by the flat and almost symmetrical object
we consider. Indeed, if very few observations are extracted from the bottom
of the pan, only the handle and the top rim of the object can be matched to
the image. Another large number of incorrect pose estimates have orientation
errors of 70–110◦; most of them correspond to ambiguities inherent to a 2D
projection, as illustrated on Fig. 3b–c. Similarly, most of the translation errors
occur along the camera-object axis, as an inherent limitation of 2D observations.
The percentage of correct pose estimates, defined by orientation and translation
errors of less than 10◦ and 30 mm resp., and evaluated over the whole sequence,
is only 20%. Second, the same experiment is performed using two views. Some
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of the ambiguities can then be resolved, and this percentage rises to 60%. This
result can be compared to the evaluation of Detry et al. [5] on a similar sequence,
which achieved a score of only 40–50%. We stress that the latter method relied
on 3D observations computed from stereo, whereas our method uses one or more
2D images directly, and is not limited to short-baseline stereo pairs.
Finally, we used our framework to track the pose of the object over the
whole sequence, using one and two views, respectively. The pose is initialized
with ground truth information for the first frame, and is then tracked from one
frame to the next, using the same process as outlined in Section 4, but without
the use of global proposals in the chain, and thus limiting the inference process
to a local search. These experiments yield very good results (see Fig. 4), the
remaining error being mostly due to the limitations of the model, learned from
a single view of the object.
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Fig. 4: Results of the“rotating object” sequence. For pose estimation, one marker
represents one run of the algorithm (the same number of runs are executed for
each frame). For pose tracking, the lines represent means over multiple runs.
5.3 Cluttered scenes
We evaluated the robustness of our method to clutter and occlusions by com-
puting the pose of various objects in several cluttered scenes [3], using a single
input image. The estimate of the distance to the objects, used as input, is the
same for all scenes and objects, and roughly corresponds to the distance between
the camera and the table on which the objects are placed (about 370 mm). Here
again, this is an only crude estimate, as the actual distance to the objects varies
from 200 to 600 mm.
Several of these scenes are presented in Fig. 5, with object models superim-
posed in the estimated pose. Sometimes, insufficient observations are extracted
from the image, and the pose cannot be recovered (e.g. second row, last image).
However, the reprojection error achieved by our algorithm is clearly low in most
cases; the models generally appear in close-to-correct poses. A perfect match be-
tween the reprojected model and the observations is not always possible, which
is a limitation of the sparse observations and object models we use. Small differ-
ences in the reprojection on the image plane may then correspond to large errors
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in the actual 3D pose recovered. Most of these errors can be greatly reduced by
using additional views of the scene, which is easily done with our method.
Fig. 5: Results of pose estimation (using a single view), with model features
reprojected onto the input image. Most remaining errors are a limitation of the
simple object models used, each learned from a single stereo pair.
6 Conclusions
We presented a generic method for 3D pose estimation of objects in 2D images,
using a probabilistic scheme for representing object models and observations.
This allows the method to handle various types of observations, including fea-
tures that cannot be matched individually; here we use local edge segments. Us-
ing these principles, we showed how to use Metropolis-Hastings MCMC to infer
the maximum-likelihood pose of a known object in a novel scene, using a sin-
gle 2D view of that scene. The probabilistic approach makes the pose estimation
process possible without establishing explicit model-to-scene correspondences, as
opposed to existing state-of-the-art methods. Together with the use of edge seg-
ments as observations, the method allows us to effectively handle non-textured
objects. Further, the method extends to the use of multiple views, providing a
rigorous framework for integrating evidence from multiple viewpoints of a scene,
yielding increased accuracy with only a linear increase of computation time with
respect to the number of views. We validated the proposed approach on two
publicly-available datasets. One dataset allowed quantitative evaluation; the re-
sult of an experiment was compared to the results of an existing method, and
showed an advantage in performance for our method. The pose estimation pro-
cess was also evaluated with success on scenes with clutter and occlusion. Future
work will extend the current implementation to the use of other visual features,
thereby extending the types of objects that can be handled.
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Chapter 3
Reconstruction of 3D models from
multiple views
Following the design of the method of Chapter 2 for pose estimation, which relies on
3D models of objects, we worked on a procedure to actually obtain such models. Even
though a number of competing methods simply use perfect, hand-made CAD mod-
els, our goal was rather to autonomously learn such models, using observations of the
objects of interest obtained during a training phase. The object models initially used
in Chapter 2 were obtained with the sparse-stereo system developed by Kru¨ger et al.,
which reconstructs 3D edges from stereo imagery [42, 43]. Some practical reasons moti-
vated the development of our own procedure. Most importantly, this procedure is not
a strictly stereo reconstruction method, but it is rather designed to reconstruct models
from large numbers of views. This allows producing more complete reconstructions
of objects, since these views can cover all sides of the object. Stereo vision, on the con-
trary, would only reconstruct a model from one viewpoint, the backside of the object
being hidden because of self-occlusion.
We implemented our method for reconstructing 3D edges, although its core princi-
ples are more generally applicable. As we will describe below, the method is framed in
a probabilistic formulation very similar to the one used in the pose estimation method
we designed it to work with (Chapter 2).
The typical scenario considered for the autonomous learning of object models in-
volves a robotic agent free to acquire pictures of the object from a number of view-
points, e.g. with a camera mounted on a robot arm. Inversely, the object could be
rotated in a robotic manipulator in front of a fixed camera. In both cases, the input
data for the reconstruction is thus a number of registered 2D views. Technically, these
2D observations are then “backprojected” to the 3D world, and we use the intersection
of these projections from the multiple views to define a probability density in the 3D
world, which corresponds to the reconstruction of the object. We represent this density
in a nonparametric manner, with samples drawn from the distribution. Conceptually,
this presents clear similitudes with the pose estimation method of Chapter 2. On the
one hand, the two methods use the projection of a probability density of 3D observ-
able features into 2D image features, or vice versa. On the other hand, both methods
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use a nonparametric representation of densities, for both the 3D object model, and the
corresponding 2D observations of this model in the image.
Conceptually, formulating the methods for reconstruction (of 3D models) and pose
estimation (using these 3D models) with similar concepts is very satisfactory as they
are designed to work together. Practically, this allowed sharing and reusing significant
parts of the code. Those seemingly different projects therefore shared a lot of practical
developments. The integration of the two methods into a complete practical applica-
tion is carried out by a Master student of the University of Innsbruck as his Master
thesis.
The paper included in the following pages was presented at the 2012 Conference on
3D Imaging, Modeling, Processing, Visualization and Transmission (3DimPVT).
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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel method for feature-
based 3D reconstruction using multiple calibrated 2D views.
We use a probabilistic formulation of the problem in the 3D,
reconstructed space that allows using features that cannot be
matched one-to-one, or which cannot be precisely located, such
as points along edges. The reconstructed scene, modelled as a
probability distribution in the 3D space, is defined as the in-
tersection of all reconstructions compatible with each available
view. We introduce a method based on importance sampling
to retrieve individual samples from that distribution, as well
as an iterative method to identify contiguous regions of high
density. This allows the reconstruction of continuous 3D curves
compatible with all the given input views, without establishing
specific correspondences and without relying on connectivity
in the input images, while accounting for uncertainty in
the input observations, due e.g. to noisy images and poorly
calibrated cameras. The technical formulation is attractive in
its flexibility and genericity. The implemented system, evaluated
on several very different publicly-available datasets, shows
results competitive with existing methods, effectively dealing
with arbitrary numbers of views, wide baselines and imprecise
camera calibrations.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The problem of 3D scene reconstruction using multiple
2D images from different viewpoints is fundamental in
computer vision. The variety of applications, from robotic
interaction to phototourism or reverse engineering, has led to
the development of numerous methods over the years. These
can be broadly classified into two categories: (i) intensity-
based multiview stereo methods, which produce dense sur-
face reconstructions, and (ii) feature-based methods, which
recover sparse 3D models of geometric features. Although
many of these methods have proven successful in select
fields of application, their typical requirements and limita-
tions in operating conditions motivated the development a
novel, feature-based method, particularly suited to the use of
hard-to-match features. This method, which we successfully
applied to the particular problem of 3D curve reconstruction,
will be introduced after reviewing related literature.
Methods of the first category mentioned above typically
aim at producing detailed 3D reconstructions of objects,
enforcing photometric consistency and surface continuity
constraints to recover a dense shape description. However,
those methods can typically only operate in precisely con-
trolled settings, usually only with Lambertian surfaces, and
with large numbers of precisely calibrated cameras. Those
typical requirements for controlled acquisition conditions
often prove impractical for general applications (see [1] for
a review). While dense reconstructions can offer visually
striking results, there are many applications where sparse
reconstructions are sufficient, as argued below.
Methods of the second category aim at reconstructing
sparse 3D models, made up of isolated geometric features,
such as points or edges. Such methods are particularly
interesting as they provide more expressive and efficient
representations than dense surfaces, typically at a fraction
of the computational cost. The classical methods rely on the
detection of interest points in the individual 2D views, and
then use their local appearance (e.g. using SIFT descriptors
[2]) to propose likely matches between observations from
different views. The geometric consistency between pairs
or triples of points can then be enforced using the well-
known epipolar or trifocal constraints [3], effectively leading
to the reconstruction of a 3D point cloud compatible with
the observations. The first limitations of this approach are
obviously those of the extraction and matching of image
features, which works best on texture-rich images, but can
perform poorly on scenes with mostly homogeneous surfaces
or little detail [4]. Moreover, the matching of local appear-
ance descriptors is made harder as the baseline between the
considered viewpoints increases [5], practically limiting this
approach to the consideration of close pairs of views at a
time.
Other methods of the second category make use of image
curves, or edges, extracted in the available 2D views [4], [6]–
[9]. Reconstructions made up of edge segments convey more
geometric information than point clouds [6] and offer greater
invariance to changes in illumination and viewpoint. Edge-
based reconstructions have moreover proved directly useful
for practical applications like pose estimation [10], [11], or
the prediction of grasping points of objects [12]. The clas-
sical approach, described above, of matching observations
between different views (now lines or cuves) is however a
non-trivial problem [6], exacerbated by the variability in the
extraction of said edges from the 2D images. Li et al. [4]
reviewed various schemes, e.g. using extended projective
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geometry [13] or differential geometry [4], or restricting
the problem to closed curves [14]. Common drawbacks are
strong requirements for precisely calibrated camera [4], [9],
[13] and limitations to pairs or triples of views at a time
[13]. In [15], Kaess et al.focuses on the subproblem of
fitting parametric curves to contours identified in several
images, using a Monte Carlo-type search as we do. They
do not however consider the reconstruction of entire scenes
with several objects and the inevitable uncertainty in the
input observations. Kahl et al. [7] present an approach that
also avoids establishing correspondences between views, but
delivers results only on simple scenes, reconstructing only
small numbers of short curve fragments. We present results
on arguably more challenging datasets and in much more
varied conditions (see Section IV).
Multiview reconstruction is part of the larger problem of
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). In contrast
to SLAM, this paper assumes calibrated views and does
not make use of core assumptions made by most SLAM
methods, most importantly the abundance of input views
and feature tracking across views. Some SLAM methods
are nevertheless relevant to the current discussion. Klein
et al. [16] use edges as image features and show how
complementary they are to interest points. They focus on the
localization problem, and do not deliver convincing results
for reconstruction of said edges. Civera et al. [17] propose,
as we will do, an alternative probabilistic formulation to
the classical Gaussian measurement uncertainty, but also
focus on localization. [18] goes beyond precisely localiz-
able features by tracking surface patches under photometric
constraints to provide a dense reconstruction, but is based
on frame-to-frame tracking.
The method proposed in this paper aims at reconstructing
a sparse 3D model of geometric features. The key princi-
ple is the definition, using each available 2D view, of a
probability density in the 3D reconstructed space, which is
compatible with the view considered. This distribution thus
encompasses all backprojected 3D features that could have
produced the considered image. Considering all available
views, the intersection, or product, of those distributions is
then proposed as the distribution of 3D features of the re-
constructed scene. We present in Section II an efficient algo-
rithm for obtaining individual samples from that distribution,
effectively yielding a set of 3D features (edge fragments
in our implementation) describing the reconstructed scene.
A second algorithm is proposed that iteratively identifies
contiguous regions of high density in the 3D space, which
links such samples together, forming continuous 3D curves.
The strength of the proposed approach is to handle non-
precisely localizable features, which cannot be matched one-
to-one, or which present uncertainty in some dimension of
the observation (like a point along an edge). The resulting
curve reconstruction method therefore does not rely on
connectivity in input images, effectively accounting for the
O1
O2
O3
φ1φ2
φ3
Figure 1. The proposed method uses the observations of each input view,
Ok , to define probability distributions φk in the 3D, reconstructed space;
the reconstructed model lies at the intersection of those distributions.
variability in the extraction of edges from the images.
Other reconstruction methods have been designed to handle
uncertainty in the input data, often by relaxing the matching
and geometry constraints. For example, Fabbri et al. [6]
implemented a two stage process, where an initial robust
reconstruction is used to optimize the calibration of the
cameras, to then obtain a finer reconstruction in the second
stage. That approach, which can be traced back to the
classical RANSAC algorithm, proved robust, but, in addi-
tion to being arguably computationally inefficient, lacks the
genericity and flexibility of the formulation presented below.
Note finally that similar probabilistic models of objects and
image observations have been used in the past [10], [11],
and this work can be seen as their extension to the problem
of 3D reconstruction.
We must finally remark that reconstruction without corre-
spondences is not new. A basic formulation of the prob-
lem was presented in [19]. In [20], Dellaert et al.used
expectation-maximation to recover the structure of a scene,
handling however only precisely localized features, and only
presented results on toy examples under several unrealistic
assumptions. More recently, [21] showed how to recover
the camera transformation between pairs of views using the
radon transform, but without considering the 3D structure
of the scene at all.
II. PROBABILISTIC RECONSTRUCTION FROM 2D VIEWS
We now present the proposed method, first in a general
formulation, then applied to the use of edge segments. Those
features correspond, in the input images, to points extracted
along lines of maximum gradient, and characterized by
their position and orientation on the image plane (see
Section III-A). In the reconstructed model, they correspond
to oriented 3D points, that we typically represent by short,
fixed length, 3D line segments (see Fig. 4b for example);
they can be connected together to form continuous curves
(e.g. 4c).
A. Probability distributions from image observations
The key idea of the method is to define, from each avail-
able 2D view, a probability density over the reconstructed 3D
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space, which is compatible with the observations in that view
(1). In other words, it describes the distribution of backpro-
jected 3D features that could have produced the considered
image, given the uncertainty present in that image, and in
the available estimation of the camera parameters. Formally,
each view k ∈ [1, N ] is described by a set of image features,
or observations
Ok = {yi} i ∈ [1,Mk] , (1)
where yi ∈ R2×A are the image features, characterized by
their position in the image, and some descriptor in an ap-
pearance space A. In the case of edge segments, which have
an orientation but no direction, the appearance descriptor is
an element on the semicircle (i.e. an angle in [0, pi[), and
A = S+1 . Considering instead more classical interest points,
described by their position in the image and their local
appearance, the space A would then contain normalized
texture descriptors. The 3D, reconstructed model, is to be
defined on a corresponding space R3 × A′. With edge
segments, then characterized by a 3D orientation, we have
A′ = S+2 .
We will now define, for a view k, a probability distri-
bution φk on the reconstructed space, using kernel density
estimation (KDE). Each element yi of the considered view
is associated with an element of the reconstructed 3D space,
y′i ∈ R3×A′. This element can simply be obtained by setting
a normalized value for the extra dimensions; e.g., the depth
and 3D orientation of our edge segments can be fixed to lie
on the image plane in the 3D world (see Fig. 2). This now
allows us, using KDE, to define the distribution φk by its
probability density function
φk(x) =
1
Mk
Mk∑
i=1
Ki(y
′
i, x) , (2)
where Ki are kernel functions on R3 ×A′. Intuitively, one
kernel Ki(y′i, x) models the distribution of all reconstructed
features that could have produced the observation yi. The
details, which will depend on the type of features used,
are straightforward in the case of edge segments. Looking
at the position only, it represents a constant probability
density along the backprojected ray (see Fig. 2). Formally,
we measure the distance between a given y′i and x by 3
scalars:
i. d1, the closest distance in position between x and the
line defined by y′i (the backprojected ray),
ii. d2, the depth of x, relative to the camera center,
iii. d3, the difference in orientation between x, and the
plane corresponding to the backprojection of the ori-
entation of y′i.
We then define our kernel function Ki(y′i, x) as the product
of 3 independent kernels that make use of those distance
measures: a Gaussian kernel on (d1/d2) (inducing a conical
surface of equidensity for the position, see Fig. 2), a box
min depth
max depthy′i
d2 x
d1
Figure 2. Illustration of an observation y′i (an oriented point on the
image plane) and its associated kernel Ki(y′i, ·) in the reconstructed, 3D
space, both for the position and the orientation (surfaces of equidensity in
transparent orange). The kernel, evaluated at a point x, uses the distances
d1 and d2, resp. to the axis of the backprojected cone and to the camera
center (see text for details); d3 is not represented.
kernel on d2, and a von Mises-Fisher kernel on d3 (which is
a Gaussian-like distribution on orientations [22]). Note that
the effect of the box kernel on the depth only corresponds to
fixing a hard threshold on the distance to the reconstruction.
Indeed, the only assumption that can generally be made here
is that a reconstructed point must lie in front of the camera,
and within a realistic depth range.
The geometric meaning of our definition of a kernel is
quite intuitive, and is illustrated in Fig. 2. For example,
the surfaces of equidensity for the position in the 3D space
correspond to truncated cones, extending along the camera’s
projection rays. The selection of the bandwidth of the kernels
is discussed in Section III-B.
The definition of the kernels could be extended to other
types of image features, or to include edge curvature for
example. We propose another minor extension that takes into
account the uncertainty along the orientation of an edge,
thereby “flattening” the cone of Fig. 2. For this purpose,
the distance d1 is separated in 2 components d′1 and d
′′
1 ,
respectively aligned and orthogonal to the orientation of the
edge; they are then simply evaluated as (d′1/d2) and (d
′′
1/d2)
in Gaussian kernels of respectively large and small variance,
thus allowing more slack along the orientation of the edge
(see specific results in Section IV-A).
Finally, as a side note, let us remark that defining a prob-
ability distribution over the reconstructed space, as we did,
differs from the classical formulation of the problem, where
the reconstructed model is compared, once reprojected in
the image space, against the 2D input observations. We
will remark that, under certain parameterizations, the two
approaches can be rendered equivalent. Our formulation was
however chosen in this presentation, as it offers a more
intuitive formulation of the sampling-based reconstruction
methods that we will propose below.
B. 3D Reconstruction of individual points
The probability distributions φk we have defined make
each use of one single view. We now combine them to
produce another distribution ψ in the reconstructed space
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that is globally consistent with all available views. It is given
by its probability density function
ψ(x) =
1
C
N∏
k=1
(
φk(x) + ε
)
, (3)
where C is a normalization constant, and ε is a fudge
constant, small relative to the scale of φk(x). This definition
practically uses the intersection of the φk, relaxed by the
constant ε. This allows observations that appear in some but
not all input images to produce a nonzero density region in
the reconstructed space. This proves necessary in practice,
to handle e.g. self-occlusions and missing observations.
Equation (3) gives a formal definition of the 3D recon-
struction of the scene. The main goal however is to obtain an
explicit and practical representation of this model. Sampling
directly from ψ is generally not feasible, but we propose
an approximate method based on importance sampling (see
for example [10], [23]). Importance sampling (IS) allows
one to sample a target distribution p(x), assuming one can
evaluate p(x) = p¯(x)/Z up to some normalization constant
Z, by using samples x` from a proposal distribution p′,
ideally similar to p. IS accounts for the difference between
the target and proposal distributions by assigning to each
sample x` a weight given by
w` = p¯(x`) / p′(x`) . (4)
The collection of weighted samples
{
(x`, w`)
}L
`=1
is then,
under mild assumptions, asymptotically consistent with the
target distribution. This procedure is obviously most efficient
as the proposal distribution is close to the target distribution.
In practice, the collection of weighted samples is then
generally resampled, to a smaller set of L′ (< L) unweighted
samples.
The proposal function used here is given by
ψ′(x) =
1
C ′
∑
(k1,k2)
∈ pairs(1,N)
φ′k1(x) φ
′
k2(x) , (5)
where C ′ is a normalization constant, and pairs(1, N) de-
notes the list of all unique pairs of indices between 1 and
N . Each density function φ′k is a variation of the φk defined
above, in which the kernels used are all box functions.
Intuitively, ψ′ simply corresponds to all the intersections
of pairs of views. Sampling from ψ′(x) is easily done by
choosing two arbitrary views k1 and k2, and triangulating
two random observations y1 and y2 from each, the kernels
of which intersect at least by a small amount (i.e. the 3D
projections of which intersect each other within a small
threshold). The bandwidth of the box kernels of φ′ will
be chosen so that they extend up to a reasonable cutoff
threshold of the exact kernels of φ. This ensures that the
proposal distribution ψ′ will generate samples in all of the
most interesting regions of the target distribution ψ. The
weights assigned to the proposal samples of ψ′ are then
simply computed using (4). They can then be resampled to
obtain a set of non-weighted points.
C. 3D Reconstruction of continuous curves
The method presented above reconstructs individual
points as samples from a probability distribution in the 3D
space. Some interesting parts of the scene may however
correspond to regions of lower density (e.g. due to missing
observations in one or several views), but which can however
still be identified as local maxima. Moreover, in the partic-
ular case of curve reconstruction, one wants to reconstruct
continuous curves, and not individual points. Those two ob-
jectives can be met through the iterative procedure described
below, which uses the individual samples as starting points
for a stochastic exploration of the reconstructed space.
For each reconstructed curve, the procedure starts with a
sample x0 ∈ R3 × S+2 . It then iterates, searching at each
step for a point xi+1 along a ridge of locally maximum
probability density. Formally, local proposals are generated
from a point x = (p, θ) of position p ∈ R3 and orientation
θ ∈ S+2 (a unit 3-vector), as a set of L samples:
proposals(x) =
{
( p+ Θκ(θ) ∗ Γ(α,β),Θκ(θ) )j
}
j ∈ [1,L] ,
(6)
where Γ is a gamma distribution that generates the distance
in position to a proposal, and Θ is a Von Mises-Fisher
distribution used to randomize the orientation. This uses the
assumption that the next point of the curve is most likely
in the direction of the current point. The parameters κ, α, β
define how “spread out” the proposals are from an exactly
straight line. The likelihood of each proposal is evaluated
(Eq. 3), and the best one is selected as the new point xi+1
of the curve. The procedure is repeated, unless the likelihood
of all L proposals fall below a threshold, indicating the
probable end of the curve. That threshold is fixed beforehand
as fraction of the mean density of a batch of samples
of the whole scene. The procedure is comparable to the
classical Canny algorithm, which, likewise, follows ridges
of local optima until falling below a predefined threshold.
Note that the use of a purely random walk scheme for
selecting the neighbours in our method — as opposed to
estimating local derivatives of a likelihood function (as could
be done using differential geometry) — is motivated by
the genericity of the procedure, which we plan to apply to
other types of image features as future work. Finally, as the
scene is being reconstructed, we “prune” ψ, removing the
kernels that have significant overlap with the curves already
reconstructed. This helps reconstructing parts of the scene
of low probability density, initially masked out by regions of
higher density, and also avoids reconstructing several times
the same portions of a scene.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Edge detection in input images
The image features we use are oriented 2D points, identi-
fied along the edges in the images. We selected the method
of [24], which is a simple method based on image gradients
that extracts the orientation of the edges significantly better
than the traditional method, which simply uses the direction
orthogonal to the gradient. That method was chosen instead
of more sophisticated ones which take texture or global
segmentation into account, as they can be extremely slow
and are thus not an option for many applications of 3D
reconstruction. This also ensured a fair comparison with
other published methods which used basic gradient-based
edges as well.
B. Choice of parameters of the reconstruction
The kernels associated with the observations are
parametrized by their bandwidth in position and orientation.
This size should reflect the estimated uncertainty in the
input data, and can be set according to a small fraction to
the estimated scale of the scene. Our experiments showed
however that the method was not particularly sensitive to the
choice of those parameters. For example, in the experiments
(with both small and large camera calibration errors) of
Section IV-D, with 640× 480 pixel images, the size of the
kernels was set to allow a corresponding maximum deviation
in the images of about 12 pixels and 20◦.
The parameters used for local proposals (Eq. 6) are also
to be set relatively to the scale of the scene. For example,
the scene of Section IV-D, measuring about 1000 mm in
diameter, used local proposals corresponding to a spacing
of 5 mm and a deviation in orientation of 15◦ on average,
with L = 50.
Finally, the running time of the iterative procedure grows
linearly with the number of reconstructed points. The cost
associated with the reconstruction of a point mostly corre-
sponds to the evaluation of ψ (Equation 3) for the proposals.
One evaluation involves the processing of every kernel of ev-
ery input view, and is thus O(NM¯), where N is the number
of views, and M¯ the average number of observations per
view. We currently use this basic implementation. However,
a cleverer implementation could efficiently preselect the few
kernels likely to be relevant to the evaluation of a given
point, using an ordered data structure. Since the influence
of a kernel in its distribution drops below insignificant values
past some distance, one could, in this way, restrict the
evaluation of the kernels to a small fraction of them.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method was evaluated on 4 very different
datasets. It is notoriously hard to produce ground truth
reconstructions for evaluating feature-based methods, due
to the ambiguous selection of the features to reconstruct.
Datasets for benchmarking dense reconstruction methods
have been produced; however, the ground truth model is not
necessarily made public [1], and the selection of actual edges
from continuous surfaces [25] or 2.5D models makes it hard
to design a meaningful quantitative evaluation of a method
like ours. Competing methods for curve reconstruction faced
a similar situation, which explains why no extensive qual-
itative evaluations were published. [6] made an exception,
but they only evalute their ability to match correct curve
fragments between views, using a set of manually labelled
ground truth correspondences — which was unfortunately
not made public.
Practically, our prototype software was implemented in
Matlab. Running times of such an implementation (espe-
cially of an iterative method) have little meaning, as the only
switch to a compiled language offers potentially enormous
room for improvement. Bearing this in mind, we report, as a
base point, that a reconstruction as shown in Fig. 4 or Fig. 6a
currently takes about 2 to 5 minutes on a standard laptop
without multithreading. Most recent competing methods do
not discuss the issue of efficiency; Fabbri et al. [6] report
running times in the order of minutes on scenes like the
dinosaur (see below). Let us note moreover that most parts
of our algorithm are straightforward to parallelize.
A. Synthetic toy example
The lack of datasets with proper ground truth motivated
the use of a synthetic toy example, in order to evaluate and
demonstrate basic properties of the proposed method. The
scene, pictured in Fig. 3a, contains curves of various lengths
and shapes. Their exact 3D shape is used to directly generate
the 2D edge maps used as input to the reconstruction
method. This bypasses the stage of edge extraction from
2D images, focusing this evaluation on the reconstruction
process alone. To simulate realistic conditions and missing
observations, random parts of the curves are masked when
generating those edge maps. The scene itself measures
about 500 mm in diameter; we use 7 views from different
viewpoints around the scene, at a distance of approximately
900 mm.
We compare reconstructions and ground truth using the
accuracy/completeness metrics proposed in [1]. To obtain
accuracy, we measure the Euclidean distance from each
reconstructed point to the closest ground truth curve. The
accuracy is then defined as the distance so that 90% of the
points fall below that threshold. To obtain the completeness,
we consider a number of points sampled uniformly along
the ground truth curves, and count the ratio of them that
have a part of the reconstruction within a reasonable distance
(15◦ in orientation, and 5/8 mm in position for scenes
without/with noise). The exact choice of those thresholds
is not relevant here, since we use them to compare different
methods and not to obtain absolute performance values. We
report accuracy/completeness scores for 4 different recon-
struction methods: (i) a baseline method where we perform
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random triangulations (Eq. 5), and keep a fixed number
(1000) of points with a probability density (computed as
in Eq. 3, but without orientation) above a threshold; this
corresponds approximately to the basic approach where one
simply imposes a maximum 2D distance between the re-
projected reconstruction and the input observations; (ii) our
sampling method (Section II-B) used to recover the same
number (1000) of points; (iii) our iterative method for
curve reconstruction (Section II-C); (iv) the same method
accounting for uncertainty specifically along the orientation
of edges (Section II-A).
Each method is run with different lower thresholds on
the probability density of reconstructed points, setting the
tradeoff to be made between accuracy and completeness. We
report results in Fig. 3b, with and without noise on camera
calibrations (in the form of added Gaussian perturbations
of σ = 4 mm on the camera positions). We also plot,
in Fig. 3c, the accuracy and the local probability density
(Eq. 3) of a number of random samples (Eq. 5). This allows
verifying that there is indeed a correlation between the
probability density obtained through our definition, and the
actual correctness of a reconstructed point. Reconstructions
showing good accuracy can however sometimes correspond
to low probability densities, which explains why our sam-
pling method alone cannot recover the entire scenes, as
opposed to the iterative method. Moreover, we also verify
that the correlation between accuracy and probability density
still holds when adding noise (as above) to the camera
calibrations.
B. Dinosaur
The “dinosaur” dataset is standard for the evaluation of
dense reconstruction methods [1]; we use the version made
of 16 views from a circle around the object. We show in
Fig. 4b a reconstruction made of individual points, obtained
using our sampling method. These samples are drawn mostly
in the regions of high probability density of the reconstructed
space, with more samples in the regions the most precisely
defined, e.g. along the crest on the back of the animal (such
sharp edges correspond to well-defined edges in the 2D
images). In Fig. IV-Bc, we show a reconstruction of con-
tinuous curves of the same scene; those curves are correctly
identified along ridges of local maxima of the probability
density function, yielding a high quality reconstruction of
the object. Those results, directly comparable with those
presented in [6], show a clear advantage, particularly in the
level of noise in the reconstruction.
C. High-resolution building
Strecha et al. [25] produced a dataset of high resolution
pictures of buildings for evaluating dense reconstruction
methods. We chose to evaluate our method on one of those
scenes (“Herz-Jesu-P8”) as it represents a very different type
of input data than our other evaluations. The images are of
high resolution, but the nature of the scene (very textured
surfaces and lots of fine details) renders the extraction of
stable edges from the 2D images a difficult problem already.
The reconstructed 3D model (Fig. 5a-b) exhibits missing
parts, which are a direct consequence of this problem (cor-
responding to missing observations in the input data). The 8
viewpoints span only a small arc, roughly in the same plane,
leaving a great deal of uncertainty in the depth dimension,
in particular for the edges parallel to that plane. This can be
observed when viewing the reconstructed model from the
top (Fig. 5b), as some supposedly straight edges meander
in this dimension. The same curves however, when repro-
jected on an input image, always closely match the input
images (Fig. 5c). [25] uses a particular distance measure to
evaluate dense reconstruction methods, requiring non-public
information (calibration uncertainty), which prevented direct
performance comparisons.
D. Office desk
We finally consider an indoor scene, containing typical
household items with little texture (see Fig. 6a), shot from 12
different viewpoints around them. This represents the type of
scenes that motivated our approach, in the context of robotic
applications, where a robot would take the pictures using an
arm-mounted camera. The extrinsic calibration of the camera
would thus be known with a precision corresponding to the
accuracy of the robotic arm. In this evaluation however,
and for purely practical reasons, we used a checkerboard
pattern in the scene with standard calibration software.
We obtained visually excellent reconstructions (Fig. 6). A
challenging part of the scene is the checkerboard, as it
contains many lines close together, in both similar and
different orientations. We then intentionally added noise to
the positions of the 12 cameras, to verify the influence on the
reconstruction (see Fig. 6b-e for details). The highest tested
level of additional noise, drawn from a Gaussian distribution
of σ = 8 mm, introduces corresponding translation errors as
large as 10 pixels on the 640×480 pixel images. Experiments
show that a reconstruction is still possible; some regions of
the reconstructed space now receive a probability density
lower than the allowed threshold, explaining missing parts
in the reconstruction. Those results are representative of the
performance we obtained on many experiments of similar
nature.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a novel method for feature-based 3D recon-
struction from multiple calibrated views. We introduced a
probabilistic formulation that admits hard-to-match features
particularly suited to edge segments. The reconstructed
scene is modelled as a probability density in the 3D space,
from which we can draw individual samples. Those are
then used as starting points to reconstruct continuous 3D
curves. The effectiveness of the approach was demonstrated
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Figure 3. Evaluation on synthetic scene: (a) example input edge map, note missing observations; (b) accuracy/completeness scores for (light to dark)
random sampling based on position only, our sampling method using orientation, our iterative method with conical kernels, then with “flattened” kernels
(accounting for uncertainty along the edge orientations); (c) density/accuracy of random samples (density evaluated up to a multiplicative constant).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. (a) Example images of the dinosaur dataset; (b) individual reconstructed 3D points obtained through our sampling method; (c) reconstruction
of continuous curves.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5. (a) Reconstruction of the building dataset, missing parts are mostly due to missing observations, difficult to extract from the input images; (b)
other view of the reconstruction, showing the imprecisions in depth, as the input viewpoints span only a small arc in front of the building; (c) reconstructed
edges, reprojected on an input image, match however closely.
(a) (b) σ = 0mm (c) σ = 2mm (d) σ = 4mm (e) σ = 8mm
Figure 6. Reconstruction of scene with error in camera calibration; one input image (a); 3D reconstructions (rendered from a novel viewpoint) with
original estimated camera calibration (b) and with added perturbation on camera position from Gaussian noise of variance σ (c-e); significant levels of
error still allow reconstruction, at the price of some imprecisions (plate, checker board) and missing edges (book, lower edge of the table).
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on existing and new datasets, and showed competitive results
with an existing method, while exhibiting more technical
flexibility and genericity in its formulation. An important
direction for future work is the evaluation of this method on
features other than edges.
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Chapter 4
Recognition using 2D training
examples
The remaining work presented within this thesis, starting with this chapter, is con-
cerned with the recognition and pose estimation of objects in 2D images, directly using
2D example images as training data, and thus without any explicit 3D reconstructions.
The motivations for so-called “exemplar-based” methods are multiple. First, removing
the need for a 3D model may avoid the potentially computationally costly reconstruc-
tion step. Second, although this is still debated, motivation for exemplar-based ap-
proaches has been suggested by the human visual system, which was shown to exhibit
properties of a view-based lookup function when recognizing objects, being robust to
small changes of about 20◦ around trained viewpoints [51]. Third, such methods do
not require all the training examples to be initially available, and these examples can
be added incrementally to the model. Fourth, 2D example images can be argued to bet-
ter represent and encode the appearance of objects than 3D models, which are mainly
concerned with the geometric aspects of the shape of the object.
The proposed system tackles the task of detection in clutter at the same time as
pose estimation, as demonstrated through our evaluation on images presenting large
numbers of objects stacked onto each other. In order to perform pose estimation with
exemplar-based methods, the basic idea is to identify, in the test image, one of the pro-
vided training examples. Continuous pose estimation, which goes beyond this mere
classification among learned viewpoints, is only possible through more complex pro-
cedures. Ours relies on a probabilistic voting in the 6-DoF pose space. The whole
method can actually be compared to a generalized Hough transform at a very large
scale, i.e. with votes made of combinations of image features from the test view, and
image features of all training views at the same time. These votes are then cast in the
6-DoF pose space, accounting for localization, scale and rotation in the image, but also
for the viewpoint. Details on the implementation of this procedure had to be kept
short in the paper included below, due to imposed maximum length. The technical
complexity may thus not be apparent, but the implementation required particular care
in order to make computations practically tractable. After computing the actual votes
in the pose space, the challenge is to identify the regions of high density in this high
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dimensional space, typically from millions of votes. We use a two-step procedure to do
so. First, a histogram approximates the density in regular bins and serves to eliminate
those of low density. In the small number of remaining regions, we then perform a
proper kernel-based evaluation of the density, to finally identify local maxima which
give us candidate detections of the object in the image, together with their correspond-
ing full pose. The effort, in terms of software engineering, necessary to make these
computations tractable lies mostly in the usage of the memory for storing the votes,
and for representing the bins of the histogram trough efficient data structures.
The paper also includes a way of fusing results from multiple sources of evidence,
basically from multiple runs of the above procedure. These different runs could use
different images of a same scene, or different types of image features. We obtain an
“average” of the results of all runs through a probabilistic voting in the pose space.
This proved practically very interesting, as demonstrated by some of our experiments.
These additional results are however clearly anecdotal compared to the main contri-
butions of the paper. They also did not necessitate much additional effort to produce,
as they share the concepts and parts of the code (for voting and averaging in the pose
space) of the main procedure.
4.1 Full algorithm for pose estimation
We give in Algorithm 1 the explicit listing of the procedure for pose estimation intro-
duced above. It should be read together with Section III of the paper included in the
following pages.
The running time of the algorithm is dominated by the execution of its first (for)
loop. The innermost operations of this loop process every pose compatible with every
sample xi obtained from the observations. The minimal number of necessary samples
to use (Nsamples) is hard to determine, and depends heavily on the amount of clutter
in the test image. In general, it will therefore be chosen as a fraction of the total num-
ber of observations (N ). The number of poses that we can identify as compatible with
each of these samples is then proportional to the number of training points (M ). As
a consequence, this loop, and the whole algorithm, are O(MN). Note that this costly
implementation, which makes use of all training pairs for each sample from the test
view, could potentially be replaced by a stochastic use of the probabilistic representa-
tion of the training data φ, using a limited number of random samples thereof at each
iteration. This scheme was used in the related use of probabilistic 3D models, by Detry
et al. [41] and in Chapter 2, but was not investigated here. It is however an obvious
— and simple — improvement to reduce computational requirements. It will be used
in the improved versions of the method presented in the next chapters.
4.2 Histogram on the 6-DoF pose space
The algorithm presented in Section 4.1 relies on a histogram-based method to identify
the regions of the pose space of significant density. To ensure consistent results, it is
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for pose estimation by exhaustive search for local maxima in
the pose space.
Input: training pairs T = {(wi, xi)}i
distribution of observations φ
Output: set of posesR = {w∗i}i
Procedure:
Initialize each bin b of histogram on SE(3): b.contents← ∅
T ′ ← ∅, T ′′ ← ∅, R ← ∅
for i = 1..Nsamples fill histogram
Get sample xi ∼ φ
foreach training pair (w, x) ∈ T
foreach p ∈ P such that f((w, x), p) = (w′, xi)
T ′ ← T ′ ∪ {(w′, xi)}
b← findBin(w′)
b.contents← b.contents ∪ {w′}
foreach bin b select histogram bins
if number of elements in b.contents is significant
R ← R ∪ b.contents
T ′′ ← T ′′ ∪ {(w, x) ∈ T ′ : findBin(w) = b}
foreach w∗ ∈ R use pre-selected data for kernel-based evaluation
Evaluate p(w∗) using kernels supported by elements of T ′′ only
if p(w∗) < threshold
R ← R \ w∗
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necessary to establish a uniform partitioning of the 3D pose space, SE(3), which is not
a trivial problem. Ideally, each bin of the histogram must present a similar area, as
well as a similar topological shape. Using the factorization SE(3) = R3 × SO(3), these
requirements can be easily satisfied for R3 with a uniform division along each of its
dimensions. Moreover, in practice, we restrict ourselves to a bounded subspace of R3.
This is not a problematic restriction, since the pose of the object can generally be as-
sumed to lie in a frustum defined by the border of the input image and a reasonable
maximum depth. The complex topology of SO(3) does not allow a trivial partitioning.
We chose to use the factorization of its elements, using the Hopf fibration [52], into two
parts, respectively on S1 (i.e. an angle in [0, pi[) and S2 (the 2-sphere). This particular
factorization then allows using a uniform partitioning of S1, and any appropriate par-
titioning of S2, which is a less complex problem. We use a triangular mesh [53] that
effectively defines bins of similar area and topological shape on the sphere, which is
obviously preferable over more trivial methods such as [52]. Finally, let us mention
that the size of the bins of the histogram must obviously be chosen in accordance with
the actual size of the kernels to be used for the probabilistic evaluation of the density
in the second stage of the algorithm.
The paper included in the following pages was presented at the 2012 conference
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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of full pose esti-
mation of objects in 2D images, using registered 2D examples as
training data. We present a general formulation of the problem,
which departs from traditional approaches by not focusing on one
specific type of image features. The proposed algorithm avoids
relying on specific model-to-scene correspondences, allowing
using similar-looking and generally unmatchable features. We
effectively demonstrate this capability by applying the method
to edge segments. Our algorithm uses successive histogram-
based and probabilistic evaluations, which ultimately recover
a complete description of the probability distribution of the
pose of the object, in the 6 degree-of-freedom 3D pose space,
thereby accounting for the inherent ambiguities in the 2D input
data. Furthermore, we propose, in a rigorous framework, an
efficient procedure for fusing multiple sources of evidence, such
as multiple registered 2D views of the same scene. The proposed
method is evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively on synthetic
and real test images. It shows promising results under challenging
conditions, including occlusions and heavy clutter, while being
capable of handling objects with little texture and detail.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Estimating the pose of a known object in a single 2D image
is a fundamental problem in computer vision that has attracted
a lot of attention over the years. The task is closely related
to the problem of object recognition. However, state-of-the-
art object recognition methods usually aims at identifying
object classes, allowing small variability in appearance among
different objects of the same class. We rather focus here
on specific instances of objects, where such small changes
in appearance are actually used as cues for determining the
precise pose (3D position and orientation) of the object in a
new scene.
The pose estimation task has many direct applications,
such as robotic interaction and grasping, augmented reality, or
the visual tracking of objects. Methods have been developed
that make use of a 3D, explicit geometric model of the
object of interest [1], [2], [3]. Those thus require precise
a-priori knowledge of the 3D shape of the object, to be
provided by external methods such as stereo vision or range
sensors. In this paper, we rather present a 2D view-based, or
exemplar-based method, which simply uses 2D views of the
The research leading to these results has received funding from the Eu-
ropean Community’s 7th Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 (Specific
Programme Cooperation, Theme 3, Information and Communication Tech-
nologies) under grant agreement no. 270273, Xperience. D. Teney is supported
by a fellowship of the Belgian Fund for Scientific Research.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 1: Pose estimation in a single image, using 2D training
examples; (a) test image; (b) edge map used as input; (c) sam-
ple training views; (d) rendering of a model of the object in
the best pose found by the algorithm, note that the correct pose
is recovered despite heavy clutter and missing observations.
object as training data, in which the object appears in known
poses. Those methods present the advantage of being easily
trainable, directly using 2D visual data. Further motivation
for the exemplar-based approach is brought by the human
visual system, which was shown to exhibit properties of a
view-based lookup function when recognizing objects, being
robust to changes of about 20◦ around trained viewpoints [4].
Unfortunately, current, state-of-the-art methods following this
approach present serious limitations, often relying on specific
types of images features, or being suited to only particular
types of objects, and are thus able to operate only under
limited ranges of conditions. This led us to the reformulation
of the problem in more general, probabilistic terms, and to the
development of a novel method, that we will introduce after
reviewing related work.
Early work in the field of exemplar-based methods used
the appearance of the object as a whole. These so-called
appearance-based methods [5], [6], [7] generally assumed a
successful prior detection of the object in the test image and
generally offered poor resistance to clutter and occlusions,
or did not handle the full 6 degree-of-freedom pose space
as needed in practical applications. More recent work, by
contrast, focused on the use of individual, precisely located
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observations (such as SIFT features [8]) extracted in the 2D
views of the object. These feature-based methods [9], [10]
then rely on establishing matches, using their appearance,
between observations in the test view and in the stored training
examples. The limitations of this approach are obviously those
of the extraction and matching of image features, which
practically works best on texture-rich images, but can perform
poorly on scenes with mostly homogeneous surfaces or little
detail.
The method proposed in this paper bridges a gap between
the two approaches mentioned in the previous paragraph. It
makes use of individual features extracted from the images,
thereby offering the potential robustness of feature-based
methods, e.g. against lighting changes, but does not rely on
the matching of specific observations between the test and
training views. Practically, this allows using similar-looking
types of features. Although the method is generally applicable
to different types of observations, we chose to demonstrate
this key ability through the use of local edge segments. These
correspond to points extracted in the images along the lines
of maximum gradient, and they thus carry little appearance
information individually. The result of our implementation is
a pose estimation method readily trainable with 2D visual data,
intrinsically robust to clutter and occlusions, and able to handle
previously-problematic objects with little texture and detail.
The identification of the object of interest in a new image
ressembles the traditional problem of object recognition and
localization. A number of successful methods have been de-
veloped that specifically make use of edges as image features.
The classical measures of chamfer distance [11] and Hausdorff
distance [12] evaluate the fit of a template over a test image;
their initial formulations were refined in different ways to
provide practical algorithms capable of finding such a template
(a training image of the object of interest) in a cluttered
scene [13], [14]. One key addition proved to be the use of
the orientation of the edges, as we also do in the proposed
method. Other state-of-the-art methods include the work of
Ferrari et al. In [15], they use descriptors of simple edge
groupings to train an SVM classifier, capable of recognizing
object classes, then using a traditionnal sliding window over
the test image. In [16], they focus on the learning of shape
models from unsegmented training views, and then use a soft-
matching procedure of those shapes to recognize objects in
new images. The purpose of those two methods is however
to specifically handle intra-class variations of appearance. The
work presented in this paper differs from the cited methods in
3 important ways: (i) we present a generally-applicable method
not bound to one specific type of image features; it offers the
flexiblity to use additional characteristics (e.g. edge curvature)
or other features (e.g. interest points); (ii) we do not seek to
identify objects or object classes, but rather to determine their
pose, using the small changes of appearance as clues to this
end; (iii) we go beyond a simple localization in the image
(e.g. as 2D bounding box), as we directly consider the full
6-degree-of-freedom pose of the object in the 3D space, of
which we recover a probability distribution, and not a single
maximum.
The method proposed in this paper is based on a probabilis-
tic representation of both the test and the training data. Such a
representation has been used in the slightly different context of
pose estimation using 3D models and observations [17], [3],
and this work can be seen as their extension to the case of 2D
data. In addition to modelling the uncertainty inherent in the
input data, the probabilistic approach leads to the definition of
the pose of the observed object as a probability distribution in
the 3D pose space, of which we want to identify the peaks.
This is justified by the uncertainty in the pose estimation
problem arising from the 3D-to-2D projection ambiguities.
Intuitively, a given 2D view may often be explained by several
3D poses of the object of interest, and we are generally
interested in recovering all these potentially correct results.
Our probabilistic approach, as will be demonstrated, is able
to address this objective. Another contribution of this paper
is the introduction of successive histogram- and probabilistic-
based evaluations that seek to identify all significant modes
in the distribution of interest. The aforementioned references,
which had to deal with less complex distributions, employed
approximations such as Monte Carlo methods [18], which
generally recovered only a unique solution. This would have
been insufficient in the present case, due to the particular
ambiguities mentioned above.
Finally, we propose an efficient method for fusing multiple
sources of evidence in the same probabilistic framework. This
information may be available e.g. through multiple 2D views
of the scene, observed under different viewpoints, but the
same principle can also serve to jointly handle multiple types
of features extracted from a same image. Viksten et al. [10]
proposed another method for combining such multiple sources
of information through a simple clustering step on top of
several instances of existing methods. This however lacks the
genericity offered by the rigorous approach proposed here.
We make full use of the probabilistic nature of the problem,
combining the different sources of information in a Markov
random field, on which inference is performed using non-
parametric belief propagation. The power of the technique is
demonstrated through the use of two 2D views of the same
scene, thereby increasing the accuracy of the pose estimation
process. A comparable approach was used by Toshev et al.
[19] for tracking of the pose of an object over time in a video.
Other methods for handling multiple views with a 2D pose
estimation method have been proposed [1], [20], but with the
underlying process based on feature matching, as opposed to
the more generic approach proposed here.
II. PROBABILISTIC REPRESENTATION
OF POSE AND APPEARANCE
In this section, we introduce a rigorous formulation of the
pose estimation problem, using a probabilistic representation
of the input data. As mentioned above, the proposed method
is not specific to one particular type of image features, but the
general formulation is illustrated with local edge segments.
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Those correspond to points extracted from the images along
the lines of maximum gradient (see Section V).
A. Representation of test data
Let us first consider the test data, which consists of a single
2D image, from which we extract features xi. They form the
set of observations O = {xi}Ni=1, where xi ∈ A, the space
on which is defined the appearance of our observations. In the
case of local edge segments, an observation is characterized by
its 2D position in the image, and by its orientation (without
direction, i.e. an element on the semicircle). Therefore, we
have A = R2 × S+1 . Considering another case where each
observation would be a texture patch extracted around an
interest point, the appearance space A would then encompass
the position of that point, and a description of the texture itself.
As proposed in [3], such a set of observations can be
used to define a continuous probability density φ on A.
This distribution is defined in a non-parametric fashion, using
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), directly using the elements
of O as supporting particles. The probability density function
of φ is then given by
φ(x) =
1
N
∑
xi∈O
K1(xi, x) , (1)
where x ∈ A, and K1(·, ·) a kernel function on A. This for-
mulation allows modelling the uncertainty that may be present
in the observations, e.g. due to image noise or to other artifacts
occurring during image formation and processing. The kernels
used will depend on the appearance space considered [3]. In
our application, using edge segments, we found that using
kernels allowing only a small deviation on the position and on
the orientation was sufficient, as our edge detection algorithm
could provide results of good accuracy (see Section V). In
practice, the narrow bandwidth of the chosen kernels implies
that sampling from φ(x) amounts to selecting random points
xi from O, with only small variations (see Fig. 2b).
B. Representation of training data
The training data is composed of a number of pre-segmented
2D images, in which the object of interest appears in known
poses. Each of those images is processed, in a similar way
as the test image, to extract image features. Each observation
xi is then associated with the pose wi of the image it was
extracted from, thereby forming a set of pose/appearance
pairs T = {(wi, xi)}Mi=1, where xi ∈ A, the appearance
space of our observations, and wi ∈ SE(3), the space of 3D
poses. Similarly to the observations, these points are used to
support a KDE, therefore defining a probability distribution
on the joint pose/appearance space. This distribution, called
ψ, represents the probability of observing an image feature
of a given appearance when the object is in a given pose.
Formally, ψ is defined by its density function
ψ(w, x) =
1
N
∑
(wi,xi)∈T
K2
(
(wi, xi), (w, x)
)
, (2)
where w ∈ SE(3), x ∈ A and K2(·, ·) is a kernel function
on SE(3)×A. The use of kernels on the training data can be
seen here as a smoothing over the available training points,
effectively yielding a continuous distribution and allowing us
to interpolate, to some extent, the value of ψ over regions not
covered by the training data. Practical details on the use of
kernels in SE(3) are discussed e.g. by Detry and Piater [18].
In addition to the training data, a number of possible trans-
formations in the pose/appearance space are usually known.
For example, under orthographic projection1, the camera in-
trinsic parameters dictate how a translation (in pose space)
parallel to the camera image plane relates to a translation
of the observations in the image (in appearance space). In
our case, with edge segments, we chose to hard-code three
such transformations, namely the translation and rotation in
the image plane, and the change of depth along the camera
projection rays which give identical projections on the image
plane. Formally, we represent these transformations via a
single function f , parameterized by a vector of parameters
p ∈ P , such that
f
(
(w, x), p
)
= (w′, x′) (3)
with (w, x) and (w′, x′) being pose/appearance pairs, equiva-
lent through the hard-coded transformations under the parame-
ters p. Those transformations allow us to extend our definition
of ψ to larger regions of the pose/appearance space than with
the training points alone. To that effect, we substitute T ′ for
T in Eq. 2, where
T ′ = T ∪ { (w′, x′) : ∃ (w, x) ∈ T , p ∈ P :
f
(
(w, x), p
)
= (w′, x′) }. (4)
This augmented training set T ′ complements T with all
transformations of its elements that can be obtained using f .
As we will see in Section III however, our implementation
does not require an explicit representation of T ′, and, in
practice, only a small subset of its elements will have to be
identified.
For practical purposes, we remark that the definition of ψ
(Eq. 2) presents the problem of making its value dependent on
the density of training examples in the corresponding region.
For example, including two identical views of the object in
the training data, in the same pose, would simply double
the density of ψ in the corresponding regions, which is not
desirable. This effect is alleviated by using the maximum
value of the neighbouring kernels (see Fig. 2c) instead of
a summation over their values. This leads to the alternative
definition
ψ(w, x) =
1
C
max
(wi,xi)∈T ′
K2
(
(wi, xi), (w, x)
)
, (5)
where C is a normalization constant.
1Our implementation of the method assumes an orthographic or near-
orthographic projection, which in practice is easily satisfied with a camera
of sufficient focal length relative to the scene depth (see Section V).
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C. Probability distribution of 3D pose
The probabilistic representations of the test and the training
data, given respectively as φ and ψ, are now used together to
model the pose of the object in the test image. The pose is
modelled as a random variable W ∈ SE(3), and its distribution
is simply given by
p(w) =
∫
A
ψ(w, x) φ(x) dx . (6)
This expression, in effect, measures the compatibility of a
pose w with the whole distribution of features observed in
the image. Another interpretation is to see it as the cross-
correlation of the distribution φ of observations in the test
image with the distribution ψ(w, ·) of training points at a
given pose. Note that this formulation of p(w) is similar
to that proposed in [18], [3] for the use of 3D models and
observations.
III. POSE INFERENCE
This section presents a practical method for solving the pose
estimation problem as formulated in Section II. The method is
based on two key observations, presented below, which allow
an approximate evaluation of p(w).
First, the value of the integral in Eq. 6 can be approximated
using Monte Carlo integration [21], [18]. This method, which
involves a random exploration of the integration domain, gives
p(w) ≈ 1
n
n∑
i
ψ(w, xi) where xi ∼ φ(x) . (7)
The evaluation of p(w) (see Fig. 2a–d) thus amounts to
successive evaluations of ψ(w, xi) for different values of xi,
drawn from the distribution of observations in the test image
(φ).
Importantly, and this is our second key observation, each
of these evaluations of ψ(w, xi) only requires a small number
of elements of the augmented training set T ′. For a fixed xi,
using the hard-coded transformations (in-plane rotation and
translation), any original training pair (w, x) ∈ T can be
transformed into a pair (w′, xi) ∈ T ′ of appearance xi. Those
pairs will have the strongest influence on the value of ψ(w, xi)
(Eq. 5), and its evaluation can therefore be limited in practice
to the use of those pairs, which formally correspond to the
following subset of T ′:
{ (w′, xi) : ∃ (w, x) ∈ T , p ∈ P :
f
(
(w, x), p
)
= (w′, xi) } ⊂ T ′ (8)
The practical consequence of this property is that an explicit
and complete representation of T ′ is not required, and that
only a fraction of its elements have to be identified.
A. Exhaustive search algorithm
The two properties we just presented make the evaluation
of p(w) possible for any pose w. Various methods can then
in principle be used to identify the main modes of this
distribution, such as a Monte Carlo-type search as proposed in
(a)
b
b
b
x3
x1
x2
(b)
w ∈ SE(3)
ψ(w, x1)
b b b
w
ψ(w, x2)
b b
w
ψ(w, x3)
bb b
(c)
w
p(w)
≈∑
i
ψ(w, xi)
w∗1 w∗2
(d)
Fig. 2: Proposed method for pose estimation, using edge
segments as image features. (a) Test image; (b) distribution of
edges in test image, denoted φ(x) in the text, and three samples
x1−3 (blue oriented points) of that distribution; (c) distribution
(red curve) of poses compatible with each observation xi
(Eq. 5), made up of individual kernels (gray curves) supported
by a small subset of poses w′ ∈ T ′ (Eq. 8, red dots);
(d) distribution of poses compatible with all observations xi
(Eq. 7) and local maxima w∗i , as recovered by our method.
[18], [3]. However, the purpose of such methods is generally
to identify the global maximum of the density. As argued
above, the particular ambiguities in the 2D input data are likely
to induce a very complex distribution, potentially presenting
multiple weak modes that we wish to identify. We therefore
devised an algorithm to exhaustively explore the relevant parts
of the 3D pose space. This task is particularly challenging
[22] due to the high dimensionality of SE(3). We propose
a two-stage process that first relies on a histogram-based
approximation, in order to pre-select regions of interest in
SE(3). This serves to discard those bins of the histogram that
correspond to areas of low density, dramatically reducing the
amount of data used at the second stage. It is then possible
to perform a full-scale kernel-based evaluation of the density
(Eq. 5,7), limited to the pre-selected regions of the pose space.
The algorithm returns a set of poses R where the density
exceeds a certain threshold.
The computational complexity of this algorithm is propor-
tional to the number of training points (M , Section II-B), mul-
tiplied by the number of samples used from the observations
(n, in Eq. 7), itself chosen as a fraction of the total number
of observations (N , Section II-A). Note also that it is not
mandatory to process all possible combinations of observation
samples and training points, but a stochastic approach can
rather make use of the probabilistic representation of the
training data φ, and use a limited number of random samples
thereof. This scheme was previously used in the related
problem of 3D models and observations [17], [3].
B. Post processing of pose estimates
As a post-processing step, one may want to identify the
actual peaks of each mode. This could be accomplished
by a traditional gradient-ascent method, such as mean shift
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[23]. In our case, this procedure would be costly due to
the complexity of the pose space. Fortunately, in practice,
the proposed algorithm usually returns poses in the close
neighbourhood of the actual peaks. A simple non-maximum
suppression step therefore proves sufficient. In this method,
an element is discarded if it lies in the close neighbourhood
of an element of greater density, the neighbourhood being
defined by a fixed radius in the pose space. This procedure,
efficiently implemented by processing the poses of R in order
of decreasing density, therefore selects the poses that are the
closest to the peaks of the distribution (Fig. 2d).
IV. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE SOURCES OF EVIDENCE
The method presented above uses a single source of infor-
mation as input data, i.e. a single 2D image, to evaluate the
most probable poses of the object. However, it is sometimes
desirable to use several sources of information to disambiguate
the result, or make it more precise. Such extra information
could be available, e.g. as multiple images of the same scene,
observed under different viewpoints, or as several types of
image features, extracted from one same image. This section
proposes a rigorous method for fusing the results produced
by each different cue, thereby determining globally consistent
poses. The method is presented in the concrete context of
multiple views, but it directly extends to other scenarios, e.g.
with multiple types of image features.
We represent by the random variable W ∈ SE(3) the
pose of the object, and by Xi ∈ A the distribution of
observations in the ith view. The dependency between these
random variables can be represented by a pairwise Markov
random field [24], [17], organized in a tree structure, W being
the root node (see Fig. 3). The compatibility potential functions
parameterizing the relationship between W and a Xi are called
ψi. These are identical to the ψ introduced in Section II,
apart from now taking into account the actual viewpoint of
the corresponding view. Each node Xi is moreover connected
to its corresponding observed variable, Yi , their relationship
being parameterized by φi, defined similarly to the φ of
Section II. To determine the marginal density of the top node
W , inference on such a graphical model can be performed
using Non-parametric Belief Propagation (NBP), as proposed
in [24]. The application of the NBP algorithm on a model as
simple as that considered here allows many simplifications. In
particular, the distribution of W is simply given by
p(w) =
q∏
i=1
mi(w) , (9)
with a message mi(w), conceptually sent from a node Xi to
the root node W (see Fig. 3), and expressing its belief about
the state of W , being defined as
mi(w) =
∫
A
ψi(w, x)φi(x) dx . (10)
Note that this definition of mi(w) is identical to Eq. 6, but
is now indexed on the source of the observations. Practically,
each mi(w) can be independently evaluated, using the method
Y1 Y2
X1 X2
W
...
..
...
..
3D pose ∈ SE(3)
appearance of edge segments
in view i ∈ A = R2 × S+1
corresponding observed
variables ∈ A
φ1(x) φ2(x)
ψ1(w, x)
ψ2(w, x)
m1(w) m2(w)
Fig. 3: Markov tree representing the integration of multiple
source of evidence, in this case 2 views from which edge
segments are extracted. The messages mi(w) represent the
belief about the state of W sent from each node Xi; they are
fused to determine the values of W globally consistent with
the two views.
of Section II-C. This method returns a set of poses in the most
dense regions of SE(3), which can directly be used to represent
the distribution mi(w) in a non-parametric fashion, using
KDE, weighting each of them with its evaluated probability
density. Fusing the results from all sources of evidence, via
Eq. 9, then amounts to computing the product, or intersection,
of all of these non-parametric representations of densities on
SE(3). In practice, the representation of each mi(w) is usually
quite compact, and the evaluation of p(w) for a given w
can thus be performed at a reasonable computational cost.
We therefore identify the maxima of p(w) with a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) type search, using a simple
random walk scheme [18]. This local optimization process is
performed from several different starting points, selected from
the supporting particles of the mi(w). Using this process, the
output of the algorithm is finally the set of poses corresponding
to the local maxima of p(w) as defined by Eq. 9, i.e. the
poses globally the most consistent with all available sources
of evidence.
V. EVALUATION
The evaluation of a pose estimation method is not trivial,
due to the difficulty of obtaining the ground truth 3D poses
themselves, especially in realistic scenes. We considered us-
ing various existing datasets, as reviewed below, but finally
decided to produce new datasets, with synthetic images and
thus known ground truth, which allowed performing a rigorous
quantitative evaluation. Practically, the image features were
extracted using the well-known Canny edge detector, followed
by a smoothing and subsampling step to reduce the noise in the
observations (Fig. 1b). All images used were 640× 480 pixel
grayscale images, and all the parameters of the algorithm were
set to identical values for all the tests (with both synthetic and
real images).
Among candidates public datasets, we considered the ETHZ
Shape dataset [15], which features shape-based object classes
in various cluttered scenes. It is however specifically targeted
at class recognition algorithms, designed to handle variations
in shape, as opposed to our method, which actually uses
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those slight changes in appearance as clues for estimating
the 3D pose of the object. The dataset does not include any
suitable training data or any ground truth for 3D pose. The
NORB dataset [25] is made up of images of toy objects in
different poses, and of artificial compositions of such images
proposed as cluttered scenes. In addition to being evaluated
only with class recognition methods (as far as we are aware),
the very-low-resolution images prevent any reliable use of
edge features, as our method requires. The RGB-D dataset
[26] is made up of household objects on a turntable, viewed
at 3 different elevations, thus in a fairly limited range of
poses. We also argue that the basic evaluation methodology
proposed for those sequences, which is basically to use every
other image for training and test alternatively, in the absence
of clutter and object translations, is overly simplistic and of
limited diagnostic value. The capture setup (e.g. constant-
speed turntable) is also acknowledgedly imprecise and ruled
out this dataset as an interesting candidate for a rigorous
evaluation.
A. Quantitative evaluation on synthetic images
The synthetic datasets were produced with manually de-
signed 3D models and rendered with ray tracing software.
The training examples (Fig. 1c) correspond to different views
of the object of interest on a uniform background; the poses
of the object in the training set are chosen uniformly in
the orientation space. The amount of clutter in a test image
is measured as the ratio of the number of observations not
belonging to the object of interest over the total number of
observations in the image. For example, a clutter ratio of 0%
corresponds to absence of clutter, whereas a clutter ratio of
80% means that about 4/5 of the observations are actually
noise. We measure the success rate as the ratio of experiments
that returned a correct pose in the first k results (the algorithm
returns a list of poses sorted by decreasing probability density).
This aspect is important, as the ambiguities the 2D input data
often prevent one from distinguishing between different 3D
poses that have very similar appearances on the image plane.
The threshold for considering a pose as correct was set in
accordance to the typical dimensions of a scene: considering
our objects are of a size of 100–200mm and distant from
the camera of 1000–2000mm, this threshold was set to a
translation error of 20mm parallel to the image plane (XY ),
100mm in depth (Z), and a maximum rotation error of 20◦.
The greater tolerance on the Z translation is justified by the
fact that the use of a single 2D image makes the determination
of depth very difficult. Note however that this error threshold
remains a small fraction of the actual depth of the scenes.
Using these conventions, the success rates of the algorithm for
various conditions are reported in Fig. 5a. Please also note that
relaxing the threshold discussed above does not necessarily
lead to better quantitative results, as we also report, in Fig. 5c,
the mean error of the first correct result returned by each
run of the algorithm. The reported average numbers were
computed over 30 runs of the algorithm for each of the 6
objects considered (Fig. 5b), each scene being generated at
random, with clutter made up of different objects disposed
randomly in the background. The measure of the error in
orientation for the cylindrically symmetric objects (e.g. the
bottle) naturally takes only their relevant degrees of freedom
into account.
Systematic test cases including occlusions are hard to
design, as the amount of occlusion is difficult to quantify:
masking one half or the other of an object can have dramat-
ically different effects due to different levels of detail. We
are however confident in the ability of the system to cope
with significant occlusion, since this is actually simulated by
a common large fraction of missing observations (Fig. 4), due
to background clutter preventing a good extraction of edges.
The algorithm presents very good success rates under com-
mon amounts of clutter (Fig. 5a). This success rate even
remains acceptable as the amount clutter is raised to very
challenging values (Fig. 4). Increasing the number of training
views for each object was not found to have a significant
impact on the success rate, but increased the accuracy of
the results (Fig. 5c). Similarly, the amount of clutter did not
have a significant influence on the precision of the results
(Fig. 5c), but only makes harder the identification of the modes
of the distribution. In general, the erroneous results can be
attributed to two sources (see Fig. 4, last row). First, the edge
segments we restrict ourselves to cannot always be extracted
consistently. For example, in an image of the kettle, if the
edges of the handle are extracted on one of its sides but not on
the other, this side may be “matched” with any of the two sides
of a training view, potentially leading to a large error on the
orientation of the recovered pose – despite both being globally
good matches with the 2D input view. Second, using the 2D
projections of any 3D object introduces inevitable ambiguities.
For example, it may be very difficult to differentiate between
a cylindrical object pointing away and towards the camera
(Fig. 4, bottom left); this effect is particularly true for our
objects consisting of mostly homogeneous surfaces.
We used a similar protocol to evaluate the use of multiple
views of a same scene, as proposed in Section IV. In those
experiments, we used, instead of a single 2D image, 2 images
of the scene from viewpoints spaced by 45◦. Such a wide
baseline is generally too large to be handled by traditional
stereo methods, and thus demonstrates one of the interests of
our approach. The success rate was generally not noticeably
affected by the use of two views over one, but the error was
almost always substantially decreased, as reported in Fig. 5c.
Using a second view helps the algorithm disambiguating
between the different possible orientations of the object, and
also provides much better clues for determining the actual
depth of the scene (Z translation).
B. Real test images
The method was evaluated on real test images. For practical
reasons, we relied here again on computer-generated images
as training data. We used 128 training views of each object,
that were produced as explained above (Fig. 1c), through ray
tracing with manually-designed 3D models. In a realistic appli-
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Fig. 4: Sample results of our quantitative evaluation (for each: test image, edge map used as input, rendering of object model
in the first pose proposed by the algorithm); these tests used a single test view, 128 training views per object, and clutter=80%.
The last row shows typical incorrect results: although a close match is found with the given edges, the 3D pose is incorrect.
clutter = 0.8clutter = 0.4clutter = 0.0
1 3 5 7 91 3 5 7 9k=1 3 5 7 9
0.0
0.5
0.8
1.0
(a) (b)
N. of train. examples 32 128 512 128, stereo obs.
Translation (mm) 44.1 30.5 31.1 14.2
XY only 4.6 3.1 2.1 N/A
Z (depth) only 43.2 30.1 30.9 N/A
Orientation (◦) 11.6 8.3 7.7 8.1
Rank (k) 2.9 1.8 1.3 1.2
(c)
Fig. 5: Quantitative results on synthetic images (see text for details); (a) for each object, success rate of having a correct result
among the first k ones (128 training examples), in scenes of no/medium/heavy clutter; (b) test objects used; (c) average error
of first correct result.
Fig. 6: Sample results on real images (similar conditions as Fig. 4); for visualization, we render, in yellow, the outline of
artificial models set in the first pose found. The last two images show common failures, typically due to uncertainty in the
limited input data used (edges): the mitten identified in background clutter, and the rim of the plate matched onto its shadow.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7: Recovery of probability distribution of 3D pose; (a) input image; (b) plot of 3D position as a non-parametric description
(blue points), and local maxima (green points). Each occurrence of the object in the image correctly generates one mode in
the distribution.
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cation, such images are to be acquired, e.g. by a robotic agent
taking pictures of the real object under various viewpoints
[27]. This alternative option was chosen purely for practical
reasons, but added an additional challenge as the models used
for generating the training images inevitably did not match
the real objects perfectly. The test images were taken with a
handheld camera at about 1000–2000mm from the scenes.
We performed many experiments on typical household
scenes with common objects. We purposely chose objects
presenting large homogeneous surfaces with little texture
and details, on which classical feature-based pose estimation
would likely fail. We present, in Fig. 6, typical results of
both successful and failed experiments. As the ground truth
pose is not available, measuring the errors is not possible.
Instead, we visualize the results by rendering, onto the input
images, synthetic models of the objects in the poses found
by the algorithm. One can observe good matches with the
input images, demonstrating the good use made of the 2D
information available. As discussed before, the use of 2D
observations, especially edge segments alone, often makes it
hard to distinguish between different poses that may appear
similar in one image. The first pose returned by the algorithm
may thus correspond to an erroneous result, but the correct
result will often be found in the other poses proposed by
the algorithm (identified with slightly lower probability). The
actual disambiguation is thus to be left to the end application,
which may best make use of this uncertainty in the results.
C. Retrieval of full pose distribution
One key capability that we propose is to recover a distribu-
tion of 3D poses, rather than a single optimum. We illustrate
this in Fig. 7: the pose of a bottle is evaluated in an image
containing several occurrences of the object. The distribution
is recovered in a non-parametric fashion as a collection of
particles, of which we plot the 3D position. One mode is
correctly identified for each occurrence of the object, the main
uncertainty remaining unsurprisingly in the depth dimension,
extending along the camera projection axis.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a novel method for exemplar-based pose
estimation in single images. Relying on a general, probabilistic
formulation of the problem, the method avoids establishing
specific correspondences between training and test views, thus
allowing similar-looking types of images features. The pose of
the object is treated as a probability density over the 3D pose
space, from which we identify the different modes, thereby
accounting for the ambiguities of 2D input data. We also
proposed an elegant way of fusing evidence from multiple
sources, such as several views of the same scene, or different
types of image features. A first validation of the overall
approach showed promising results. Further developments will
mainly focus on the use of other types of image features
within this framework, extending its applicability further to
more types of scenes, objects and imaging conditions.
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Chapter 5
Extension from specific objects to
object categories
This chapter presents a series of improvements to the method introduced in the previ-
ous chapter. The central one is the extension from specific objects to object categories.
In this case, training images are available for a number of different objects, and serve
to learn a common model, representative of the appearance of a category defined by
all those objects. The category is thus defined implictly by the examples provided as
training data. We reuse our nonparametric representation of probability distributions
of image features, with, this time, features from multiple training images together, in-
stead of one image at a time. One obvious limitation worth mentioning here is the fact
that we do not take into account the co-occurrence of features in the training exam-
ples. This means that the resulting model can represent all combinations of variations
present in these examples. A model learned from cars and giraffes would not only rep-
resent these two types of objects, but also anything looking part-car and part-giraffe.
This can be seen as a strength, as few examples can suffice to represent wide variations
of overall appearance. However, this also means that the overall procedure will prac-
tically be most effective with training examples sharing strong visual characteristics,
not e.g. with categories defined semantically and including instances looking vastly
different.
The algorithm to solve for the optimal pose (including the localization in the im-
age) is similar to the one of Chapter 4, but has been simplified to become less expen-
sive computationally. Instead of casting votes in the full (6-degrees of freedom) pose
space, we now iterate over discrete values for the dimensions corresponding to the
scale, image (in-plane) rotation, and viewpoint. Votes are thus cast only on the 2 re-
maining dimensions, which correspond to the localization in the image. Interestingly,
the resulting algorithm is then akin to the well-known Generalized Hough Transform
[27], which is a classical method to perform detection of rigid templates in images.
Our method now thus explicitly considers each training viewpoint independently at a
time. The capability for continuous pose estimation is provided by a second step, op-
erating on top of these detections: considering the measure of similarity, or “matching
score” between the test image and each of the training views, we obtain an “average”
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of these detections by fitting a distribution over the similarity scores, and by retaining
the mean of its main mode. This simple procedure leads to remarkable results in terms
of accuracy of the estimated pose. We obtained results superior to the state-of-the-art
on the “rotating cars” dataset [54].
This chapter also presents a way of weighting the training data to further im-
prove the accuracy in pose estimation. As noted by several authors in earlier work
[10, 23, 55, 56], such a weighting can indeed significantly improve results of voting-
based image localization. The basic idea is to assign heavier weights to the training
features that are the most informative to the task at hand. In our specific implementa-
tion, since we focus on pose estimation, we increase the relative weights of the features
that unambiguously characterize the appearance of the object at specific viewpoints.
The paper included in the following pages was presented at the 2013 Computer and
Robot Vision conference, where it received the “Best Vision Paper” award.
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Abstract—We present a general method for tackling the related
problems of pose estimation of known object instances and object
categories. By representing the training images as a probability
distribution over the joint appearance/pose space, the method
is naturally suitable for modeling the appearance of a single
instance of an object, or of diverse instances of the same category.
The training data is weighted and forms a generative model, the
weights being based on the informative power of each image
feature for specific poses. Pose inference is performed through
probabilistic voting in pose space, which is intrinsically robust to
clutter and occlusions, and which we render tractable by treating
separately the least interdependent dimensions. The scalability
of category-level models is ensured during training by clustering
the available image features in the joint appearance/pose space.
Finally, we show how to first efficiently use a category-model,
then possibly recognize a particular trained instance to refine
the pose estimate using the corresponding instance-specific model.
Our implementation uses edge points as image features, and was
tested on several existing datasets. We obtain results on par with
or superior to state-of-the-art methods, on both instance- and
category-level problems, including for generalization to unseen
instances.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The problem we focus on is the localization and the estima-
tion of the precise 3D pose of objects in a new scene, given a
single image of that scene, and multiple images of the objects
as training examples. This is a central problem in computer
vision, and there exists a wealth of literature on the topic,
especially when dealing with specific object instances, e.g. a
particular car or a particular coffee mug. The classical methods
rely on the use discriminative image features and descriptors
(such as SIFT or Geometric Blur), matched between the test
view and the training examples. Such features are sometimes
stored together with a rigid explicit 3D model of the object
[1], [2], which brings viewpoint-invariance to the model. Other
techniques have been proposed to encode viewpoint-invariant
models, especially in the context of object recognition, e.g.
by linking the observed features across different viewpoints
[3], [4], [5], or modeling the object as a collection of planar
parts [4]. Those methods however were used mainly with
the goal or localizing and recognizing those objects in the
images, but without recovering their 3D pose explicitly. One
exception is the work of Savarese et al. [4], but the recovered
pose is only a rough identification, such as “frontal view” or
“side view”. This limitation is present in many other methods
[6], [7], [4], [8] which use discretized pose values, treated
as separate classes, with different classifiers tuned to each of
them. There exist however methods, often presented in the
robotics community (with applications such as object grasping
in mind), which can provide accurate pose estimates [9], [10],
but they are mostly limited to specific object instances.
One particular aspect we are interested in is to provide the
capability for pose estimation at the category level. There is an
increased interest for this more challenging task; the goal is for
example to train the system with a set of different mugs, then
to recognize the pose of a new, unseen mug. The categories in
such a scenario are defined implicitly by the training instances
used as examples.
Previous work on object recognition does acknowledge
the close link between handling the variability of object
appearance as a function of pose and due to the diversity
of objects within a category. Gu and Ren [11] showed how
to solve for instance and discrete (coarse) pose recognition
at the same time. Lai et al. [12] did so as well, using a
tree of classifiers tuned for the different tasks. However, they
use presegmented views of the objects, without any clutter
or occlusions, and provide modest results on the accuracy of
the retrieved pose. The methods mentioned in the previous
paragraphs, while modeling the change of appearance due
to different viewpoints, generally cannot directly handle the
variability within categories of objects [3], [5]. One way this
capability has been provided is by encoding — in addition to
a rough 3D model — the possible variations in appearance
[13], [14]; one limitation however is that no shape variability
is possible. Our model, on the contrary, is purely appearance-
based, and naturally accommodates variability in shape as
well as in appearance. The traditional models of rigid ge-
ometrical constraints and highly discriminative features [2]
are not adequate for encoding within-category variations. One
exception to most methods here is again the model of Savarese
et al. [4], which is specifically designed to provide viewpoint-
invariance while handling within-category differences — but
still provides only coarse pose estimates.
Recently, some methods have been introduced that can
handle category variability and perform localization together
with precise pose estimation. Glasner et al. [15] uses structure-
from-motion to reconstruct accurate 3D models from the train-
ing images. They then account for within-category variability
simply by merging multiple exemplars in their non-parametric
model, in a fashion very similar to us. They perform pose infer-
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Fig. 1: Proposed method for representing training/test data and for pose estimation. Images features (blue points) are extracted
from training and images; their appearance descriptor (in the case of our edge points, a position and orientation in the image) is
defined on the generic space A. Training/test observations define, using KDE, continuous probability distributions, respectively
ψ and φ (gray shaded areas). Our pose inference algorithm (Fig. 2) returns approximations (red bars) of the pose likelihood
function p(w) at some discrete poses w∗i . Finally, we locally fit, on those approximations, a simple distribution in the pose
space (orange curve), and keep its mean as our final, precise pose estimate (orange dot).
ence through probabilistic voting in the 6D pose space, again
in a similar way as we do, thereby solving for localization and
viewpoint identification together. However, the reconstruction
of such dense 3D models relies on the initial availability
of a large number of views. By contrast, the appearance-
based model used in this paper can use an arbitrary number
of views and can be incrementally updated as more views
become available. In a very different approach, Torki and
Elgammal [16] learn a regression from local image features
to the pose of the object. They recover a precise pose, but
cannot handle significant clutter or occlusions, and the accurate
pose estimation depends on the (supervised) enforcement of a
one-dimensional manifold constraint (corresponding to the 1D
rotation of the object in the training examples). It is not clear
how that approach would extend to the estimation of the full
3D pose of an object. On the contrary, our method is framed
from the start in the context of the full 3D pose.
Our method can accommodate different types of image
features, but we chose to use very basic points along edges
(combined with their tangent orientation) as opposed to more
elaborate features such as SIFT descriptors. Recognition by
matching such descriptors, while easier with specific instances,
does not easily extend well to object categories. We differ from
most edge-based shape recognition methods (e.g. [17], among
many others) by avoiding intermediate representations such
as contour fragments, and leveraging the simplicity of low-
level features — in our implementation, simple points along
edges. These simple features provide invariance to viewpoint
and to within-category changes of appearance. Using such
non-discriminative features for recognition however raises an
additional challenge, since no matching is possible. This
motivated the use of the framework proposed by Teney and
Piater [18] for pose estimation in 2D images, which does
not rely on correspondences between the test and the training
data. Like [4], this model is generative and does not include
any discriminative aspects, but has however been shown to be
useful for localization and recognition in the presence of heavy
clutter and occlusions [18]. Compared to that work, (1) we use
a more efficient method for pose inference that does not need
to consider the whole 6D pose space at once, (2) we introduce
a weighting scheme of the training features which, as we will
show, enhances significantly the performance of the system,
and (3) we extend the methodology from instance-specific to
category-level models.
The capabilities of the approach proposed in this paper dif-
fer from existing work by (1) handling, within the same frame-
work, instance-specific models and category-specific models
of objects, in the latter case allowing variations in shape
and appearance, (2) performing continuous (precise) 3D pose
estimation using those models, as opposed to viewpoint classi-
fication and coarse pose estimates, and (3) using such models
to solve pose estimation and image localization together, as
opposed to competing methods that do not handle clutter or
occlusions. In addition, we present how to use category- and
instance-level models successively, for optimal accuracy and
efficiency: the category-model is used first to recover an initial
pose estimate, which then allows one to possibly recognize a
particular trained instance, so that the corresponding instance-
specific model can be used to refine the pose estimate. Finally,
in Section IV, the performance of our approach is compared
to the most closely related methods [7], [4], [16]; we obtained
promising results, on par with or superior to published data.
II. POSE ESTIMATION OF SPECIFIC OBJECT INSTANCES
A. Probabilistic representation of input data
The method we use is based on a probabilistic representation
of both the training and the test data. This approach can
be seen as a smoothing over the available data, providing
continuous distributions of features and interpolating, to some
extent, between the available data points (see Fig. 1, left and
middle). Practically, the training examples are a set of K
images of the object to learn, each annotated with the 3D pose
of the object, wk ∈ SE(3) with k = 1, . . . ,K. We extract,
from each training image, features xi, which are edge points
(see Section IV) with their tangent orientation, and which are
thus defined on R2 × S+1 (accounting for the position in the
image, plus an orientation without direction). In the general
case, we will call this space the appearance space, A. We then
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pair all features xi of a view k with the pose wk, so that we
obtain a set of pose/appearance pairs (xi, wk)i. Considering
the whole training set, the pairs from all example images are
concatenated to form our full training set T = {(wi, xi)}Mi=1,
with xi ∈ A, and wi ∈ SE(3).
The elements of our training set are then simply used
to define a continuous probability distribution ψ on the
pose/appearance space, in a non-parametric manner, with
kernel density estimation:
ψ(w, x) =
1
M
∑
(wi,xi)∈T
K1(w,wi)K2(x, xi) , (1)
where w ∈ SE(3) and x ∈ A. The kernel functions K1(·, ·)
and K2(·, ·) handle respectively the pose and the appearance
spaces. Details on suitable kernels can be found, e.g. in [18],
[19]; the first is an isotropic kernel allowing small deviations
in both position and orientation, and the second, similarly,
allows small variations in the location in the image and tangent
orientation of the image feature.
The test data, which is a single 2D image of a new scene,
is handled in a similar fashion as the training data. We extract
the same type of image features, which we store as a set of
observations O = {xi}Ni=1, where xi ∈ A. This set is then
used to define the continuous probability density φ on A:
φ(x) =
1
N
∑
xi∈O
K2(x, xi) . (2)
As noted in [18], the transformations in the pose/appearance
space corresponding to in-plane rotations/translations/scale
changes are known from the camera calibration; those trivial
transformations (e.g. a change in depth corresponds to a
change of scale) are thus hard-coded. This allows us, when
using ψ as a generative model, to extend its definition to parts
of the pose space not explicitly covered by the training data.
B. Pose inference
The pose of the object of interest in the test scene is modeled
as random variable W ∈ SE(3), the distribution of which is
given by the likelihood function
p(w) =
∫
A
ψ(w, x)φ(x) dx , (3)
This expression simply measures the compatibility of the
training data at a pose w, with the distribution of features
observed in the test image. The objective is to identify the
main modes and peaks of the distribution of W , which was
accomplished in [18] by a probabilistic voting scheme on the
6D pose space. This procedure is extremely costly in memory
and processing [15], [18] due to the high dimensionality of the
pose space. We now propose an approximation of that method
that handles different dimensions of the pose space in different
ways. Formally, a pose w ∈ SE(3) can be decomposed as a
concatenation of 3 simpler entities, such that w = w3◦w2◦w1.
The first, w1, corresponds to the “viewpoint”, i.e. which side of
the object is facing the camera; w2 is a combination of an in-
plane rotation and scale change, and w3 corresponds to a pure
Input: training pairs T = {(wi, xi)}i defining ψ
test observations O = {xi}i defining φ
Output: set R of approximations of the pose likelihood function
R = {(w∗i , pˆ(w∗i))}i
Procedure:
R ← ∅
For each discrete w1 in T (viewpoint)
For each discrete step of w2 (in-plane rotation and scale)
Considering pose w′ = w2 ◦ w1,
find best w3 (image translation) between ψ(w′, x) and φ(x):
Get samples: (wψi , x
ψ
i ) ∼ ψ(w′, x)
xφj ∼ φ(x)
Each possible pairing (xψi , x
φ
j ) cast a vote in space of w
3
of weight wt(wψi , x
ψ
i )
Keep highest density peak in vote space: w3∗ of vote score s
R ← R ∪ (w∗, s) with w∗ = w3∗ ◦ w2 ◦ w1
Fig. 2: Pose inference algorithm
translation parallel to the image plane. The main supporting
observation for our proposed method is that a significant peak
in the distribution of W will most likely appear as a peak in
the distribution corresponding to the dimensions of w3 alone.
Indeed, an object of the test scene in any specific pose w will
appear at a precisely defined image location (dimensions of
w3). This leads to the algorithm presented in Fig. 2, which
iterates over discretized values for the dimensions of w1 and
w2, and uses probabilistic voting only on the dimensions of
w3 (the 2D localization in the image). The peaks in those
last two dimensions are thus identified by the algorithm
for discrete viewpoints, scale and in-plane rotation values.
This formulation is reminiscent of the classical Hough voting
scheme used extensively for object localization [20]. The main
advantage over [15], [18] is to avoid considering the entire
pose space at once.
We also propose an additional step for refining the pose
estimate, beyond the precision of the discretized pose values.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 (right), we use the peaks identified by
the algorithm in the pose space, together with their score value,
as approximations of the likelihood function p(w) (Eq. 3) at
some discrete “probing” points. We simplistically assume that
the main modes in the underlying distribution of W must
locally approximate a simple isotropic distribution in the pose
space. We therefore locally fit such a distribution (isotropic
Gaussian and von Mises-Fisher distributions [19]) on the main
peaks of p(w), using non-linear least squares. The mean of the
fitted distribution is then retained as the peak of that particular
mode of the distribution (Fig. 1, right). This provides a much
more accurate estimate of the optimal pose(s) compared to the
above algorithm (as demonstrated in Section IV-A), at a very
small additional computational cost.
C. Weighting of training data
We now present a way of weighting the available training
data. The model we use does not include any discriminative
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Fig. 3: Visualization of the weights attributed to each image
feature (edge fragments) on a toy example; darker colors
correspond to heavier weights. The parts looking similar
in different views (e.g. the cylindrical base) receive lower
weights, while the image features that can unambiguously
determine a precise pose (e.g. non-silhouette edges) receive
high weights.
aspects per se, and this weighting proved to significantly en-
hance the overall performance of the method (see Section IV).
Appropriately weighting training data in the context of object
recognition was previously shown to increase performance
e.g. in [21], [22], [23], [24]. The formulation proposed here
is different, suited to our non-discriminative low-level image
features, and does not rely on massive amounts of training
examples. The idea is to weight each image feature, depending
on how informative it actually is for determining a specific
pose. As detailed in the algorithm of Fig. 2, a training feature
(w, x) is allowed to cast a vote of weight wt(w, x), given by
wt(w, x) = 1−
[
1
K
∑
w′:(w′,·)∈T
ψ′(w′, x)
(
1− K′1(w,w′)
)]
(4)
with ψ′ and K′1 being variants of ψ and K1 with maximum
values of 1. This definition yields numerically-convenient
weights in the range [0, 1].
In Eq. 4, the expression in square brackets measures, for an
image feature x observed in a training pose w, how likely this
feature would be in poses very different than w. The weight is
then defined using the opposite of that value. This effectively
corresponds to the specificity of that feature x for the pose w
(see also Fig. 3).
III. LEARNING OBJECT CATEGORY MODELS
The model and methods presented above naturally extend
to category-level models. In that case, the training images
include different objects, which together implicitly define the
category. This capability of our model is due both to the
fact that we can use very simple, non-discriminative image
features (points along edges), which often generalize well
across different objects of a same category, and by the non-
parametric representation of the training data, which can
naturally handle variability in the training data, in this case
coming from several object instances.
Formally, each object instance ` ∈ [1, L] used for training
produces a training set T`, as defined in Section II-A. A
N
b
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Fig. 4: Size of the category-level model of rotating cars built
using different numbers of training instances: without (black)
and with (green) the pruning of features by clustering. The
proposed approach ensures a sublinear growth of the model.
category-level model is then simply created using all features
of all example instances, T = ⋃` T`.
A. Pruning of training features by clustering
The above formulation uses a linearly growing number
of training points (pose/appearance pairs) as more object
instances are used to learn a given category. This correspond-
ingly increases the computational requirements of using the
model. Fortunately, object instances within a category often
share common appearance traits, and the elements of T can
thus be pruned at a very small cost of the representative
capabilities of the model (as shown in Section IV). Practically,
the elements of T are grouped using a simple agglomerative
clustering scheme on the joint pose/appearance space, and only
the cluster centers are retained. A maximum variance is en-
forced within the clusters, both in pose and appearance, which
determines the amount of discarded training points. Note that
the clustering procedure is most efficiently performed after
normalizing the training examples from different instances for
in-plane translation, rotation and scale, using the hardcoded
transformations mentioned in Section II-A.
B. Recognizing a particular trained instance
The clustering of training features limits the size of a
category model for efficiency. To compensate for lost accuracy,
after identifying an initial pose estimate w∗ with this category
model, one can determine whether the recognized object
corresponds to a specific trained instance. We measure the
score of each trained instance ` at the pose w∗ with
p`(w∗) =
∫
A
ψ`(w∗, x)φ(x) dx , (5)
where ψ` is defined as in Eq. 1, but using only the elements
T` of the instance `. The value is easily approximated [18]
with
p`(w∗) ≈ 1
n
n∑
i
ψ`(w, xi) where xi ∼ φ(x) . (6)
If the value of p`(w∗) is significantly higher for a certain `,
the corresponding model of that instance ` (using all training
data available for that instance) is then used to obtain a new,
more accurate pose estimate (Section IV-A).
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We now evaluate the proposed method under various con-
ditions, using publicly-available datasets. We first analyze
the incremental improvements in performance due to the
individual ideas proposed in this paper. We then compare our
results to existing, competing methods. The image features
used are simple points identified along image edges, extracted
with the classical Canny detector (see the examples in Fig. 3).
Each of those points is characterized by its position in the
image, and by the local orientation (smoothed for stability) of
the edge at that point (an angle in [0, pi[). As a ballpark figure
of efficiency, on a standard laptop, our Matlab implementation
of the method takes 20-30 seconds to process an image of the
dataset of Section IV-B.
A. COIL Dataset
We first evaluate our method on the classical COIL dataset
[25]. This dataset has been used in a variety of contexts, but
not in the particular conditions we were interested in. The
purpose of this part of our evaluation is to demonstrate the
merits of the proposed method, by highlighting the incremental
improvements brought by each proposed key point.
We selected a few objects from the original dataset, which
correspond to reasonable categories (rectangular boxes, toy
cars, flat bottles; see Fig. 5). Most other objects of the dataset
were not suitable for estimating their pose (e.g. bell peppers,
cylindrical cans) or could not be grouped into categories (e.g.
duck toy). The dataset contains 72 images of each object
undergoing a full rotation around a single (vertical) axis, with a
fixed elevation. The estimated pose is thus similarly limited to
this degree of freedom. For training, we use 18 images of each
object (thus 20◦ apart), and the others for testing. We report
the error as the median and mean (over all test images) of the
absolute error of the estimated orientation. The rectangular
boxes and the flat bottles present a 180◦ rotational symmetry,
the error is accordingly evaluated on the half-circle.
1) Seen instances: The first series of tests uses 4 instances
of each object (2 for the bottles) for training category models,
and those same objects for testing. The basic method (algo-
rithm of Fig. 2 without weighting the training data) already
provides accurate results (see Fig. 5), with a median error
of 5◦ which is the best achievable for the nearest-neighbour
classification of the algorithm (Fig. 2) iterating on the discrete
viewpoint values of the training data. The mean error decreases
as we use the weights on the training data, as a few ambiguous
test images are now better classified, which indicates the
superior discriminability between different poses when using
those weights. Interestingly, the fitting of a distribution on the
pose space over the discrete approximations of the likelihood
function (Section II-B) reduces the error significantly, as
this allows accuracy beyond the resolution of the nearest-
neighbour classification mentioned above. Finally, we refine
the pose using the procedure proposed in Section III-B: the
pose estimate obtained with the category model is used to
efficiently check the resemblance with a particular trained
instance. If one trained instance receives a significantly higher
Toy cars Boxes Flat bottles
Seen instances
Without weights 5.0 12.1 5.0 13.5 5.0 7.9
With weights on training data 5.0 10.1 5.0 11.6 5.0 8.3
Weights + pruning of train. data 5.0 8.7 5.0 11.0 5.0 6.8
Weights + pruning + fitting of dist. 2.9 7.2 3.4 10.2 5.5 6.1
Refined w/ instance-specific model 2.0 5.8 3.2 9.4 4.2 5.3
Unseen instances
Without weights 10.0 36.8 10.0 14.4 25.0 28.2
With weights on training data 5.0 39.7 10.0 11.0 30.0 31.2
Weights + pruning of train. data 10.0 44.6 10.0 11.8 15.0 25.5
Weights + pruning + fitting of dist. 2.9 41.8 4.3 8.8 16.8 23.6
Fig. 5: Results of category-level pose estimation with objects
from the COIL dataset. Image top row: objects used for
training and as seen test instances; image bottom row: objects
used as unseen test instances. We report median (black) and
mean (gray) error in degrees; large mean error is caused by
(near-)symmetries which often induce errors of 90◦ and 180◦.
likelihood than the others (Eq. 6), its corresponding instance-
specific model is used to perform a (hopefully) more accurate
estimation; this is indeed the case as reported in Fig. 5. This
procedure thus makes use of both the category- and instance-
models for best efficiency without sacrificing accuracy.
2) Unseen instances: The second series of tests uses the
same category models, but with a test set of other, unseen
objects (Fig. 5, second row). The purpose is to verify the
generalization capability of the category models. The results,
as reported in Fig. 5, show accurate pose estimation results
in all of the 3 tested categories, even though the test objects
vary in shape, appearance and proportions from the training
instances. This is made possible by the combination of dif-
ferent appearance traits of different training instances, which
is possible in our non-parametric representation of the model.
The flat bottles however yielded slightly worse results, which
indicate the difficulty of generalizing the appearance of such
objects on the category level. A test view of a novel instance
could equally correspond to a wide bottle seen from its side,
or to a front-facing thin one.
B. Rotating cars
We evaluated our method using the “Multiview car dataset”
used by [7] and [16]. It includes about 2000 images of 20 very
different rotating cars filmed at a motor show. The dataset is
very challenging due to clutter, changing lighting conditions,
high within-class variance in appearance, shape and texture,
and highly symmetric side views, or similar front and rear
views, which are sometimes hard to discriminate even for a
human. The dataset was used in [7] for pose classification in
16 discrete bins, and in [16] for continuous pose estimation.
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Number of training examples 15 30 40
Baseline comparison: Torki and Elgammal [16] 5.47 1.93 1.84
Without weights 6.75 3.83 2.94
With proposed weights on training data 6.68 3.81 2.91
Weights + fitting of pose distribution 4.42 1.62 1.49
Fig. 6: Results of pose estimation on a single car; mean error
in degrees.
We first evaluated our method, as in [16], on the first car of
the dataset, using thus an instance-specific model. We select
15, 30 or 40 equally-spaced images of the sequence as training
images, and use all other images (spaced about 3–4◦ apart) for
testing. Using all the key techniques proposed in this paper,
we obtain superior results to [16] (see Fig. 6 for details). We
then performed an evaluation the “10/10 split”, where the first
10 cars of the dataset are used for training, and the other 10 for
testing. We obtain again accurate pose estimation results. As
highlighted in Fig. 8, most estimated poses are very accurate,
while a number have an error of about 180◦. This is caused
by the symmetric aspects of some cars in the side views, as
well as to confusion between front- and rear-facing views.
This explains the seemingly large error reported as the mean
in Fig. 7, even though the median error is clearly better than
the results reported by [16]. In this case, the median as an
evaluation metric better reflects the actual precision of the pose
estimates, focusing on all the “successful” test cases.
We tested again the generalization capabilities of our model.
As proposed in [7], we used the model trained on the cars
at the motor show for testing on the database of Savarese
et al. [4]. The cars appear here in natural environments with
more clutter and in very diverse conditions; nevertheless,
we obtained interesting results, of which we show some
representative examples in Fig. 9. This again demonstrates
the good capability of our system to generalize category-
level models to conditions very different from those trained
for. Note that, unfortunately, no quantitative results for these
particular test conditions (proposed in [7]) — that we could
compare to — were previously reported.
As a side note, let us mention that we tested our method
on this same dataset [4] under the conditions of [8], i.e.
training the model with 5 instances of that dataset. We
obtained performance on pose estimation of the same order
of magnitude as [8], but we missed some information for
an exact quantitative comparison (which instances to use for
training, and whether or not to include pose estimation results
of inaccurate detections). Those experimental conditions were
also evaluating coarse pose classification, whereas we focus
on continuous pose estimation.
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Fig. 8: Histogram showing distribution of error (in degrees)
during experiments on multiple cars and sample test images
that yielded an error of about 180◦, due to ambiguous appear-
ance.
Fig. 9: Detection and pose estimation results on the database
of [4], using the model trained with Fig. 7. Boxes indicate the
localization of the object as identified by our system, and the
roses in the upper-left corners indicate the orientation of the
front of the car as seen from the top (as in [7]). The last column
contains failure cases, often due to the symmetrical appearance
of the cars, or to too much clutter in the background.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a framework for representing the appearance
of object instances or categories, together with its mechanisms
to perform object localization and pose estimation in 2D
images. The training examples are represented by a probability
distribution, stored in a non-parametric manner, in the joint
pose/appearance space. This approach can naturally represent
a single object, or a whole object category by including
different training exemplars of that category. The localization
and identification of the pose of the object in a new scene
is accomplished via probabilistic voting in the pose space,
intrinsically robust to background clutter and occlusions. The
overall approach was shown to be competitive or outperform
comparable methods. As future work, it will be interesting
to evaluate the method in the context of robotic applications,
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Median Mean 90%ile Mean Error<22.5◦ Error<45◦ Used training features
Baseline comparison: Ozuysal et al. [7] – – 46.5 41.7% 71.2%
Baseline comparison: Torki and Elgammal [16] 11.3 19.4 34.0 70.3% 80.7%
Without weights on training data 9.3 33.1 47.4 65.1% 70.0% 100%
With weights and fitting of distribution 5.8 23.7 39.0 78.1% 79.7% 100%
Same + moderate pruning of features 6.1 25.8 41.0 77.0% 78.7% 54%
Same + aggressive pruning of features 9.4 32.4 46.8 67.1% 70.0% 30%
Fig. 7: Results of pose estimation on multiple cars; instances 1–10 used for training (top), 11–20 for testing (bottom). Errors
of 180◦ are common (e.g. on instances 16 and 19) and explain the greater mean but smaller median error compared to [16].
with training sets spanning the whole viewing sphere around
the objects to learn.
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Chapter 6
Modeling and using changes of
appearance between discrete
viewpoints
The two previous chapters use the “exemplar-based” approach of multiview models,
which describe the appearance of an object at multiple discrete viewpoints. We how-
ever argue that this paradigm is not really satisfactory, because it models each view-
point independently without taking into account the relations between those view-
points in terms of appearance and similarity. The contributions of this chapter consist
in the explicit identification and representation of the changes of appearance between
viewpoints, and in the use of this additional information, stored in the model, to help
two different tasks, described below.
The existing approaches to identify changes of appearance with respect to continu-
ous variations of the viewpoint usually consist either in the tracking of image features
[57] (e.g. interest points) in videos of the object, or in the matching of precise land-
marks between views using local descriptors [58] (e.g. SIFT features). We are however
also interested in models made of dense and thus potentially unmatchable features.
We therefore found more appropriate to detect dense deformations between adjacent
viewpoints, by estimating the optical flow between pairs of images (of two adjacent
viewpoints). This results in the estimation, for each pixel in one image, of its transla-
tion to another location in the other image. These translations can be applied to any
image feature extracted from one image, and the translation can be interpolated be-
tween those two images to estimate the appearance at an intermediate viewpoint.
First, we use this explicit modeling of deformations to perform continuous pose
estimation in a novel image. Assuming the object of interest has been identified (local-
ized) in the image at one of the learned viewpoints, we then use the generative model
to optimize for a better, more accurate viewpoint. With a simple hill-climbing opti-
mization algorithm, we iterate between the generation of the appearance of the object
at a slightly perturbed viewpoint, and the measure of its similarity with the test image,
until convergence to a local maximum. Note that we initially apply this procedure to
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specific objects only, in order to keep the discussion simple. We will apply it to object
categories in Chapter 8.
Second, we use the modeling of deformations for pose estimation in a context of
active vision, in order to disambiguate poses of similar appearance. Similarly to the
rest of our work, only a single image of the test scene is initially available. The robotic
agent is however then free to observe the scene under additional, chosen viewpoints,
to help resolve ambiguities. Such ambiguities are especially frequent with objects pre-
senting little texture or few internal edges. The appearance of such an object is then
mainly determined by its silhouette, which appears almost identical as the object is
pointing towards or away from the camera. In this case, the robot would take a second
picture of the scene, after a slight displacement relative to the first one. As above, we
then use optical flow to identify the parallax between the two images. The key is then
to compare this information with the one stored in the model: the parallax will be in
opposite directions whether the object was pointing towards or away from the camera,
which will thus resolve this ambiguity.
The paper included in the following pages was presented at the 2013 Iberian Con-
ference on Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis (IbPRIA).
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Abstract. We propose a multiview model of appearance of objects that
explicitly represents their variations of appearance with respect to their
3D pose. This results in a probabilistic, generative model capable of pre-
cisely synthesizing novel views of the learned object in arbitrary poses,
not limited to the discrete set of trained viewpoints. We show how to
use this model on the task of localization and full pose estimation in
2D images, which benefits from its particular capabilities in two ways.
First, the generative model is used to improve the precision of the pose
estimate much beyond nearest-neighbour matching with training views.
Second, the pose/appearance relations stored within the model are used
to resolve ambiguous test cases (e.g. an object facing towards/away from
the camera). Here, changes of appearance as a function of incremental
pose changes are detected in the test scene, using a pair or triple of views,
and are then matched with those stored in the model. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of this method on several datasets of very different na-
ture, and show results superior to state-of-the-art methods in terms of
accuracy. The pose estimation of textureless objects in cluttered scenes
also benefits from the proposed contributions.
1 Introduction and related work
We focus on the problem of 3D pose estimation of known objects in 2D im-
ages, using multiple registered images of the objects as training examples. Pose
estimation, which is closely coupled to the related tasks of object recognition
and localization, is a fundamental problem in computer vision and has naturally
received great interest over the years. The main contribution of this paper is to
explicitly include, in an existing multiview model of appearance [14], the possi-
ble changes of appearance undergone by the object as it pose varies between the
trained viewpoints. With the exception of [9], this is, to our knowledge, the only
work to include such information within a model of appearance in the context
of pose estimation. We make use of this additional information in two different
ways to improve the precision and accuracy of pose estimation. In the following
we relate our approach to related work.
Multiview models of appearance. The traditional methods for object
recognition using 2D images alone, known as appearance-based, typically use
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specific models for individual viewpoints, e.g. a model for cars seen from the
front, and another for cars seen from the side. Recent contributions in object
recognition have introduced more and more models of appearance that include
different viewpoint and that are also relevant to pose estimation. Some methods
still treat those different viewpoints somewhat independently [14,18], while oth-
ers try to match and link features across viewpoints [5,10,16]. Savarese et al. [10],
for example, model an object as a collection of planar parts that can appear in
different views. We follow an intermediate approach, by storing independently
the image features that make up the different views, but we also store, along
with every each image feature, how its appearance varies with respect to the
pose of the object. The multiview models mentioned above were mainly used on
the task of localization and recognition, without recovering a 3D pose explicitly,
or only as rough estimate such as “frontal view” or “side view”. We rather focus
on continuous pose estimation, to recover precise 3D position and orientation,
as is needed, e.g. for robotic applications [7,18].
Continuous pose estimation. The classical approach to pose estima-
tion using 2D training examples is to match highly discriminative features be-
tween the test and training views. These matches then vote for the most similar
training example, yielding a nearest-neighbour classification of limited precision.
Some authors have proposed averaging [18] and probabilistic smoothing [14,15]
schemes to increase precision beyond the resolution of the training examples on
the viewing sphere. While these procedures basically perform some averaging be-
tween trained viewpoints, we rather explicitly detect, and include in the model,
the deformations and the transformations of appearance between the discrete
viewpoints seen during training. We then use this information in our generative
model to finely optimize the 3D pose, starting from a rough nearest-neighbour
estimate. Another, radically different approach was proposed by Torki and El-
gammal [17], who learn a regression from local image features to the pose of
the object. This original approach recovers a precise pose, but cannot handle
significant clutter or occlusions, and the accurate pose estimation depends on
the (supervised) enforcement of a one-dimensional manifold constraint (corre-
sponding to the 1D rotation of the object in the training examples). It is not
clear how that approach would extend to the estimation of the full 3D pose of
an object.
New view synthesis. Our approach uses dense optical flow to identify
the deformations between pairs of neighbouring training views. Only those parts
of this dense information are then retained that correspond to the sparse image
features actually stored in the model. This information can then be used in a
generative manner, to synthesize the appearance of the object in a new, unseen
pose, by transforming the image features of nearby trained viewpoints according
to those stored deformations. The problem of new view synthesis has been stud-
ied in the field of computer graphics through the technique of morphing [1,2,11].
Most methods only consider pairs or triples of views, whereas we are interested
in modeling and using transformations over the whole viewing sphere. Morph-
ing algorithms also often rely on established correspondences between specific
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image features of the input views [11], whereas we use dense optical flow to iden-
tify deformations between neighbouring views, before applying them to sparse
features. As an advantage, our approach readily applies to difficult-to-match
features (as opposed to the competing method of Savarese et al. [9]). This prac-
tically allows handling non-textured objects containing little detail. Although
some global consistency in the detected deformations is enforced by optical flow
algorithm, each image feature independently stores its possible deformations.
This does not limit the model to a particular class of overall transformations.
On the contrary, Savarese et al. [9] specifically models affine transformations of
object parts, assuming that large planar parts can be identified (which is not
a universal property of objects). Note also that we use a sparse set of training
views (typically spaced about 20◦ apart on the viewing sphere) and do not re-
quire videos or dense sequences of images to track features between frames, as
opposed to Sun et al. [13]. One may also note a similarity in spirit with the clas-
sical active appearance models used mainly for object tracking; they are however
based on and limited by point-wise matches of specific landmarks.
Active vision. In addition to the generative model we use to refine pose
estimates, we show how to use the deformations stored in the model to resolve
ambiguous test cases (Section 4). In such scenes, the 2D appearance of the ob-
ject can equally correspond to several 3D poses (see Fig. 4 for an example).
We propose to also identify the changes of appearance with respect to the pose
in the test scene. The camera is therefore allowed to move slightly in two or-
thogonal directions on the viewing sphere (around the test scene). The changes
of appearance are detected — as with the training views — and used as ex-
tra dimensions in the descriptor of the image features. The features of the test
scene can then be matched more discriminatively with those of the training data,
and effectively identify the single correct pose unambiguously. This procedure,
which can prove crucial in robotic applications, has been proposed in the field
of active vision [3,12], but not integrated, to our knowledge, in such a straight-
forward manner within a pose estimation method. It resembles the way humans
themselves resolve such perception ambiguities (in addition to stereo vision) by
moving around the scene. Note that a similar effect can be obtained by fusing the
result of independent pose estimations from multiple 2D images [14,18]. Our in-
tegrated procedure is however arguably more efficient, the displacement (change
of camera position) does not need to be precisely know, and can also be very
small (theoretically infinitesimal small, even though image noise and resolution
dictate minimum displacements in practice).
2 Representation of training and test views
2.1 Notations for image features and object poses
The contributions of this paper are integrated with the method proposed in
earlier work [14]. That method performs object recognition and pose estimation
in 2D images, and is applicable to various types of image features. This includes
features that cannot easily be matched between training and test views, such as
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Fig. 1: Left: schematic representation of training data, in the dimensions of pose
and appearance. Image features (blue points) are extracted from training images,
and their possible changes of appearance (red arrows) are identified between
neighbouring views. The appearance of the model at a novel view w (orange) is
generated by adjusting the features of close-by views, according to those stored
deformations. Right: representation of a set of training viewpoints (black dots)
on the viewing sphere. The changes of appearance are detected between pairs of
neighbouring views (red links). The appearance of a novel view (orange dot) is
generated using the closest training viewpoints, four in this case (orange circles).
the edge points we use in our implementation. We will first review the notation
for representing the test and training views, followed by the generative model,
capable of synthesizing novel views.
The test data corresponds to a single 2D image of a scene, from which we
extract image features. In general, an image feature x is defined by its localization
in the image xp, and an optional appearance descriptor xa. Together, they are
defined on the appearance space A. Practically, we use points identified along
edges, combined with the local orientation of the edge (see Fig. 3), so that
A = R2 × S+1 (the 2D localization plus an orientation without direction). The
image features from the test view form a set of observations O = {xi}i, with
xi ∈ A. The training data correspond to a series of K images of the object of
interest, in different poses wk ∈ SE(3) with k = 1, . . . ,K. Image features are
extracted from each training view k to form a set Tk = {xi}Mki=1, with xi ∈ A.
A pose w ∈ SE(3), which defines a 3D location together with a 3D orien-
tation, conveniently decomposes into separate sets of dimensions wv and wt.
We call wv the viewpoint transformations (defining which side of the object
is facing the camera, i.e. an element of S2) and wt the set of in-plane trans-
formations (i.e. translations and rotations parallel to the image plane, and
depth/scale changes). In-plane and viewpoint transformations are considered
separately, since the changes of appearance induced by the former are fixed
by the calibration of the camera. The calibration is assumed to be known,
and those transformations can thus be formally hard-coded in the function
transformInPlanewt(T ) = T ′, which transforms a set of image features T accord-
ing to the in-plane transformations wt. Without loss of generality, the following
discussion will assume that the training views have been normalized for in-plane
transformations, that is, centered and set to a similar scale/rotation1.
1 Formally, Tk ← transformInPlane−wt
k
(Tk) and wtk ← 0, ∀ k.
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The training data, as presented above, defines the appearance of the object of
interest at a set of discrete trained viewpoints. The goal of our generative model
is to fill in the gaps between those viewpoints. Although it may be possible
to establish explicit correspondences between image features of nearby training
images, this approach may not always be reliable, and it does not generalize to
dense or non-discriminative image features such as our edge points. Therefore, we
choose to identify dense deformations between pairs of adjacent training views,
using an optical flow algorithm. Those deformations will then be combined to
deform the image features of the training images into the novel viewpoint.
More precisely, for an arbitrary viewpoint wv, we identify its closest training
viewpoints nb(wv) = {k : d(wv, wvk) ≤ t}, where d(·, ·) measures the angular
distance between two viewpoints. The threshold t is chosen similar to the typical
angular distance between neighbouring viewpoints in the training data. We also
identify the set of all neighbouring training viewpoints as NB = {(k, k′) : k′ ∈
nb(wvk), k 6= k′}. During an off-line training phase, an optical flow algorithm [6]
is applied on all pairs of views (k, k′) ∈ NB. Each pair produces a dense flow map
UVk→k′(x) that corresponds, in our case, to the local deformation (translation in
the image plane) undergone at an image location x when moving from viewpoint
k to k′. Although we compute a dense optical flow, we only need to store the
actual values of the maps UV for the positions of the few image features of each
view. We can now define our generative model T (w), which produces a set of
image features corresponding to the appearance of the object in an arbitrary
pose w. Its definition combines the image features of all nearby training views,
individually translated using the stored deformations, then adjusted for in-plane
transformations. Formally,
T (w) =
⋃
k∈nb(wv)
transformInPlanewtk→wt
(
deformwvk→wv(Tk)
)
. (1)
The functions transformInPlane() and deform() adjust a set of image features
respectively for in-plane and out-of-plane transformations. While the definition
of the former is trivial (it just applies the translation, scaling and rotation of
its parameter), the latter is more complex. It uses a linear combination of two
available deformations to translate each image feature. We denote those two
deformations by the indices of the viewpoints that generated them, and call
them (k, k′) and (k, k′′). They are chosen from NB so that the novel viewpoint
can be reached (on the viewing sphere) by a positive linear combination of them.
Consequently, ∃ α, β ∈ R+ : wv = wvk + α(wvk′ −wvk) + β(wvk′′ −wvk). Practically,
this means that the viewpoints k, k′ and k′′ cannot be collinear on the viewing
sphere. With training viewpoints spaced on a grid, as in our experiments, we
simply choose k′ and k′′ respectively along the changes in azimuth and elevation.
It is now straightforward to define the deform() function that combines those
two chosen deformations:
deformwvk→wv(Tk) = {x′i : x
′p
i = x
p
i + αUVk→k′(x
p
i ) + βUVk→k′′(x
p
i )
and x′ai = x
a
i , ∀xi ∈ Tk } .
(2)
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3 Refinement of pose with generative model
3.1 Method
The proposed generative model readily integrates with the method proposed in
[15]. That method for pose estimation relies on continuous distributions of image
features in the appearance space to represent the training and test views, using
kernel density estimation. These distributions are simply built using the elements
of O and T (w) as particles, giving respectively φO(x) = 1|O|
∑
xi∈O K(x, xi) and
φT (w)(x) = 1|T (w)|
∑
xi∈T (w) K(x, xi) , with K(·, ·) a kernel on A.
We reuse the base method proposed in [15] to obtain initial proposals for the
3D pose of the object in the new scene. That method iterates over the training
viewpoints and some discrete values of scale and in-plane rotation, then uses
a probabilistic voting scheme between matching training and test features to
identify the most probable image location. The peaks with high voting scores
are then retained as initial pose estimates. This method basically corresponds
to a nearest-neighbour identification of the training views in the test scene, and
gives us initial estimates to refine by local optimization.
Using the two distributions of image features presented above, and a cross-
correlation between them as a measure of similarity [14,15], we now have a
likelihood function that can be used to evaluate any arbitrary pose w:
p(w) =
∫
A
φO(x)φT (w)(x) dx , approximated with
p(w) ≈ 1
n
n∑
i
φO(xi) where xi ∼ φT (w) ,
(3)
using Monte Carlo integration, which gives a convenient expression, relatively
inexpensive to evaluate. This function p(w) constitutes the objective function
that we seek to maximize when optimizing a pose estimate. In practice, it is
generally smooth in the neighbourhood of the global optimum, but no assump-
tion can be made about its convexity, and its definition on the 6-dimensional
pose space SE(3) makes the evaluation of its gradient difficult. Fortunately, our
initial pose estimate can be assumed to be a close approximation of the global
optimum. All those conditions motivated the use of a simple hill-climbing al-
gorithm. We iteratively optimize pairs of dimensions at a time, namely the 2
viewpoint angles, the image location, then the scale and in-plane rotation. We
empirically observed that a close approximation of the global optimum can be
reached in this way after only a few iterations (see Fig. 5, bottom right).
3.2 Results
Rotating car. We first evaluate our method on the first sequence of the “ro-
tating car” dataset [8]. It consists of 118 images of a car on a rotating platform,
shot at a motor show. Although it only includes a single degree of freedom (the
rotation around the vertical axis), this dataset is interesting as it was shot in real
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conditions, features a highly textured object of complex structure and allows a
comparison of precision with two state-of-the-art methods. We report in Fig. 2
the precision (error of the estimated rotation angle of the car) of our initial pose
estimate and of the pose estimates optimized using our generative model (Sec-
tion 3.1). We show a clear advantage, with different sizes of training sets (which
contain uniformly spaced images from the sequence).
Number of training views 15 30 40
Baseline comparison 1 [17] 5.47 1.93 1.84
Baseline comparison 2 [15] 4.42 1.62 1.49
Initial estimate (nearest neighbour) 6.79 3.78 3.00
Optimized w/ generative model 1.99 0.92 0.78
p
(w
)
0 360
Fig. 2: Results of pose estimation on the rotating car dataset; mean error in
degrees. Center: for one test image, we verify that our objective function (blue;
evaluated over the whole range of the 1D rotation for demonstration) presents
its global optimum near the ground truth (green line). Also represented: training
poses (black dots) and our optimized result (red dot). Right: samples test images.
3D pose dataset. We now evaluate our method using the “3D pose
dataset” of Viksten et al. [4,19]. It is one of the few public datasets available with
views spanning more than a 1D rotation, and precisely annotated (in this case
with the azimuth/elevation angles of the viewpoint). We use the only object
(Volvo car) that was evaluated individually [4], using the same experimental
conditions. This allows a comparison with a classical method [4], which uses
discriminative image descriptors with a voting and averaging scheme; this con-
stitutes the classical approach for robust 3D pose estimation. The small and large
training sets contain views spaced respectively 20◦ and 10◦ apart (on both az-
imuth and elevation angles), with test views in between. With the larger training
set, we obtain results superior to [4] in terms of accuracy (Fig. 3). The smaller
training set is more challenging for detecting deformations between views, reach-
ing the limits of the optical flow algorithm we use. Our large mean error is caused
by two views that yield wrong initial pose estimates, with a large error of almost
180◦, due to the similar aspect of the front and rear of the car.
Spacing between train. views 20◦ 10◦
Baseline comparison [4] 4.21◦ / 2.66◦ 1.25◦ / 1.06◦
Initial estimate (near. neigh.) 34.44◦ / 10.00◦ 5.14◦ / 5.00◦
5.00◦ / 5.00◦ 1.23◦ / 1.23◦
Optimized w/ gen. model 27.22◦ / 1.78◦ 0.92◦ / 0.88◦
2.00◦ / 2.00◦ 1.00◦ / 1.00◦
Fig. 3: Results on 3D pose dataset; mean (median) error of azimuth/elevation
angles. Clockwise: one test image, its image features, features produced by our
generative model at the optimized pose, and features of closest training view;
the generative model closely approximates the appearance of the unseen view.
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4 Matching pose/appearance relations in ambiguous test
scenes
4.1 Method
We propose to make use of the pose/appearance relations identified and stored
within the model in a second manner, as extra dimensions of the descriptor of
the image features. In this context, the same changes of appearance with respect
to the pose are identified in the test view, using additional images obtained by
moving the camera slightly around the test scene (which effectively changes the
relative pose between the camera and the object of interest). Those additional
images are only used to identify the deformations (as in Section 2.2); only the
features of the original test image are actually used. Each image feature x ∈ A
of both the training set and the test image is then complemented with an extra
information xd, a first-order approximation of the derivative of its position in
the image with respect to the viewpoint, i.e. xd ≈ ∂xp∂wv (∈ R2 × R2). This
conveniently constitutes a compact representation of the local deformations. In
practice, considering an image feature x of a training view k, we approximate
xd by averaging the deformations identified with the neighbouring views:
xd = averagek′∈nb(k)
(
UVk→k′(xp)
wvk′ − wvk
)
. (4)
Using azimuth and elevation angles to parametrize a viewpoint on the 2-sphere,
this expression gives us two vectors (each ∈ R2), corresponding to the transla-
tion in the image place relative resp. to azimuth and elevation changes of the
viewpoint. These extra feature descriptors are similarly extracted in the test
view. We then use them, both when matching observations between the training
and test views for voting for an initial pose estimate, and when measuring the
similarity between the test view and a generated view (Section 3.1). In both
cases, we set a hard threshold for classifying two features x1 and x2 as similar
2:
angle(xd1, x
d
2) < 135
◦ or ‖xd1‖ < t′ or ‖xd2‖ < t′ . (5)
The threshold t′ on the magnitude of the deformations discards small and
insignificant deformations, which cannot be identified reliably. The function
angle(·, ·) measures the difference in direction between the two deformations.
The maximum value of 135◦ discards matches of truly opposite directions (as is
the case with the ambiguous situations we are interested in), while still keeping
most (even uncertain) matches (maybe simply due to noise), which is important
in the voting algorithm [15] for the initial pose estimate.
4.2 Results
We finally evaluate the second proposed use of image deformations, for resolv-
ing ambiguous test cases by matching them. No dataset suitable for this very
2 To shorten notations, we express the condition on a single vector, but it must be
verified by both parts of xd.
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Elevation angle (deg)
−90 0 +90
Without detecting deformations in test scene
Ambiguous matches
with training views
p
(w
)
Elevation angle (deg)
−90 0 +90
Using deformations for matching
Only 1 matching
training view
Fig. 4: Left: ambiguous test scene. The extracted edges correspond equally well to
training images of the bottle facing towards/away from the camera, and our pose
likelihood function p(w) presents two strong peaks (incorrect one in red, ground
truth in green). Right: using a second image taken after moving the camera
slightly to the top, we detect deformations of image features (red arrows), and
match them with the training examples; only the correct peak of p(w) remains.
Objects
No deform. + near. neigh. 55% 80% 68% 69% 51%
6.3◦ 5.0◦ 6.5◦ 5.2◦ 16.7◦
Match. def. + near. neigh. 66% 82% 81% 79% 60%
6.2◦ 16.6◦ 6.2◦ 5.4◦ 17.5◦
Match. def. + gen. model 70% 82% 92% 77% 60%
5.0◦ 14.0◦ 4.6◦ 1.4◦ 14.7◦
V L S V L S
42
56
Fig. 5: Left: results on synthetic scenes without/with matching of deformations;
success rate (localization error < 20px and pose error < 20◦) and mean pose
error of successes. Right: sample test images with localization results as bounding
boxes. Bottom right: typical evolution of our objective function after successive
optimizations for viewpoint, image localization and scale/in-plane rotations.
particular problem is currently available, and we resorted to synthetic images,
featuring simple objects. Although simple in appearance, they actually prove
challenging for pose estimation due to their lack of detail and texture. The test
data is now a “central” 2D image, complemented by 2 additional views obtained
by moving the camera slightly to the right and to the top. This allows recovering
the changes of appearance of the scene with respect to the pose, and matching
them with the training data (Fig. 4). As reported in Fig. 5, this eases the local-
ization and improves the precision of the pose estimation.
5 Conclusions
We integrated, within a multiview model of appearance, the explicit transfor-
mations undergone by the image features between the training viewpoints. The
deformations between example images are detected with dense optical flow and
stored for the discrete image features. First, we used this information in a gen-
erative model, to refine an initial estimate of the 3D pose of the object in a
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Xnew scene. Second, we showed how to match deformations between training and
test data, in order to resolve the pose in ambiguous test images. We clearly
demonstrated the advantage of those contributions on several datasets, and over
existing methods. As future work, it will be interesting to integrate and evaluate
these principles within the context and practical conditions of robotic applica-
tions.
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Chapter 7
Use of intensity gradients as dense
image features
The model of object appearance of Chapter 5 was initially presented in a general for-
mulation with respect to image features, but only applied so far to edge segments. The
present chapter considers the use of intensity gradients, extracted at a coarse scale and
densely defined across entire images. Using this type of image information was one of
our initial aims, since such gradients are particularly helpful to represent shape prop-
erties, by capturing shading onto smooth surfaces. Using gradients as image features
is thus particularly useful to recognize and determine the pose of objects of smooth
shapes, with little texture or few discriminative visual characteristics.
In this chapter, for the clarity of the discussion and in order to keep the focus on
the image features, we do not discuss the task of pose estimation explicitly. The main
contribution is to adapt the representation of appearance, so as to accommodate the
dense image gradients, through the definition of suitable kernel functions. The variety
of tasks considered in the evaluation section may appear surprising. This is a conse-
quence of using a common formulation for all these tasks, simply through the use of
our measure of visual similarity between the model and the test image.
The paper included in the following pages has not been published and is still to be
submitted.
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Abstract
This paper presents a general formulation for modeling the 2D appearance of objects
and performing recognition in images, which bridges the gap between the traditional
feature- and appearance-based approaches. The proposed model represents appearance
as probability distributions in the image space, defined in a non-parametric manner using
sparse or dense image features from training examples. Its ability to handle dense image
information — in addition to classical sparse features such as interest points or edges —
is demonstrated using image gradients, defined at pixel resolution. Those gradients, e.g.
due to shading on smooth surfaces, can help resolve cases where the appearance of edges
alone proves equivocal. We thus present a common probabilistic framework for han-
dling very different types of image information. We define a measure of similarity using
cross-correlation of distributions, and perform detection of objects in cluttered images
by identifying the local maxima of this similarity between the test image and the learned
model. This is performed efficiently via a voting procedure, reminiscent of the classical
Hough scheme. Probabilistic techniques such as Monte Carlo integration and impor-
tance sampling are used to ensure balance between accuracy and efficiency. Finally, the
non-parametric representation readily accounts for variability in appearance of different
training exemplars, due, for example, to different conditions of illumination observed
during training when using image gradients. Beyond its technical flexibility and the the-
oretical rigor of its formulation, the proposed method proves competitive on existing
datasets, where we demonstrate consistent and significant improvement of recognition
performance by using the proposed gradient features over traditional edges alone.
1 Introduction and related work
As one of the main tasks in the field of computer vision, the recognition of objects in 2D
images has received lots of attention over the years. The way of performing recognition
depends on the internal representation chosen to model the appearance of the objects. While
some methods seek to build an intrinsic, geometrical 3D model of the object [9], we focus
on the 2D appearance alone, and train our model with simple example images. Another
level of distinction among recognition methods is the focus either on specific objects or on
object categories. The proposed method handles variability in appearance in a probabilistic
way; this variability among the training examples can equally come from different objects
of a same category, or from variations of appearance of a unique object, e.g. observed under
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different conditions of illuminations, as will be used with the proposed gradients as image
features.
Some classical methods for object recognition make use of the appearance of the object
as a whole [3, 5, 7]. Among those so-called appearance-based methods, a common trait is
a poor robustness to occlusions, together with the need of large numbers of training views.
At the opposite end, feature-based methods rely on matching characteristic, local features
between the test image and the training examples [9]. This relies on the extraction of dis-
criminant image features, such as interest points with SIFT descriptors, which often fails
with non-textured objects.
Most current, state-of-the-art methods for object recognition rely on the use of image
edges (e.g. [6], among many others). The typical technique basically consists in building
intermediate representations such as contour fragments, which can then be matched dis-
criminatively between training and test images, and used e.g. in a Hough voting scheme to
perform detection in clutter. The approach proposed in this paper, by contrast, leverages the
simplicity of low-level, fine-grained image features, which we do not seek to match between
training and test images. This allows us to use indiscriminate and dense image features
such as gradients. Recognition and detection of an object in clutter is based on a similarity
measure that uses the cross-correlation of the distributions of features in the training and
test images. The advantage is the generality of the formulation, suitable to various kinds
of image features, provided such distributions are properly defined. Note that, in the case
of edges, correlation-based distance measures have been proposed before. Most notably,
the successful directional chamfer distance [4, 11] can be seen as an approximation of our
formulation.
The key advantage offered by the proposed system is its ability (1) to effectively handle
non-textured objects, and, even more importantly, (2) to resolve cases where edges alone
only offer ambiguous information on the presence or the pose of an object in a scene. This
allows us to significantly improve detection performance in clutter, as we do demonstrate on
existing datasets. It also allows solving cases where shading is the sole relevant clue, e.g. to
determine whether a can (cylinder) is viewed from its hollow or flat end (see Section 4.1).
Technically, we reuse the probabilistic model introduced by Teney and Piater [13]. It uses
the image features to define a non-parametric distribution over the image space. Although
presented in a general formulation, that model has only been applied, to our knowledge, to
edge segments. In this paper, we extend it to the use of dense image information, which we
demonstrate using image gradients. We define appropriate kernels and sampling techniques
to ensure a balance between performance and efficiency. Although the same authors pro-
posed improvements specific to the use of edges [13] (notably weighting different parts of
the model), we did not include these in the discussion in the interest of clarity. Since these
improvements can significantly improve the initial detection when using edges alone, the
evaluation in this paper focuses on the improvement brought by our novel gradient features,
rather than on absolute performance values.
2 Probabilistic model of appearance
2.1 From image features to probability distributions
Our framework for object detection and recognition is based on a representation of images
as continuous probability distributions of image features. This approach is used identically
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Figure 1: We model the appearance of an object with continuous probability distributions
of image features, defined from one or several training examples (left). The model can be
visualized by drawing samples (right) from those distributions, in this case as edge points
and gradient points (hue/saturation represent respectively orientation and magnitude).
for both the example images, used for training, and for the test image of the scene in which
to detect the object. Formally, considering a particular type of image features, denoted by
an index k, we extract from an image such features, which form a set of observations Ok =
{xi}Mki=1. These image features xi are defined on the appearance space Ak, which differs
between the different types of features. As detailed in Section 3, we focus on the use of two
complementary types of features, namely edge points and gradient points, that we now brief-
ly introduce to illustrate the following discussion. Edge points consist of points identified
along edges in the image. Those may simply correspond to the pixels of an edge map, or
to points identified with a sub-pixel accuracy. Each point is characterized by its position in
the image and the local (tangent) orientation of the edge (an angle in [0,pi[), so thatAedges =
R2× S+1 . The gradient points are obtained by convolving the image with a derivative of a
Gaussian; this produces a feature point for every pixel of the image, characterized by, in
addition to its position, the orientation (in [0,2pi[) and the magnitude of the gradient, so that
Agradients = R2×S1×R+.
The motivation for representing images as probability distributions is twofold. First, this
representation accounts for the inevitable uncertainty of the description of any single image,
due e.g. to image noise, quantization errors, uncertainty during feature extraction, etc. Sec-
ondly, it provides, within the same formulation, a way of modeling variability in appearance
of an object or object category, e.g. given several different examples of this category. We
define continuous probability distributions over the appearance space of image features and
represent them in a non-parametric manner, using kernel density estimation (KDE) with the
image features as supporting particles. For a particular type of image features k, we use the
features Ok to define the distribution
φOk(x) =
1
|Ok| ∑
xi∈Ok
Kk(x,xi) , (1)
with x ∈ Ak, and Kk(·, ·) a kernel suited to the type k of image features (see Section 3).
Practically, this definition gives us a probability density function that can be easily evaluated
for any x. For example, in the case of edges, we can retrieve the probability of observing a
horizontal edge at a specific location in the image. Assigning kernels to each image feature
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accounts for the uncertainty in the description of the features, similar to some “blurring” in
the appearance space Ak. Building a model of an object category, using several, slightly
different training examples, is done using the exact same formulation: image features are
extracted from all training examples (assuming they are aligned and at the same scale), and
their union forms the set Ok, so that the resulting distribution φOk is representative of the
distribution of features among all those training examples together.
2.2 Use of probabilistic models for detection and recognition
In order to use our representation of images as distributions in the context of object recog-
nition, we must provide a way to measure the similarity between a test image and a training
template. Assuming those are respectively defined by φ k1 and φ
k
2 , we measure their similarity
with ∫
Ak
φ k1 (x) φ
k
2 (x) dx . (2)
In the context of object detection in an image, the template may appear under any similarity
transformation (translations, rotations, scale changes) that we denote by w, and which are
trivially hard-coded in a function tw(x). Accounting for such transformations, the similarity
function then becomes the cross-correlation
(φ k1 ? φ
k
2 )(w) =
∫
Ak
φ k1 (x) tw
(
φ k2 (x)
)
dx . (3)
Taking into account several types of image features (k = 1..K), we use the product over k of
this expression, and the final similarity measure between two images is thus given by
∏
k
(φ k1 ? φ
k
2 )(w) . (4)
Evaluating the similarity function for a given w The similarity measure can easily be
evaluated for a specific w (a location, scale and orientation in the image), which gives a
recognition score of a training template in an image. The integral of Eq. 3 is approximated
with Monte Carlo integration. This involves drawing samples x` from the distribution φ k2
(see Section 2.3), and simply computing the following sum:
(φ k1 ? φ
k
2 )(w) ≈
1
L
L
∑` φ k1
(
tw(x`)
)
. (5)
Identifying local maxima of the similarity function Solving the problem of object local-
ization amounts to maximizing our similarity measure, i.e. finding argmaxw ∏k(φ k1 ? φ
k
2 )(w).
We use for this purpose the voting algorithm proposed in [13]. It is reminiscent of the clas-
sical Hough scheme, but it also approximates our similarity measure as defined above. In
practice, that algorithm is used to identify local maxima in the space of w using one type of
image features at a time. Indeed, in the problem of localization in an image, the meaningful
optima of the full similarity function (using several types of image features, Eq. 4) will also
correspond to local optima for each type features alone. For efficiency, we therefore run this
procedure using the sparser edge features, and then compute the exact similarity scores with
edges and gradients together (Eq. 4), at those discrete points proposed by the voting algo-
rithm. It is however interesting to note that dense features can be also used alone with this
voting procedure, e.g. if no edges are available, as demonstrated with the concave/convex
dots (see Section 4.1).
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2.3 Sampling from distributions of image features
As presented above, using our representation of images as distributions involves drawing
samples from those distributions. The number of samples used (L in Eq. 5) is a parame-
ter to be chosen. The most accurate results can easily be obtained with large numbers of
samples, but at the cost of large computing requirements. The basic method for sampling
from our distributions, which are defined with KDE, involves selecting one of the particles
at random, then drawing a sample from the kernel centered on that particle. In the case of
models of object categories, or of objects for which we use a large number of different train-
ing examples, some particles account for “noise” in the distribution. This noise is due to
non-meaningful variations of appearance among the training examples that we wish not to
actually capture in the model. As those particles typically make up only a small fraction of
the model, the proposed probabilistic algorithms are not detrimentally affected as long as the
number of samples used is large. We however found it useful to use an alternate sampling
method, which focuses on the main modes of the distribution, to provide more consistent
results when using smaller numbers of samples, therefore leading to better performance at a
lower computational cost.
The proposed method differs from the basic one (described above) in the selection of
the supporting particle. Instead of choosing it uniformly at random, we weight the particles
with their own likelihood under their distribution. Formally, given a set of image features
Ok = {xi}Mki=1, which define the distribution φ kOk , we assign, to each particle xi, the weight
wti = φ kOk(xi). The probability of selecting a particle is then set to be proportional to its
weight. Similar procedures for drawing samples from the main modes of a distribution have
been previously proposed in the literature, e.g. in [2] under the name of 2-level importance
sampling1. Fig. 9 provides visual comparisons of sampling methods.
Finally, let us remark that the computing and storage requirements for the image features
may be large, but that a subsampling of the models, using the above procedure, may be
performed off-line, as a preprocessing step. One therefore only has to store precomputed
samples, which are then readily available at test time.
3 Application to edges and gradients as image features
The concepts and methods presented in this paper are generally applicable to various types of
image features. This section describes in more detail the specifics of the two complementary
types of image features used in our implementation: edge points and gradient points (see
Table 1 for details).
Edge points We use the classical Canny detector to extract edges from an input image.
Although one could then use every pixel of the resulting edge map as features, we found a
good balance of performance and efficiency by following the edges and keeping points along
them at regular distances (in the order of 5 pixels). The local tangent orientation of an edge
is determined as it is followed, and assigned to the resulting image features. The kernel used
to compare edge points (Table 1) takes into account both the position of the features (within
a Gaussian kernel) and their orientation (within a von Mises kernel, which is similar to the
wrapped Normal distribution).
1Formulated using importance sampling, the proposed technique corresponds to using φ as the proposal distri-
bution to sample from a distribution φ ′ in which the probability densities would have been squared.
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Edge points
x= (xpos,xori) with xpos ∈ R2 location in image
xori ∈ S+1 orientation
K(x1,x2) = N (xpos1 ; xpos2 ,σpos) VM+(xori1 ; xori2 ,κori)
Gradient points (undirected, directed, semi-directed)
x= (xpos,xori,xmag) with xpos ∈ R2 location in image
xori ∈ S1 orientation
xmag ∈ R+ magnitude
K(x1,x2) = 1C N (xpos1 ; xpos2 ,σpos) with C a normalization constant
max
(
N (xmag1 ; 0,σmag) N (xmag2 ; 0,σmag),
N (xmag1 ;255,σmag) N (xmag2 ;255,σmag) VM+(xori1 ; xori2 ,κori)
(
1− 12 |sin(xori1 )− sin(xori2 )|
) )
Table 1: Formal definition of kernels for edge and gradient features. The notations VM and
VM+ denote von Mises kernels respectively on S1 = [0,2pi[ and S+1 = [0,pi[.
Gradient points Our gradient features are designed to capture image information corre-
sponding to homogeneous regions in the image, and regions of slowly varying gradients, due
e.g. to shading on a smooth surface. It is easy to see how this information is complementary
to the edges, which rather capture sharp transitions. Edges, of course, are also identified
using gradients, and it is thus desirable to ensure that the same information is not captured
redundantly by both types of features. We extract gradients by first convolving the image
with derivative-of-Gaussian filters in horizontal and vertical orientations. The result is then
used to determine the magnitude and orientation (an angle in [0,2pi[) of the gradient for ev-
ery pixel of the image. To exclude the information already captured by edge features, we
simply discard the gradients in the regions close to edges. Finally, and as motivated above,
the resulting features are selected as pixels at regular locations in the image.
Our kernel for gradient features is defined in Table 1. It favors matches between either
(1) gradients of both low magnitudes, without taking orientation into account (for homo-
geneous regions in the image), or (2) gradients of both significant magnitudes and similar
orientations. In the latter case, we evaluated the use of the orientation in three different
ways: undirected, directed or semi-directed. In the undirected manner, the orientation of
the gradients is compared only on the half-circle. Two horizontal gradients, from black to
white and from black to white would thus be considered identical. In the directed manner,
their orientation in that case would be considered opposite, offering a more discriminant
comparison. However, as a downside to this second option, the direction of gradients caused
by shading on smooth surfaces may not always be relevant. We hypothesized (and experi-
mentally verified, see Section 4.1) that gradient direction is most relevant as the gradient is
vertical, as lighting coming from above the scene is a common prior that we can use, whereas
the difference in direction between gradients appearing horizontally in the image are not as
meaningful. This is captured by the semi-directed formulation presented in Table 1.
4 Experimental evaluation
We evaluate our contributions on both new and existing datasets. The key advantage of using
our dense gradient features is to solve ambiguous cases where edges alone do not provide
sufficient information to determine the presence (in clutter) of an object or its pose (due to
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equivocal appearance under for different viewpoints). Such peculiar cases are arguably infre-
quent and were often simply avoided in existing datasets for pose estimation. We therefore
resorted to synthetic test data, which allows us to demonstrate some telling examples and to
simulate varying illumination to evaluate the behavior of the proposed gradient features.
We also provide results for detection and recognition on existing datasets. Note that some
improvements specific to edges, applicable within the proposed framework (e.g. weighting
the edge points), were shown to significantly improve the performance of initial detections
with edges alone [13], but were not included in this paper for the sake of clarity. Therefore,
our evaluation focuses on the improvement achieved by the novel gradient features, rather
than on absolute performance values. In general, the method did not prove too sensitive to
choices of parameters. The bandwidth of the kernels (Table 1) are set to allow variability in
orientation of about 30◦ (κori) and in position of about 5 pixels (σpos). The size of the filter
used to extract gradients is set as a fraction of the object size, in the order of σ = 2−3 pixels.
Note that all illustrations that include gradients use the following color coding: the ori-
entation of the gradient is mapped from [0,2pi[ to the hue channel and its magnitude is used
to set the saturation channel proportionally.
4.1 Demonstration examples with synthetic data
The following experiments were designed to provide insight into the behaviour of the pro-
posed gradient features, in particular under different conditions of illumination. Synthetic
images were generated with raytracing software [8] using global illumination maps (Fig. 2)
captured in real environments [1, 14], which allow the simulation of complex realistic light-
ing conditions. All images in these experiments assume a camera looking straight ahead, i.e.
with the optical axis horizontal. Experiments both consist in 2-way classification tasks.
Figure 2: “Light probe” illumination maps, used to generate the synthetic scenes. These high
dynamic range images specify the incident illumination coming from all directions onto the
scene.
Concave/convex dots This experiment replicates a well-known visual illusion, where one
is looking perpendicularly at surface that presents either a bulge (convex) or a dip (concave).
No other clue than the shading on the surface can help the observer to determine whether
this “dot” is convex or concave, and, if the conditions of illumination are not known, the
ambiguity cannot be solved. A human observer will usually assume an illumination coming
from above, as is the most common in the real world, and infer the geometry of the dot
accordingly. We perform experiments with a leave-one-out cross-validation. We trained
two models with our recognition system, with images of respectively concave and convex
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dots, under 13 different conditions of illumination. The testing then involved determining
the shape of the dot in an image with a 14th unseen illumination. The highest similarity
score, with either the concave or the convex model, gives the result of the classification. The
experiments showed that the shape of the surface could be determined using our gradient
features as long as the illuminations were realistic, and that our model could thus properly
capture this “light from above” prior. Detailed results are reported in Figures 3–5.
Hollow can We designed another test case where the use of gradient features could be
tested. The object is a cylinder with one hollow and one closed end. This “can” appears
under different elevations/viewpoints (one model is trained for each viewpoint), and may be
stand either upright or upside down, which both look identical if one considers only image
edges. Gradients, on the contrary, appear mostly homogeneous on the flat surface of the
closed end, and present varying orientations on the other, hollow end. Training and test
images were again generated using the 14 illumination patterns of Fig. 2. We investigated
the effectiveness of the three proposed matching criterion of gradients (Section 3): we found
the semi-directed formulation to be most helpful with fewer training examples, when the
actual variability in horizontal (but not vertical) gradients was not well represented within
the limited training examples. Further details and results are reported in Figures 6 and 7.
4.2 Tabletop dataset
We evaluate the performance of our method for object detection in clutter with real images
using the “tabletop” dataset of [12]. It features a total of 30 objects from 3 categories: com-
puter mice, mugs and staplers. Training uses the part of the dataset with objects appearing on
a turntable under known viewpoints (“Table-Top-Pose”; see Fig. 1). A model is learned for
each viewpoint of each object category. Testing is performed on scenes (“Table-Top-Local”)
containing one or several instances of the objects in a cluttered office environment. We per-
form detection of each object category separately (detecting any viewpoint-model of that
category), and measure performance with the well-known Pascal VOC criterion (bounding
boxes overlap). We report results in Fig. 8 as precision/recall curves (after removing over-
lapping detections). The use of gradients brings a significant improvement over edges only,
in particular on cups, the shape of which produces very characteristic shading patterns. The
improvement is also present with the mice and staplers, but not so dramatic. The staplers
produce less characteristic gradients due to the small flat surfaces, already well defined by
edges alone. The mice are very diverse in shape, but observed under fixed lighting conditions
in the training images, which moreover produces specular highlights, which do not appear
in the testing images. We believe more significant improvement would be brought by using
gradients if the training images presented varied lighting conditions.
4.3 3D Object dataset
We finally evaluate our method on the “cars” category of the 3D object dataset of Savarese
et al. We use similar conditions and evaluation criteria as [10], a 5/5 training/test split with
the 2 largest scales of the dataset, and learn a model for each viewpoint (8 angles, 3 heights).
We perform detection for each of those models, which give detection candidates for each
specific viewpoint (pose). We report our results in the way of [10] (Fig. 10) and show com-
parable performance, with, again, a significant improvement by using gradients over edges
alone.
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Success Score separability (lower ≈ better):
rate ratio similarityScoreincorrect/ similarityScorecorrect
Illuminations maps
Images (concave)
Images (convex)
Avg. Avg.
Undir. grad. 54% 1.00 .9 1.1 .9 .9 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 .9 .9 .9 1.1
Dir. grad. 100% 0.47 .4 .5 .5 .4 .5 .4 .5 .5 .4 .5 .4 .6 .7 .4
Semi-dir. grad. 100% 0.48 .4 .5 .5 .5 .5 .4 .5 .5 .4 .5 .4 .6 .7 .5
Figure 3: Concave/convex dots dataset. Results of recognition from a leave-one-out eval-
uation. The separability of correct/incorrect scores is interestingly worse with uncommon
illumination patterns (red), with the light coming mostly from the sides of the scene.
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Figure 4: Concave/convex dots dataset. Additional results on recognition experiments. Left:
many samples (gradient points) are drawn from the model, and we plot the orientation of
those samples versus the difference in orientation of nearby samples. Variability in orien-
tation is observed to be least when gradients are vertical, which justifies our semi-directed
matching of gradients. Right: demonstration test scene, where we perform detection using
the models for concave, then convex dots: all the instances are correctly detected. Note that
the voting algorithm is used here with gradients directly, since no edges are present in the
image.
Random sampling Proposed sampling
Concave dot
Convex dot
Figure 5: Concave/convex dots dataset. Learned model (of gradients) of the concave and
convex dots, visualized as samples drawn from the model, using two different sampling
techniques, with the same number of samples for both. Visual differences are minimal, but
the proposed technique generally provides slightly better performance with fewer samples.
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Figure 6: Hollow can dataset. All the images used for training and testing. Six different
models are learned, for each elevation in upright/upside-down configurations. Testing, as
reported in the paper, uses the 6 images of each illumination successively (i.e. a total of
6.14 = 84 tests); for each test illumination, N (as reported in the evaluation) other training
illuminations are selected at random to build the 6 models.
Recognition (upright / upside-down) rate
N. of training examples (illuminations) 2 4 6 8 13
Edges only 45% 57% 44% 49% 51%
Edges + gradients (undirected) 86% 86% 89% 82% 76%
Edges + gradients (directed) 87% 90% 91% 85% 80%
Edges + gradients (semi-directed) 92% 92% 92% 85% 81%
Figure 7: Hollow can dataset. Recognition results with different numbers of training illumi-
nations (selected at random from the 14 of Fig. 2). The semi-directed formulation is most
helpful with fewer training examples, when the actual variability in horizontal (but not ver-
tical) gradients is not well represented within the limited training examples. Right: sample
images of the can in upright and upside-down (top-middle, bottom-left) configurations.
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Figure 8: Tabletop dataset. Left: results of object detection on the tabletop dataset. Using
gradients brings a large improvement with the cups, thanks to characteristic shading patterns
due to their shape. Right: influence of the number of samples for the cups. With small
numbers of samples, the proposed sampling method provides more consistent results than
the basic method, therefore leading to slightly better performance at a lower computational
cost.
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Random sampling Proposed sampling
Figure 9: Tabletop dataset. Left: learned model of the cup (for a specific viewpoint) of the
tabletop dataset, visualized as samples drawn from the model, using two different sampling
techniques, with the same number of samples for both. The proposed technique generally
provides slightly better performance with fewer samples. Right: visualization of detections
of cups and staplers.
Detection Pose
(AP) (MPPE)
Savarese et al. [10] 70.0% −
Baseline comparison: edges only 63.8% 88.1%
With gradients (undirected) 66.9% 91.9%
With gradients (directed) 71.9% 89.6%
With gradients (semi-directed) 71.3% 90.4%
Figure 10: 3D Object dataset. Results of detection and discrete pose recognition on cars.
5 Conclusions
We extended an existing probabilistic model of appearance to dense image features. We used,
within that framework, image gradients, in addition to classical edges, and observed a signif-
icant improvement on object detection and recognition. We verified the relevance of gradient
orientation and direction, but found the best results with a formulation that takes direction
into account only for mostly-vertical gradients. This encodes our natural prior for light
coming from above the scene, and invariance to left/right differences. Future developments
could integrate refinements such as the weighting of model features [13] to further improve
recognition performance, together with efficiency-oriented algorithmic developments.
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Chapter 8
Unified presentation and evaluation
of our contributions on
exemplar-based recognition
This chapter presents a unified formulation of our most interesting contributions on
exemplar-based object recognition and pose estimation, introduced in Chapters 4–7.
These contributions, although they were originally presented in separate conference
papers, are now integrated, all together, in a common coherent framework. More ex-
plicitly, with respect to these previous chapters, we now combine the following points.
– The representation of test and training images as probability distributions of im-
age features (Chapter 4).
– The modeling of appearance of object categories through the use of distributions
of features (Chapter 5).
– The formulation of the similarity between a test image and an object model, and
of the localization problem as a cross-correlation between distributions of features
(Chapter 4).
– The voting-based algorithm to approximate the similarity measure, and thereby
to efficiently perform detection in cluttered images (Chapter 5).
– The principle of assigning different weights to the image features of the training
data (as in Chapter 5, although in a slightly different manner, see below).
– The explicit modeling of changes of appearances as deformations between discrete
training views, that we then use for continuous pose estimation (Chapter 6).
– The use of both edges (Chapter 5) and coarse-scale gradients (Chapter 7) as image
features.
In addition to these components already introduced in preceding chapters, we
present the following new contributions.
– The application of the modeling of deformations (Chapter 6) to object categories.
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– A resampling procedure particularly suitable to category models learned from
noisy or cluttered examples, which focuses on the main modes of the distribution.
– An iterative procedure for learning weights on training data from negative exam-
ples, that leads to improved detection rates in cluttered images.
– A software implementation of the overall method that exploits parallelization on
Graphical Processing Units (GPUs); although it is not presented as a central con-
tribution in the following paper, it is of considerable practical interest as it speeds
up most computations by a factor in the order of 20, and widens the range of
applicability of the method.
– An extensive evaluation of the proposed framework on a number of tasks and
benchmark datasets. It demonstrates performance on classical tasks well above
baseline methods, often competitive with more complex methods individually de-
signed for some of these specific tasks. In comparison, the proposed framework
is more widely applicable. We also demonstrate the unique capabilities offered
by our framework with particular types of objects, of primitive shapes or with
little texture, and thus hard or impossible to handle with traditional edge-based
methods.
At the time of the writing of this thesis, the journal paper included in the next
pages has been submitted to Computer Vision and Image Understanding and is still under
review.
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Abstract
This paper presents a multi-view model of object categories, generally applicable to virtually any
type of image features, and methods to efficiently perform, in a unified manner, detection, localiza-
tion and continuous pose estimation in novel scenes. We represent appearance as distributions of
low-level, fine-grained image features. Multiview models encode the appearance of objects at dis-
crete viewpoints, and, in addition, how these viewpoints deform into one another as the viewpoint
continuously varies. Using a measure of similarity between an arbitrary test image and such a model
at chosen viewpoints, we perform the tasks mentionned above with a same, common method. We
leverage the simplicity of low-level image features, such as points extracted along edges, or coarse-
scale gradients extracted densely over the images, which we use to build probabilistic templates,
i.e. distributions of features, learned from one or several training examples. We efficiently handle
these distributions with probabilistic techniques such as kernel density destimation, Monte Carlo
integration and importance sampling. In addition to a rigorous but straighforward formulation of
the proposed framework, we provide extensive evaluation on a number of very different benchmark
datasets. We demonstrate performance on the “ETHZ Shape” dataset, with single (hand-drawn)
and multiple training examples, well above baseline methods, on par with a number of more task-
specific methods. We obtain remarkable performance on the recognition of more complex objects,
notably the cars of the “3D Object” dataset of Savarese et al. with detection rates of 92.5% and
an accuracy in pose estimation of 91%. We perform better than the state-of-the-art on continuous
pose estimation with the “rotating cars” dataset of Ozuysal et al. . We also demonstrate particular
capabilities with a novel dataset featuring non-textured objects of undistinctive shapes, the pose of
which can only be determined from shading, captured here by coarse scale intensity gradients.
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1. Introduction and related work
This paper is primarily concerned with the recognition of object categories in 2D images. At
the same time, we are also interested in identifying the pose, or 3D orientation of the objects, and
we argue that those tasks are two sides of a same problem. Indeed, for example in the context of
interactive applications, the two tasks are not clearly separated, and we thus tackle them with a
unified approach. In addition, one cannot, in general, recognize and identify the pose of objects
from just one type of image information, e.g. silhouette and edges, to cite a common example.
Additional visual clues may be necessary, such as the shading onto the surfaces of the objects. A
generally-applicable recognition method must thus be versatile in this regard. A key point of our
contributions is to provide techniques generally applicable, even to low-level, dense and/or non-
descriptive image features. Together with the general multi-view model of appearance, we provide
straightforward methods to measure its similarity with a novel test image, enabling us to perform
detection, recognition and pose estimation in a unified manner. The following paragraphs present
the principal motivations and key points of the method, comparing them to existing related work.
Parts of the contributions of this article were introduced in earlier publications [1, 2].
1.1. Tasks considered
In the context of recognition of objects in 2D images, the following tasks are usually considered,
and often seen as separate research problems. They are however closely related, and we handle them
all with the same model and methods. Notably, we do not train discriminative models, which is the
usual approach for the classification tasks.
Localization The goal is to identify the parts of the test image that belong to the object of
interest, versus the parts of the image that correspond to background clutter. The result of
localization is typically a set of bounding boxes, which encircle candidate objects in the image,
each accompanied with a detection score. We handle this task with an algorithm similar to
the generalized Hough voting scheme. The model of the object can be learned from one
or several training examples: we handle both cases identically by modeling distributions of
features through kernel density estimation (see Section 2).
Detection One must decide whether the object of interest appears in the test image or not. One
usually does this together with localization (both terms being then used interchangeably), by
setting a threshold on scores of localizations to obtain a binary result for detections.
Classification (among objects or among discrete poses) One must determine which object
or which viewpoint among learned ones appears in the image. This traditionally involves
learning discriminative classifiers. In our method however, we simply build generative models
independently for each learned object or viewpoint, and determine the best match from the
similarity measured between the test image and one of those models.
Continuous viewpoint (pose) estimation This more challenging task is handled by extending
our generative models to also synthesize unseen (untrained) viewpoints.
1.2. Modeling object appearance
The method for performing recognition of objects in 2D images depends heavily on the internal
representation chosen to model the appearance of those objects. We are interested in building
models of appearance for object categories (or “classes”) rather than specific instances, thus capable
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of recognizing, to some extent, unseen objects that are similar to a category learned from a few
training examples. The goal is for example to train the system with a set of different cars, then to
recognize the pose of a new, unseen car. The categories in such a scenario are defined implicitly by
the training instances used as examples. In the proposed approach, the appearance of the object
under a specific viewpoint is modeled as the distribution of low-level image features, represented,
in a non-parametric manner, by the actual image features of one or several training images of the
objects under that specific viewpoint. We therefore handle variability in appearance in a probabilistic
way; this variability among the training examples can equally come from different objects of a same
category, or from variations of appearance of a unique object, e.g. observed under different conditions
of illuminations.
1.3. 2D and 3D object models
While some methods seek to build an explicit, geometrical, 3D model of the objects [3], we
rather choose to use the 2D appearance alone, and train our model with simple example images.
The motive for this choice is to handle more easily and naturally the variability within categories,
both in appearance and shape. Some methods relying on rough 3D models have included possible
variations in appearance [4, 5], but this variability is limited in regards with shape. One exception is
the work of Glasner et al. [6], which uses structure-from-motion to reconstruct accurate 3D models
from the training images. They then account for within-category variability simply by merging
multiple exemplars in their non-parametric model, in a fashion very similar to the one we use (for
our 2D training examples). One drawback of the approach is, however, the initial need for a large
number views, in order to reconstruct the 3D models. In comparison, our exemplar-based model can
use an arbitrary number of views, which do not need to overlap, and the model can be incrementally
updated as more views become available.
1.4. Object localization and detection
Object localization and detection among clutter is commonly achieved with variants of either
the “sliding window” or the “Hough voting” approaches. The former (used e.g. in [7]) uses a
binary classifier, which is evaluated on a uniform sample of image locations and scales. Such an
exhaustive search may prove computationally expensive, and many heuristics have been proposed
to alleviate this issue [8]: salient regions, coarse-to-fine-search, etc. Voting techniques based on the
well-known generalized Hough transform [9] provides another way to alleviate the complexity issue.
Probabilistic formulations of this voting technique have been proposed through the implicit shape
models [10, 11]. Our algorithm for detection uses this voting scheme, applied to low-level, dense
image features. Hough voting was exended to discriminative framework by Maji and Malik [12],
by computing optimal weights to the image features of the model. They obtained excellent results,
further improved by a subsequent verification step, in which the initial detections are rescored by an
SVM-based classifier. We reuse this idea of weighting parts of the learned model; the exact procedure
is slightly different, and suited to our non-discriminative features. Although not a central element
of our contributions, we will show that this weighting often brings substantial improvements.
1.5. Choice of image features
The type of image features used to encode the appearance of the objects is a crucial choice. Some
methods historically used of the appearance of the object as a whole [13–15], but with the common
downsides of poor robustness to occlusions and a need for large numbers of training views. At the
opposite end, feature-based methods have relied on “interest points”, precisely located in the images,
and characterized by hand-designed descriptors of local appearance, such as SIFT descriptors [16].
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Those discrete points can then be matched between the test image and the training examples [3].
While this approach has proved to be highly successful and efficient in many cases, the extraction of
such discriminant image features cannot be relied upon in general cases, as it often fails with non-
textured objects. The basic approach also does not readily extend to variability within categories.
A recent trend is to describe image contents with similar descriptors of appearance over a dense grid
across the image, such as done by the successful histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [7], also used
within the state-of-the-art detector of Felzenszwalb et al. [17]. The idea behind those descriptors is to
capture statistics or distributions of primitive characteristics (such as intensity gradients) over local
image regions. We believe that this approach is indeed the most generally-applicable one, and is the
central motivation for our technique. Similarly to, e.g. HOGs, our “distributions of features” capture
local statistics densely over the images, but we do not depend on hand-designed descriptors, and we
offer a unique formulation suitable to different types of image features. Another notable difference
of our method with HOGs is to use gradients extracted at a coarse scale, intended to capture
shape (rather than pure appearance) of smooth surfaces, whereas HOGs were most successful with
gradients extracted at a much smaller scale, thus essentially capturing sharp transitions like edges.
Most current, state-of-the-art methods for object recognition rely on the use of image edges
(e.g. [18, 19], among many others), seen as an efficient representation of the silhouette and shape
of objects. The typical technique basically consists in building intermediate representations such as
contour fragments, which can then be matched discriminatively between training and test images,
and used e.g. in a Hough voting scheme. Our approach, which leverages the simplicity of low-level,
fine-grained image features, can be applied to edges by considering all edge pixels of the image as
features. At the cost of higher computational costs, this approach leads to excellent results as well,
while satisfying our aim for a general and straightforward formulation.
A large area of research has focused on the modeling and detection of deformable shapes (see [18]
for a review). Interestingly, our simple approach proves competitive with some of those techniques,
as demonstrated on the ETHZ shape dataset. Although we neither model continuous contours nor
their variations explicitly, our low level features (edge points) can encode similar variations to some
degree. Another advantage of our our method is its ability to learn shape models similarly from a
single or multiple examples, and from only loosely segmented images (with a bounding box). Such
capabilities are not commonplace in the domain of shape matching, but were also offered by the
work of Ferrari et al. [18].
Finally, our capability of handling dense image features is demonstrated and used with great
advantage with intensity gradients, extracted at a coarse-scale over the whole images. Using such
gradients provides unique capabilities, as it allows one (1) to effectively handle non-textured objects
(see Section 5.6), and, even more importantly, (2) to resolve cases where edges alone would only
offer ambiguous information on the presence or the pose of an object in a scene. Indeed, the shading
over homogeneous surfaces, captured by such gradients, may sometimes be the sole relevant clue,
in particular to identify the exact pose of certain objects, or, for example, to differentiate between
hollow versus full objects of similar shapes (see our experiments in Section 5.6).
1.6. Multiview models of appearance and pose estimation
Object recognition with 2D training examples typically uses viewpoint-specific models, e.g. a
model for cars seen from the front, and another for cars seen from the side. Recent contributions
have included more and more techniques that handle multiple registered training viewpoints. The
object in the test image is then matched against one of these viewpoints and allows performing a
coarse estimation of its pose (or 3D orientation) also called pose classification. We refer to this
basic approach as a “nearest-neighbour” pose estimation. Some applications (robotic interaction
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and grasping for example) require however a more precise estimation of the pose [20, 21]. This
capability was commonly reserved to recognition methods using 3D object models. As discussed
above though, they do not cope well with object categories, which are clearly very challenging with
regards to the task of pose estimation. Few appearance-based methods have been designed to provide
this capability [14]. Most recent multiview models of appearance consider the different training
viewpoints independently [21–25], while others try to match and link features across viewpoints
[26–28]. Savarese et al. [27], for example, model an object as a collection of planar parts that can
appear in different views. We follow an intermediate approach, by storing independently the image
features that make up the different views, but we also store, along with every each image feature,
how its appearance varies with respect to the pose of the object. The multiview models mentioned
above only performed localization and classification such as “frontal view” or “side view”, whereas
we allow precise, continuous pose estimation.
Simple techniques have been proposed to improve the precision of nearest-neighbour pose classifi-
cation. They typically involve voting in the 3D pose space followed by averaging [21] or probabilistic
smoothing schemes [1, 25, 29], leading to a precision beyond the resolution of viewpoints given as
training examples. While those simple techniques have sometimes given very interesting results, we
rather chose, in the work presented here, to explicitly detect, and include in the model, the changes
of appearance between the discrete viewpoints seen during training (practically, how image features
translate in the image, and thus how the appearance “deforms” between neighbouring viewpoints).
This information extends our generative model, which can now synthesize arbitrary, untrained
viewpoints. We can then finely optimize the 3D pose, starting from the initial nearest-neighbour
estimates. Let us mention the work of Torki and Elgammal [30]. In their radically different approach
to appearance-based pose estimation, they learn a direct regression from local image features to the
pose of the object. This original approach recovers a precise pose, but cannot handle significant
clutter or occlusions, and the accurate pose estimation depends on the (supervised) enforcement of a
one-dimensional manifold constraint (corresponding to the 1D rotation of the object in the training
examples). It is not clear how that approach would extend to the estimation of the full 3D pose of
an object.
1.7. Synthesis of novel viewpoints
During an off-line training phase, we use an optical flow algorithm between pairs of images to
detect how the appearance of each training object varies between these viewpoints. The image
features extracted from one of these images can then ben “deformed” into the other, and the
interpolation for an intermediate viewpoint is also straightforward. We thus obtain a generative
model of appearance that can synthesize the appearance of the object in any (possibly unseen)
viewpoint. This procedure is related to the technique of morphing in computer graphics [31–33],
with the difference that we are considering arbitrary numbers of input views, and we do not rely on
established correspondences between specific landmarks of the input views. This similarly contrasts
with the competing method of Savarese et al. [34], which does use specific correspondences between
nearby views. Our advantage is to handle non-textured objects with little detail. Although some
global consistency in the detected deformations is enforced by the optical flow algorithm, each
image feature independently stores its possible deformations. This does not limit the model to a
particular class of transformations. In comparison, Savarese et al. [34] specifically models affine
transformations of object parts, assuming that objects are made of large planar parts. We also use
a sparse set of training views (typically spaced about 20◦ apart on the viewing sphere) and do not
require videos or dense sequences of images to track features between frames, as opposed to Sun
et al. [35].
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1.8. Summary of contributions
Our main contributions can be summarized in the following points.
1. We present a general framework for modeling the appearance of objects and object categories,
suitable to virtually any type of image features, applicable for detection and recognition with-
out relying on hand-designed local visual descriptors, while still providing performance and
efficiency on par with state-of-the-art — arguably more complex — methods.
2. We show how to handle dense, unmatchable image features, such as coarse-scale intensity
gradients. This ultimately enables the method to recognize objects without texture, and to
handle cases where shading constitutes the sole source of unambiguous visual information.
3. We provide a technique for identifying, and storing, within a multiview model of appearance,
how the appearance varies between discrete training viewpoints. This ultimately allows per-
forming continuous pose estimation of an object in a novel scene, without relying on an explicit
3D model of the object. This also readily applies to object categories, and not only to specific
objects.
2. Probabilistic model of appearance
This section presents our model of appearance with a bottom-up description. We start by
turning a set of image features of a given image into a “distribution of features”, then use those
representations to form our model that includes several viewpoints, and possibly several training
examples for each viewpoint. We finally show how to detect and recognize those training views in
a novel test image.
2.1. From image features to probability distributions
Our approach is based on a representation of images as continuous probability distributions
of image features. The motivation for representing images as distributions is twofold. First, this
representation accounts for the inevitable uncertainty of the description of any single image, due
e.g. to image noise, quantization errors, uncertainty during feature extraction, etc. Secondly, it also
provides, as we will see in the next section, a way of modeling variability in appearance of an object
or object category, e.g. given several different examples of this category. It will also give us a more
abstract representation of the images that is convenient to manipulate with existing probabilistic
techniques, and that generally applies to any type of image features. The approach is first applied
and presented for a test image — in which we want to recognize the object of interest — while the
next section will then apply it to the training examples.
We start off by extracting, from our test image, different types of features (detailed in Sec-
tion 4.1), each type denoted by an index f = 1 . . . F . These can be as simple as the pixels belonging
to edges (which we call “edge points”), or to the value of the intensity gradients for all pixels of the
image (“gradient points”). In general, each feature x is thus characterized by (1) its position in the
image, noted x.pos (∈ R2) and (2) some appearance attributes, noted x.app. In the case of edge
points, we use, as an attribute, the local orientation of the edge (an angle in S+1 = [0, pi[); in the
case of gradient points, we use the orientation and the magnitude of the gradient. The contents of
our test image form thus, for each type f of features, a set testf = {xi}i, with xi ∈ Af , the domain
of these features. For example with edge points, Aedges = R2 × S+1 (see Section 4.1 for details).
We now show how to turn such a set of discrete image features into a continuous probability
distribution. We define and represent such distributions over the appearance space of image features
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Figure 1: We model the appearance of an object with continuous probability distributions of image
features, defined from one or several training examples (left). The model can be visualized by
drawing samples (right) from those distributions, in this case as edge points and gradient points
(hue/saturation represent respectively orientation and magnitude).
(Af ) in a non-parametric manner, through kernel density estimation (KDE). With this procedure,
all image features are used as particles supporting simple kernels, the sum of which represents a
complex continuous distribution. Formally, for each type of image features f , we use the set of
features testf extracted from our test image to define the distribution
φf
testf
(x) =
∑
xi∈testf
wt(xi) N (xi.pos;x.pos, σpos) Kf (xi.app;x.app) , (1)
with x ∈ Af , N a Gaussian kernel for the position of the features, Kf a kernel for their appearance
attributes (see Section 4.1), and wt(xi) the weight of the feature xi. Those weights are set uniformly
for the features of a test image, i.e. wt(xi) =
1
|testf | ∀xi ∈ testf . This representation with KDE will be
reused for the training images, where the weights will then take a more complex form (Section 2.4).
Practically, Eq. 1 gives us a probability density function that can be easily evaluated for any x. For
example, in the case of edge points, we can evaluate the probability of observing a horizontal edge
at a specific location in the image.
2.2. Application to object categories and to multiple views
We have represented our test image as continuous distributions of image features. We will now
similarly apply that approach to the training images. Two differences are worth mentioning though.
First, we may observe the object of interest under multiple viewpoints. Each training image t
corresponds to a viewpoint vt ∈ S2 (a point on the viewing sphere), and gives, a set of features trainfvt
for each type of feature f (defined similarly to the sets testf above). Those multiple viewpoints
are considered independently at this point, and they each define distributions φf
trainfvt
as in Eq. 1.
Only in Section 3 will we consider multiple viewpoints together, in order to perform continuous pose
estimation. As a first step though, we are only interested in recognizing (approximately at least)
one of the discrete viewpoints provided as the training examples.
Second, we may be provided with training images of several, different objects (object “instances”)
representative of an object category. We assume that all training images are aligned and at the
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same scale, which can be practically done automatically as explained in Section 5. We now want
our distributions of features to reflect statistics relevant to all the different training examples. This
is straightforward within our formulation with a KDE: for each viewpoint vt, we simply include,
in the set of features trainfv , the features extracted from all training images corresponding to that
viewpoint (Fig. 1). The resulting distributions φf
trainfv
, as defined earlier, are then representative of
the occurrence of image features among all those training examples together, and they constitute
our model of appearance of an object category. Consequently, the appearance of that category is
thus defined implicitly by the instances provided as training examples.
2.3. Use of proposed model for detection and recognition in a new image
We now would like to detect, or recognize the learned object in the test image. The solution
to this task consists in the optimal set of in-plane transformations w∗ (a translation, rotation and
scaling in the image) and viewpoint (out-of-plane transformations) v∗ (∈ S2), which corresponds to
the training viewpoint recognized in the test image. Let us mention, as a side note, that this result
(v∗, w∗) presents 6 degrees of freedom (DoF), and that it can be equally described in the image
space (as we do) or in the “world” space (as Euclidean coordinates for position and orientation).
The latter is usually preferred in the field of robotics, and commonly called the 6-DoF pose of the
object. Both representations are however equivalent and interchangeable, provided the calibration
of the camera.
We will first present how to measure the visual similarity between the test image and the learned
object at a specific viewpoint and in-plane transformations. We will then provide an algorithm to
identify the optimal set of such transformations, determining the local maxima of that similarity.
At this point, we still consider the training viewpoints independently, and thus perform a “nearest-
neighbour” classification of the viewpoint. This will serve as a starting pointer later, for a local
optimization procedure to perform continuous pose estimation (Section 3).
Let us consider a test image is represented by the distributions of features φftest, and a specific
training view t represented by φf
trainfv
. This training view may appear in the test image under any
similarity transformations w (in-plane translation, rotation, scaling), trivially applied by a function
transformw(x). Accounting for such transformations, we measure the similarity between the test
and training views with the cross-correlation of the distributions
(φf
testf
? φf
trainfw
)(w) =
∫
Af
φf
testf
(
x
)
φf
trainfv
(
transformw(x)
)
dx . (2)
To efficiently obtain an approximate evaluation the integral of Eq. 2, we use Monte Carlo integration
[36]. This involves drawing samples xi (` = 1 . . . L) from the distribution φ
f
test (see Section 4.3), and
computing the following sum:
(φf
testf
? φf
trainfv
)(w) ≈ 1
L
L∑
i
φf
trainfv
(
transformw(xi)
)
. (3)
We can substitute the distribution φf
trainfv
by its definition with KDE (as in Eq. 1). Assuming this
distribution is represented by L′ particles xj (either the original image features extracted from the
training images, or a resampled set of those as will be discussed in Section 4), we have
(φf
testf
? φf
trainfv
)(w) ≈ 1
L.L′
L∑
i
L′∑
j
wt(xj) N (xi.pos; transformw(xj .pos), σpos) Kf (xi.app;xj .app) .
(4)
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Figure 2: Visualization of weights assigned to edge points on a toy dataset (made of 18 images of
the object rotating around one axis), computed using the training images alone (but no validation
dataset, see text). Darker colors correspond to heavier weights. The parts looking similar in
different views (e.g. the cylindrical base) receive lower weights, while the image features that can
unambiguously determine a precise pose (e.g. non-silhouette edges) receive high weights.
Now, taking into account several types f of image features (f = 1 . . . F ), the full similarity
measure between two images finally uses the product over f of the expression above, which gives
similaritytest,trainv (w) =
∏
f
(φftest ? φ
f
trainv
)(w) . (5)
We now have the core of the proposed method, with equations 4 and 5: we can easily evaluate the
likelihood of observing, in the test image, the object under the viewpoint v and in-plane transfor-
mations w. The solution to the problem of object localization corresponds the maxima of Eq. 5,
i.e.
(v∗, w∗) = arg max
v,w
(
similaritytest,trainv (w)
)
. (6)
Our algorithm to solve this maximiation problem is detailed in Section 4.2. It efficiently computes
the values of the objective function over all image locations (in-plane translations), with a method
similar to a Hough voting using samples drawn from our distributions of features.
2.4. Weighting of image features
We now present how to assign adequate weights to samples drawn from the trained model. The
model of appearance presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 is merely a convenient way of representing
the appearance of object categories. Since our goal is specifically to use this model to detect an
object among clutter, and to determine its actual pose, we wish to give more weight its parts that
are most informative to those tasks. As will be detailed in the Implementation section (Section 4),
we choose to preselect samples oﬄine from the trained model for efficiency. Therefore, the weights
associated to these samples can also be computed in a pre-processing step, using the procedure
described below.
Weighting training data in the context of object recognition is common among many existing
methods [12, 37–39], where it has shown to increase performance significantly. In comparison to
existing methods, our procedure is better suited to non-discriminative low-level image features, and
does not rely on large amounts of training examples. It iteratively uses a validation test set to
weight each feature relative to how informative it is to discriminate the appearance at a specific
pose, versus other poses and against background clutter.
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The procedure is performed for each type f of image feature separately; we omit the superscripts
f in the following paragraph to lighten the notations. We initially run the algorithm for detection
and pose estimation (Section 2.3) with uniform weights on all image features of the training data.
The idea is then to decrease the relative weight of those features that lead to incorrect results,
from false positive detections (object identified in the background clutter) or from the recognition
of incorrect poses (e.g. a car facing right identified as a car facing left). For each training view t
(corresponding to a viewpoint vt), we obtain some incorrect results {(vn, wn)}n (n = 1 . . . N) to
be used as negative examples (typically a pose estimate off by 20◦ or more, or an overlap of the
detection bounding box less than 0.5 with the ground truth). We then update the weights of all
image features xi of the training view t according to a three step rule:
wt’(xi) = 1 − 1N
∑
n φtrainvt
(
transformw−1n (xi)
)
wt(xi) ← λ wt′(xi) + (1− λ) wt(xi)
wt(xi) ← wt(xi)
/ ∑
i wt(xi) .
(7)
The first of these steps evaluates the contribution of the image feature xi to the negative examples
(incorrect results), by simply measuring how well that feature “matches” with the training view
superimposed onto the test view (according to the in-plane transformations wn). The weights are
then updated (step 2, with learning rate λ = 0.5, typically), and normalized as to always sum to
1 (step 3). The effect of these steps is thus to actually decrease the relative weight of the features
that lead to misdetections of misclassifications of the pose. The whole procedure is then be repeated
iteratively: detection is performed, again, on the same validation dataset, but with the new weights
for the model, which gives different negative examples, that are used with the three step rule to
update the weights. As shown through our experiments, stable weights are usually reached within
the order of 4–5 iterations (Section 5.2, Fig. 9).
Note that, if no validation test set is available, the weights can still be computed as described
above by reusing, as validation test set, the training images themselves. When performing detection
on the training images, the difficulty is then essentially to recognize the object in one viewpoint
versus the other viewpoints (and not versus clutter). As a result, the weights then learned from
negative results will help to differentiate each training viewpoint: higher weights are given to the
image features that are very informative to a specific viewpoint (Fig. 2). This effect is similar to
the one obtained in earlier work [1].
Finally, let us remark that the weighting scheme proposed here could be compared to the classical
“term frequency – inverse document frequency” approach used in text mining, where high weights
are assigned to words (image features, in our application) specific to a class of documents to retrieve
(a specific viewpoint, here), relative to their likelihood of occurrence in general (in background
clutter, in our case) [40].
3. Continuous pose estimation
The appearance model presented so far treats the different viewpoints provided in the training
data independently, and performs a coarse pose estimation, or pose classification, by recognizing
one of those discrete viewpoints. Our objective is now to provide a more accurate estimate of the
pose, beyond the resolution of the training viewpoints. We first present a generative model capable
of synthetizing the appearance of the learned object (or object category) at an arbitrary viewpoint,
interpolating between the known views, then we show how to use it for a local optimization of initial
(coarse) results.
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Figure 3: Generative model of appearance for novel viewpoints. The training viewpoints are typ-
ically regularly distributed on the viewing sphere (left, black dots) as here with the “Volvo car”
dataset. Deformations between adjacent viewpoints (red segments) are detected with an optical
flow algorithm, and allow interpolation of object appearance at a novel viewpoint (orange dot and
center picture), by combining and deforming the image features of nearby viewpoints (orange circles
and outer pictures).
Viewpoint
(v ∈ S2)
v1
v2
v
v3
trainv1
trainv2
trainv
trainv3
Position of features in
image (x.pos ∈ R2)
Figure 4: Schematic representation of the training data, and of the generative model for novel
viewpoints. Image features (blue points) are available for some discrete training viewpoints vt,
and the deformations (translations in the image plane, red arrows) are detected between adjacent
viewpoints during a preprocessing step. These translations can then be linearly interpolated to infer
the appearance of the object at a novel viewpoint v (the set of image features trainv). The novel
view includes the image features from several nearby training views, v2 and v3 here.
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3.1. Generative model of appearance for arbitrary viewpoints
The goal of our generative model is basically to fill in the gaps between the discrete training
viewpoints. Although it is sometimes possible to establish explicit correspondences between image
features of nearby training views, this approach could not be relied upon in general, as it does
not generalize to dense or non-discriminative image features. Therefore, we chose instead to iden-
tify dense deformations between pairs of adjacent training views, using an optical flow algorithm.
Those deformations are then combined and linearly interpolated to deform the image features of
the training images into any arbitrary viewpoint (Fig. 3 and 4).
More precisely, we first define a function dist(v, v′) that measures the angular distance between
two viewpoints on the viewing sphere. We define the set of all pairs of neighbouring training
viewpoints V = {(t, t′) : dist(vt, vt′) < th} (with a threshold of th = 20◦ typically). During an off-
line training phase, an optical flow algorithm [41] is applied on all pairs of views (t, t′) ∈ V1. Each
pair produces a dense flow map UVt→t′(x) that corresponds, in our case, to the local deformation
(translation in the image plane) undergone at an image location x when moving from viewpoint vt
to vt′ . We can now define our generative model noted trainv, which corresponds to the set of image
features defining the appearance of the object at a novel viewpoint v, as the union of image features
of nearby training views, translated appropriately using the precomputed deformations. Formally,
trainv =
⋃
vt:dist(vt,v)<th
deformvt→v
(
trainvt
)
. (8)
The function deformvt→v adjusts the position of the image features of a training view vt into the
novel viewpoint v. It uses a linear combination of two precomputed deformations, in order to
translate each image feature adequately. We denote these two deformations by the indices of the
two viewpoints between which we computed them, and call them (t, t′) and (t, t′′). They are chosen
from V so that the novel viewpoint can be reached (on the viewing sphere) by a positive linear
combination of them. Therefore, ∃ α, β ∈ R+ : v = vt + α(vt′ − vt) + β(vt′′ − vt). Practically, this
means that the viewpoints vt, vt′ and vt′′ cannot be collinear on the viewing sphere. In the simple
case where training viewpoints spaced on a grid (as in the experiments of Section 5), we simply choose
vt′ and vt′′ respectively along the changes in azimuth and elevation. It is now straightforward to
define the function that combines the two deformations:
deformvt→v
(
trainvt
)
= {x′i : x′i.pos = xi.pos + α UVt→t′(xi.pos)
+ β UVt→t′′(xi.pos)
and x′i.app = xi.app , ∀xi ∈ trainvt } .
(9)
The appearance of the image features is thus left unchanged, but their position in the image is
modified using a linear combination of the deformations detected with optical flow. Using a pa-
rameterization of the viewpoint with euler angles as we do in our implementation (Section 4.4),
this linear interpolation of image location with respect to angles is a simplistic approximation of
the underlying transformations (3D rotation and projection onto the image place). This linear ap-
proximation however proved appropriate, since the deformations are detected between fairly close
viewpoints (due to the limitations of the optical flow algorithm), and more complex interpolation
schemes did not prove more effective in practice.
1When building a model of an object category, the deformations are detected using pairs of views of a single object
instance at a time, since the detection of optical flow requires fairly similar images to succeed.
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Edge points
Aedges = R2 × S+1 position, orientation
Kedges
(
x1.app, x2.app
)
= VM+
(
x1.app; x2.app, κ
)
= C1 . eκ cos(x1.app−x2.app)
Gradient points
Agradients = R2 × S1 position, orientation
Kgradients
(
x1.app, x2.app
) 1
= C2 . VM
+
(
x1.app; x2.app, κ
)
undirected
2
= C3 . VM
(
x1.app; x2.app, κ
)
directed
Table 1: Formal definition each type of image features used in our implementation. The notations
VM and VM+ denote von Mises disributions respectively on S1 = [0, 2pi[ and S
+
1 = [0, pi[. C denotes
a normalization constant.
3.2. Local optimization for the pose of initial detections
We use the algorithm of Section 2.3 to obtain initial detections and recognitions of training
poses. Those are then used as starting points to run a local optimization, using the generative
model described above, in order to refine and obtain a precise pose estimate. The objective function
to maximize during this optimization is still the same as described in Section 2.3 (Eq. 5). The only
difference now is that the similarity is measured between the test view and a generated view, at an
arbitrary viewpoint. Since the appearance of a generated view varies smoothly across viewpoints,
the value of the similarity measure (our objective function) is also guaranteed to be smooth in
the neighbourhood of the optimum we are seeking. However, no assumption can be made about
its convexity, and its complex definition (parameterized on the 6 dimensions of the viewpoint and
in-plane transformations) makes the evaluation of its gradient expensive. Fortunately, the initial
estimates used as starting points can be assumed to be close approximations of the global optimum.
All those conditions motivated the use of a simple hill-climbing algorithm. We iteratively optimize
pairs of dimensions at a time, namely the 2 viewpoint angles, the image location, then the scale and
in-plane rotation. We empirically observed that a close approximation of the global optimum can
be reached in this way after only a few iterations [2].
4. Implementation
This section presents details that are not specific to the method, but rather choices of imple-
mentation. Those specific choices discussed below refer to the implementation used throughout the
evaluation of Section 5 and available on the author’s website [42].
4.1. Application to different types of image features
We demonstrate the applicability of the method to two different types of image features: edges
and intensity gradients extracted at a coarse scale.
Edge points
Image edges are widely used in the context of object recognition as they are effective and efficient
representatives of shape (being rather sparse, compared to dense gradients). Using edges alone will
also allow a fair comparison of our results with existing methods. We use the classical intensity-based
Canny detector to extract edges from input images. The image features considered are then the
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pixels belonging to the resulting binary edge map. We attach, to each of these edge point features,
an appearance attribute corresponding to the local (tangent) orientation of the edge, defined on
S+1 = [0, pi[. The kernel associated with that attribute naturally uses a von Mises distribution
(similar to a wrapped Normal distribution) on the half-circle (Table 1).
Note that our distance measure between edges could be compared to the directional chamfer
distance [41, 43]. The approximation proposed in earlier work (discretization of orientations, ap-
proximation of edges by straight segments [41], etc.) can thus be seen as approximations of our
more general formulation. Consequently and unsurprisingly, the directional chamfer distance was
reported to perform similarly as our base method on the ETHZ shape dataset with hand-drawn
examples [41]. This comparison is anecdotal since their exact performance numbers were not avail-
able. Moreover, our method includes numerous other improvements like the weights on the features
or the learning of models from examples.
Gradient points
The goal of our gradient features is to represent regions in the image of slowly varying intensity,
due e.g. to shading on smooth surfaces. It is easy to see how this information is complementary to
the edges, which rather capture sharp transitions. We extract gradients by first convolving the image
with derivative-of-Gaussian filters in horizontal and vertical orientations. Each pixel of the image
with significant gradient magnitude (set by a fixed low threshold) is an image feature, which gets,
as its appearance attributes, the orientation of the gradient (an angle in [0, 2pi[). The extraction of
gradients is performed at several coarse scales (typically, σ = 2 . . . 5 px), and the gradient of largest
magnitude is retained. We propose two versions of a kernel suited to the gradient points (Table 1),
using the orientation in either an undirected or directed manner. In the undirected manner, the
orientation of the gradients is compared only on the half-circle. Two horizontal gradients, from
black to white and from black to white would thus be considered identical. In the directed manner,
their orientation in that case is considered opposite. We compare both versions in our experiments.
4.2. Voting algorithm for object detection
As presented in Section 2.3, performing object detection amounts to identifying maxima of the
similarity between the test view and one of the training view. We perform the initial detection using
one single type of image features at a time. In practice indeed, in the problem of localization in an
image, the meaningful optima of the full similarity function (using several types of image features,
Eq. 5) will also correspond to local optima for each type features alone. For efficiency, we typically
run this procedure using the (more sparse) edge points, and then compute the exact similarity
scores with (possibly) additional features (Eq. 5), at those discrete values of (v, w) proposed by the
voting algorithm. It is however also possible to use dense features alone (gradients for example)
with this voting procedure, e.g. if the object does exhibit any meaningful edges, as demonstrated in
Section 5.6.
From the definition of our similarity measure we show below that a procedure akin to a traditional
Hough voting can approximate this value, which leads to Algorithm 1. On the one hand, considering
a single type of features f , Eq. 4 and 5 specify how to measure the similarity between the test view
and a training view v under the in-plane transformations w:
similaritytest,trainv (w) ≈
1
L.L′
L∑
i
L′∑
j
wt(xj) N (xi.pos;x′j .pos, σpos) Kf (xi.app;xj .app) . (10)
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with samples xi drawn from φ
f
testf
, xj from φ
f
trainfv
, and x′j = transformw(xj). Let us consider a
common 2D voting space H corresponding to image locations, containing discrete votes at locations
vj .pos of respective weights vj .weight . After convolving this voting space with an isotropic Gaussian
kernel of bandwidth σpos , the value at a location l is given by:
H(l) =
∑
j
vj .weight . N
(
l; vj .pos, σpos
)
. (11)
One can now readily see that Eq. 10 and 11 can be made equivalent with votes in the Hough space
such that vj .pos = (x
′
j .pos − xi.pos) and vj .weight = wt(xj) .Kf (xi.app, xj .app). Thus, by casting
votes of such locations and weights, the values in the voting space after blurring will approximate our
similarity measure for all the discrete image locations represented by the voting space, from which
we can then trivially identify the local maxima. The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
It iterates over discrete viewpoints, scales and in-planes rotations, then uses at each iteration the
voting procedure to identify the best image location.
Algorithm 1 Voting algorithm for object detection, similar to a generalized Hough transform,
which uses samples from our distributions of image features.
Input:
f The type of image features to use for the initial detection.
testf Set of such image features of the test view.
trainfvt With t = 1 . . . T , sets of image features of the T training views.
Output:
R = {(vj , wj)}j Candidate detections of training viewpoints, i.e. couples
of viewpoint/in-plane transformations, local maxima of Eq. 2.
Procedure:
R← ∅
For each discrete training viewpoint t = 1 . . . T
For each discrete step of in-plane rotation r
For each discrete step of image scale s
Initialize H empty 2D Hough accumulator corresponding to image locations
For each ` = 1 . . . L
Select a sample x1 from φ
f
testf
and x2 from φ
f
train
f
vt
Add a vote to H at location x2.pos − x1.pos
of weight Kf (x1.app, x2.app) . wt(x2)
Convolve (“blur”) H with Gaussian kernel of size (s.σpos)
Keep each local maxima of H: store its corresponding image location in w
together with current rotation r and scale s, and R← R ∪ (vt, w)
4.3. Building and sampling category models
In order to build a model of an object category from several instances, we first identify the
discrete viewpoints provided in the training data, and at which the category model will be defined.
For each viewpoint, we combine all instances defined at that viewpoint, by aligning the views and
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simply merging their sets of features (see Fig. 8 for example). To align the views, we trivially
translate and/or scale each example as it is added to the model, so as to maximize its similarity
(Eq. 5) with the current model (Fig. 6, top row).
Using our distributions of features requires drawing samples from those. Sampling from dis-
tributions defined through KDE involves selecting a particle at random, then drawing a sample
from its associated kernel. The set of particles that define category models is representative of
the distribution of image features among the training examples, which is highly multimodal. If
those examples are only roughly segmented and contain significant clutter, as in the “ETHZ Shape”
dataset (see Fig. 6, top row), a large fraction of the particles will account for noise. They corre-
spond to non-meaningful variations of appearance among the training examples that we wish not
to capture. To address this specific concern, we propose an variant of the sampling procedure that
focuses on the main modes of the distribution. This variant differs in the selection of a particle.
Instead of choosing it uniformly at random, we select particles with a probability proportional to
their likelihood under the distribution defined by the whole set of features. Formally, given the set
of features trainf = {xi}Mki=1, which define the distribution φftrainf , we will select a particle xi with
a probability proportional to φf
trainf
(xi). Similar procedures for drawing samples from the main
modes of a distribution have been previously proposed in the literature, e.g. in [44] under the name
of “2-level importance sampling”. As a side note, formulated using importance sampling, the tech-
nique proposed above corresponds to using φ as the proposal distribution, in order to sample from
a distribution φ′ in which the probability densities would have been squared. Visual comparisons
of sampling methods are provided in Fig. 6. Moreover, we empirically observed that, after selecting
particles, drawing random samples from their associated kernels proved unnecessary or sometimes
detrimental, unless using very large numbers of samples. We thus only use the subset of particles
themselves as samples. For efficiency, we preselect this subset off-line as a preprocessing step. Those
precomputed samples are thus readily available at test time, and this also allows precomputing their
associated weights (Section 2.4). A complete overview of the different steps involved in the learning
of a category model, then in its use for detection and pose estimation, is provided in Algorithm 2.
4.4. Software implementation
The manipulation of our low-level image features typically involves large numbers of very simple
operations. These are excellent candidates for massively-parallel execution on a graphical processing
unit (GPU). The provided software is implemented in Matlab and allows execution on either a CPU
or a GPU. As a ballpark figure, on a typical consumer-level desktop computer, execution on a
GPU is typically 20 times faster than execution on a CPU. Although some specific effort was spent
adapting the algorithm for execution on a GPU, performance has not been our primary concern, and
further improvements in performance are certainly possible. Existing work on the implementation
of the Hough algorithm on GPUs [45–47] may be of interest in this context.
5. Experimental evaluation
All the contributions of this paper form together a single coherent framework. One of our goals
is to demonstrate the versatility of the resulting method, which we therefore evaluate on a variety of
tasks and datasets. We present them by order of relative complexity, starting with object detection,
first learned from a clean shape template, then learned from images. We then consider the task
of coarse, discrete pose estimation (or pose classification), i.e. the recognition of specific trained
viewpoints. We finally consider continuous pose estimation. The task of pose estimation is viewed
as the most complex task, as it does also involve the detection and recognition of the object within
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Algorithm 2 Full algorithm for learning model of object category, and for detection followed by
continuous pose estimation in a test image.
Training (off-line)
For each viewpoint
Extract edge and gradient features from training images of the current viewpoint
Align features of training images, as to maximize their similarity (Eq. 5)
Merge aligned features of all those training images
Pre-draw samples from resulting distribution, assign uniform weights
Extract edge and gradient features from validation images
Pre-draw samples from resulting distributions, assign uniform weights
For each iteration for learning weights
Perform detection on validation images (Algorithm 1)
Update weights using incorrect detections as negative examples (Eq. 7)
If training viewpoints are close enough for continuous pose estimation
Detect deformations between neighbouring viewpoints with optical flow
Store deformation of each pre-drawn sample from the training images
Testing (on-line)
Extract edge and gradient features from test image
Draw samples from resulting distribution, assign uniform weights
Perform detection, using edges only (Algorithm 1)
Compute full similarity scores of resulting detections, using edges and gradients (Eq. 5)
Return detections with highest scores
If training viewpoints are close enough for continuous pose estimation
Consider the detection with the highest score
For each iteration for optimizing the viewpoint
Generate appearance of the model at a slightly perturbed viewpoint (Eq. 8)
Compute similarity score between test image of generated viewpoint (Eq. 5)
If similarity score improved then keep perturbed viewpoint
Return the detection with the optimized viewpoint
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Full proposed method 84.1/84.1 96.4/96.4 74.7/73.0 69.7/62.1 90.9/81.8
(learned weights)
No weights 81.8/79.5 96.4/90.9 52.7/44.0 54.5/45.5 78.8/66.7
Contour networks, Ferrari, ECCV 2006 [48] 72.7/56.8 90.9/89.1 68.1/62.6 81.8/68.2 93.9/75.8
TPS-RPM, Ferrari, CVPR 2007 [49] 86.4/84.1 92.7/90.9 70.3/65.9 83.4/80.3 93.9/90.9
Ravishankar, ECCV 2008 et al. [50] 97.7/95.5 92.7/90.9 93.4/91.2 95.3/93.7 96.9/93.9
Table 2: ETHZ Shape dataset: detection with hand-drawn models. Weights on image features are
represented on the first line; darker colors correspond to heavier weights. We report detection rates
(in %) at 0.4/0.3 FPPI. We obtain performance in the order of state-of-the-art methods specifically
designed for contour matching. We perform relatively poorly with giraffes and mugs though, which
present more variety in aspect ratio in the test images.
clutter the image. To the extent possible, we reuse existing datasets, such as the “ETHZ shape” [48]
and “3D Object” [27], considered as benchmark datasets. This allows direct comparison with recent
and state-of-the-art methods on several of the tasks considered. Additionally, we present some of the
unique capabilities of our method with a custom dataset of smooth and non-textured objects that can
only be recognized from shading and homogeneous image regions, which we make possible through
the use of coarse-scale image gradients as image features. All scripts for replicating the experiments
of this paper are available, together with the code of the method, on the author’s website [42]. Very
few parameters need to be set within the method. A suitable bandwidth for the kernels (Eq. 1) is set
as a fraction of the size of the object in the training images (for example, in the order of σpos = 10px
for the ETHZ shape dataset), and the bandwith on the orientation of edges and gradients is set
with κ = 128 (in a von Mises distribution, which would correspond to a standard deviation of ∼ 20◦
in a wrapped normal distribution). The effect of the other parameters is discussed below, notably
the number of samples drawn from the distributions. We identify overlapping detections from the
Hough voting algorithm as per a standard procedure, i.e. when their bounding box overlap exceeds
20%, then keep only the one of higher score. One practical effect is that, if two trained vewpoints
are matched on a similar location in the test image, only the one with the highest similarity score
is retained.
5.1. ETHZ Shape dataset: benchmark for shape detection, trained from a single or multiple examples
The ETHZ Shape dataset is a standard benchmark for object detection, which features five
diverse classes (bottles, swans, mugs, giraffes and apple logos) in a total of 255 images collected from
the web by Ferrari et al. [48]. It is considered very challenging because of intraclass shape variations,
large scale variability and severe clutter. The goal of evaluating this dataset is to demonstrate
that the proposed method achieves adequate performance of shape-based detection. Although we
do achieve performance on this task on par with or superior to previously-proposed methods, our
method was not specifically aimed at this task, and its many other capabilities will be demonstrated
on other experiments presented below. The object classes of the ETHZ dataset are intrinsically
defined by their shape, and we therefore focus on the use of image edges, as most competing
methods do. We did not obtain significant differences in the results with other image features
such as our coarse-scale gradients. We consider each object class separately, with a model (with
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Full proposed method 90.0/85.0 96.4/96.4 63.8/55.3 61.3/61.3 52.9/47.1
(proposed sampling, learned weights)
Proposed sampling, no weights 80.0/70.0 96.4/96.4 38.3/36.2 58.1/41.9 35.3/35.3
Random sampling, learned weights 25.0/25.0 53.6/53.6 12.8/14.9 6.5/ 9.7 23.5/23.5
Random sampling, no weights 20.0/20.0 75.0/71.4 17.0/12.8 29.0/22.6 23.5/23.5
HOG, Dalal, CVPR 2005 [7, 51] 85.0/ – 14.3/ – 34.0/ – 77.4/ – 67.7/ –
TPS-RPM∗, Ferrari, CVPR 2007 [49] 83.2/77.7 81.6/79.9 44.5/40.0 80.0/75.1 70.5/63.2
kAS, Ferrari, PAMI 2008 [51] 60.0/50.0 92.9/92.9 51.1/49.0 77.4/67.8 52.4/47.1
M2HT, Maji, CVPR 2009 [12] 95.0/95.0 96.4/92.9 89.6/89.6 96.7/93.6 88.2/88.2
Table 3: ETHZ Shape dataset: detection with models learned from images. The first line shows
the training data, as all the training examples aligned and superimposed onto each other. We
report detection rates (in %) at 0.4/0.3 FPPI. We obtain excellent performance on apple logos and
bottles, but perform relatively poorly on the giraffes and the swans, for which the example images
include lots of clutter. We do not reach the state-of-the-art performance of M2HT, which includes
an additional SVM-based classifier to validate candidate detections. ∗The results of TPS-RPM are
not directly comparable as they use a 5-fold cross validation.
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Figure 5: Influence of the number of samples used from the object model. We report the ratio of
correct results (correct bounding box and correct estimated pose) on the 6th car of the “3D Object”
dataset. Performance degrades smoothly with smaller numbers of samples, which can be desirable
for efficiency.
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All training examples aligned and superimposed
Random samples
Samples from proposed method
Figure 6: ETHZ Shape dataset: models learned from images, visualized as samples drawn from the
distributions of features. We visualize two different amounts of samples for each sampling method
(with equal amounts for the two methods). The proposed sampling scheme is able to recover
very simple representations of the shapes with small number of samples, whereas a basic, random
sampling includes unwanted samples corresponding to clutter in the training images. The model of
the giraffe is noticeably worse than the other shapes, because of the large fraction of clutter in most
of the training examples.
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a single viewpoint) trained for each of them independently. The common evaluation measure for
this dataset is to plot detection rates (DR) versus the incidence of false positives (false positives
per image, FPPI), while varying the detection threshold. Detection rates at a fixed FPPI of 0.3 are
used for direct comparisons. Detections are counted as correct with a bounding box overlap of at
least 20% with hand-drawn models, and 50% with models learned from images (again, as in existing
work such as [51]). All parameters were kept identical for all object classes, except σpos , set from
the size of the training template, as stated above.
The first setting we consider is the use of a single, hand-drawn model of each shape for training,
as in [48]. The hand-drawn model is treated directly as an edge map, from which we pre-draw
samples by selecting points along these edges, and of which we then learn weights. To allow a
valid comparison with [18, 48], we use all 255 images as test set, and learn weights using incorrect
detections (negative examples) in 20 random images collected from the web. We obtain the weights
represented in Table 2. One can observe that long, uncharacteristic and easily matchable parts
of the contours receive low weights, while high weights are assigned to salient parts with higher
curvature, naturally less frequent among the random negative examples used to learn these weights.
As expected, the detection results show that those weights significantly improve the results by
decreasing the number of false positives (Table 2). While not surpassing the state of the art,
we obtain remarkable performance, especially considering the fact that competing methods were
specifically designed for the particular task of shape matching of contours, whereas our approach is
a much more general one.
The second setting in which we evaluate this dataset involves learning the models from example
images. We use the training and test splits of [51], i.e. the first half of the images of each class as
the training set. We also use the rough presegmentation of these images provided as ground truth
bounding boxes. Those images are aligned and set at a same scale (Section 4.3). We pre-draw
samples from the model, of which we learn weights, using, as negative training images, images from
the four other classes (as in [51]). The testing is performed on all other images of all classes. The
models learned for each class are visualized in Fig. 6. The effect of the proposed sampling method
(Section 4.3) versus a random sampling is quite dramatic. The proposed procedure concentrates
on the main modes of the distributions, and provides reliable representations of the shape, even
with limited numbers of samples. These “cleaner” models hide some undesirable variation from the
training data, such as the water waves around the swans, or the inner texture within the apple logos.
We outperform a number of existing methods (Table 3). We do not reach the near-perfect
results of M2HT [12], which uses a discriminative classifier on top of their detections. Interestingly
however, their detection algorithm alone achieved a rather low detection rate of only 60.9% at
1.0 FPPI, whereas our detector achieves 72.9% at 0.4 FPPI (averaged over the five classes). They
also reported a notable improvement by performing detection at different aspect ratios, which we
do not.
5.2. 3D Object dataset: multiview model, detection in clutter and coarse pose estimation
We now consider the “3D Object” dataset introduced by Savarese et al. [27]. We focus on the
“car” object, as it is the most widely used, and gives us the most points of comparison with existing
methods. The dataset features 10 different cars, each viewed under 24 viewpoints (8 azimuths and
3 elevations) and 3 scales. The task is both to detect the car among background clutter and to
identify its azimuth angle (one of the 8 discrete values, i.e. whether it is view from the front, the
left side, the 3/4 front/right side, etc). Pose estimation is limited to this coarse classification into
the trained viewpoints, as these are too distant from each other to use our procedure for continuous
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Correct detections Correct poses
(AP) (MPPE)
Full proposed method 92.5% 91.0%
(edges and directed gradients, learned weights)
Edges only, no weights 54.1% 85.2%
Edges only, learned weights 90.4% 92.6%
Arie, ICCV 2009 [52] – 48.5%
Su, ICCV 2009 [53] 55.3% 67.0%
Liebelt, CVPR 2010 [54] 76.7% 70.0%
Payet, ICCV 2011 [55] – 85.4%
Xiang, CVPR 2012 [56] 98.4% 93.4%
Table 4: 3D Object car dataset: detection and discrete pose estimation. The use of weights sub-
stantially improves the detection among clutter. We outperform most existing methods, although
we do not reach the near-perfect performance of the “Aspect Layout Model” of Xiang et al. [56],
which explicitly considers the 3D structure of the objects.
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Figure 7: 3D Object Car dataset: classification rate of the different viewpoints. We clearly outper-
form most existing methods.
Figure 8: Visualization of the edge model for some views of the “3D Object Car” dataset. Darker
colors correspond to heavier weights. Low weights are assigned to parts that can easily be matched
to common background clutter (and lead to false positive detections), such as horizontal lines. More
characteristic parts, such as the wheels in the side view, receive, on the opposite, high weights.
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Figure 9: 3D Object Car dataset: evolution of performance for detection (AP) and pose estimation
(MPPE) as a function of the number of iterations for learning the weights of the samples drawn from
the distributions of features. At each iteration, weights are updated based on negative examples
provided as incorrect detections in the training images themselves, then used in the manner of a
validation dataset. Stable weights are reached with a small number of iterations.
pose estimation; finding dense correspondences between views of such complex objects would require
viewpoints much closer than 45◦ apart.
We use similar conditions and evaluation criteria as [27]: the first 5 cars for training and the
last 5 for testing. The training images are used both to build the model (with the provided ground
truth segmentation), and then to learn weights by using the incorrect detections on them as negative
examples (Section 2.4). Results are measured in terms of the rate of correct detections (average
precision, or AP), defined by a bounding box overlap of 50%, and the ratio, among correct detec-
tions, of correct estimates of the azimuth angle (mean precision in pose estimation, or MPPE). As
reported in Fig. 7 and Table 4, we outperform most existing methods evaluated on this dataset.
The visualization of the weights learned for the image features (Fig. 8) provides some insight on
their significant impact on performance. In the side view for example, the long horizontal lines,
which are also frequent in background clutter, receive low weights. The wheels, on the opposite,
are more characteristic and much better indicators of a car seen from the side, and thus receive
higher weights. Interestingly, this distribution of weights is visually very similar to those obtained
by Maji and Malik [12] with their own procedure, on side views of cars of the “UIUC car” dataset.
We also observe that using our coarse-scale gradients as features, in addition to edges, brings a
slight improvement. The difference is however marginal, as the appearance of the cars is already
well defined by their shape and edges alone.
5.3. Tabletop dataset: multiview model, detection in clutter
We further evaluate our performance for object detection in clutter using the “tabletop” dataset
of Sun et al. [57]. It features a total of 30 objects from 3 categories: computer mice, mugs and
staplers. These object categories present more basic shapes than the cars in the “3D Object”
dataset, which is a different challenge and provides complementary evaluation points. We use,
as the training set, the part of the dataset with objects appearing on a turntable under known
viewpoints (“Table-Top-Pose”; see Fig. 1). A model is learned for each object category. Testing
is performed on scenes (“Table-Top-Local”) containing one or several instances of the objects in
a cluttered office environment; note that those experimental conditions are more challenging than
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Figure 10: Results of detection on the tabletop dataset as precision/recall curves for each of the
three object categories. The detection rate is significantly improved by using coarse-scale gradients
in addition to edges, especially for the mugs, which present characteristic shading patterns captured
by those additional features.
Figure 11: Sample detections of cups (left, center-left) and staplers (center-right, right) on the
tabletop dataset (correct detections in green, incorrect ones in red).
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Number of training views 15 30 40
Full proposed method (optimized viewpoint) 8.15◦ 1.16◦ 0.80◦
Nearest neighbour detection only 8.63◦ 3.89◦ 3.00◦
Torki and Elgammal [30] 5.47◦ 1.93◦ 1.84◦
Teney and Piater, CRV 2013 [1] 4.42◦ 1.62◦ 1.49◦
Table 5: Rotating car dataset: continuous pose estimation on a single instance (the first car). We
report the mean error on the estimated azimuth angle, in degrees. We outperform existing methods
on the two largest sizes of the training set; with smallest training set however, the viewpoints are
often too distant to each other to reliably interpolate the appearance at intermediate viewpoints,
and the optimization of the viewpoint is thus not as effective.
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Figure 12: Rotating car dataset: distribution of error on estimated azimuth (in degrees) during
experiments on multiple cars; a number of images yield an error of about 180◦, due to ambiguous
appearance of side views and front/rear views.
existing evaluations (e.g. in [55]) since those two parts of the dataset feature different imaging and
lighting conditions. We perform detection in the test images of each object category separately,
and we measure the detection rates with the standard criterion of 50% bounding box overlap. We
report results in Fig. 10 as precision/recall curves. The use of coarse-scale gradients brings here
a significant improvement, in particular on cups, the shape of which produces very characteristic
shading patterns. The improvement is marginal for the computer mice: the different instances
are very diverse in shape, and observed under fixed lighting conditions in the training images that
produce specular highlights, which do not appear in the testing images. The simple gradients are
obviously not robust to such variations by themselves, but we believe that they would show a better
advantage if the training images presented more varied lighting conditions, although this could
unfortunately not be tested with this dataset.
5.4. EPFL Rotating cars dataset: continuous pose estimation
We now evaluate the unique capability to perform continuous pose estimation within our appearance-
based method. Few other methods have tackled this problem, especially at the level of object cat-
egories, which explains the limited choice of suitable datasets. The most appropriate, in our view,
is the “Multiview car” dataset introduced by Ozuysal et al. [58]. It includes about 2000 images of
20 very different cars filmed on rotating stands at a motor show. The dataset is very challenging
due to changing lighting conditions, high intraclass variability in shape, appearance and texture,
and highly similar views (symmetrical side views, similar front and rear views) which are sometimes
hard to differentiate even for a human. The dataset was used in [58] for pose classification in 16
discrete bins, and in [30] for continuous pose estimation. We first evaluate our method, as in [30],
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Median Mean Mean Error Error
90%ile < 22.5◦ < 45◦
Full proposed method 5.2◦ 18.7◦ 34.7◦ 80.3% 82.1%
(optimized viewpoint, learned weights)
Nearest neighbour detection only, no weights 7.6◦ 24.7◦ 39.8◦ 71.6% 76.3%
Nearest neighbour detection only, learned weights 5.7◦ 19.1◦ 35.0◦ 80.2% 82.1%
Ozuysal et al. [58] – – 46.5◦ 41.7% 71.2%
Glasner et al. [59] 24.83◦ – – – –
Torki and Elgammal [30] 11.3◦ 19.4◦ 34.0◦ 70.3% 80.7%
Teney and Piater, CRV 2013 [1] 5.8◦ 23.7◦ 39.0◦ 78.1% 79.7%
Table 6: Rotating car dataset: continuous pose estimation at the category level. Instances 1–10
are used for training (first row of pictures) and 11–20 for testing (second row of pictures). We
outperform existing methods. Note however that the precision of the best methods reaches the
accuracy and level of imprecision (estimated around 3− 4◦) in the ground truth annotations, which
explains why no further improvements can be made, especially by our optimization of the viewpoint.
Detection rate Azimuth Mean azimuth
(AP) error < 10◦ error
Full proposed method (optimized viewpoint) 83.3% (40/48) 70.0% 3.8◦
Nearest neighbour detection only 83.3% (40/48) 70.0% 4.0◦
Zia et al. [60] (with hand-made CAD models) 93.8%(45/48) 73.3% 3.8◦
Table 7: Detection and continuous pose estimation, using the model learned from rotating cars
(instances 1–10, as in Table 6), tested on images from the “3D Object” dataset (instance 6). The
model is able to detect and estimate the orientation of the car accurately, despite challenging
differences in imaging conditions, in scale and in object appearance between the two datasets. We
use the same metrics as [60]: the rate of correct azimuths is measured on correct detections, and the
mean error is measured on those correct azimuths. Incorrect azimuths often are off by about 180◦.
The results of Zia et al. [60] are included for reference only: they rely on hand-built CAD models,
whereas our method is purely appearance-based and trained on example images.
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Figure 13: Samples results of continuous pose estimation on the “3D Object” dataset using the
model learned from rotating cars. Boxes indicate the localization of the car as identified by our
system, and the roses in the upper-left corners indicate the orientation of the front of the car as
seen from the top (as in [58]).
on the first car of the dataset, training a model on this single specific car. We select 15, 30 or 40
equally-spaced images of the sequence as training images, and use all other images (spaced about
4◦ apart) for testing. We obtain superior results to [30] (Table 5). We then perform experiments
at the category level, in conditions similar to those used in [30]. The first 10 cars of the dataset
are used for training, and the other 10 for testing. Again, we obtain performance superior to all
published results to our knowledge (Table 6). As highlighted in Fig. 12, the remaining errors in
pose estimation correspond to an error of about 180◦. This is caused by the symmetric aspects of
some cars in the side views, and confusion between front- and rear-facing views.
We further evaluated the generalization capabilities of the model learned from this dataset.
We thus use this model, trained from the 10 first rotating cars, for testing on the “3D Object”
dataset (see Section 5.2 above). This is a challenging task, as those two datasets present very
different conditions in terms of imaging conditions, scale, background clutter, etc. We do the
testing specifically on the sixth car of the dataset, the exact pose of which was annotated by Zia
et al. [60] by manually fitting 3D models to the images. These annotations are used as ground
truth to measure the accuracy of the azimuth angle estimated by our method for continuous pose
estimation. We obtain excellent results (Fig. 13), close to the accuracy obtained by the complex
method of Zia et al. [60], which basically aligns 3D CAD models of cars with the images, compared
to our more general appearance-based procedure.
5.5. Volvo car: continuous 3D pose estimation and synthesis of novel views
We further evaluate our method for continuous pose estimation, this time with a model spanning
both dimensions of the viewing sphere around the object, as opposed to the single degree of freedom
(azimuth angle) of the rotating cars presented above. The choice of datasets for this task that
allow comparison with existing methods is limited, here again. We use the “3D pose Volvo car”
of Viksten et al. [61, 62] (Fig. 14). This allows a comparison with a classical method [61] that
uses discriminative image descriptors with a voting and averaging scheme, which is the classical
approach for robust 3D pose estimation (with the disadvantage of being limited to specific object
instances). The dataset features a toy car viewed under regular increments of azimuth and elevation
angles. We consider two training/test splits: a small and a large training set, with views spaced
respectively 20◦ and 10◦ apart (on both azimuth and elevation angles), and exactly one test view
between each pair of training view, i.e. as a grid on the viewing sphere (as in [61]). In both cases, we
obtain results significantly superior to [61] in terms of accuracy (Table 8). The smaller training set
is more challenging for detecting deformations between views, and seemed to reach the limits of the
optical flow algorithm we use to detect deformations between neighbouring views. The dataset also
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Spacing between training views 20◦ 10◦
Full proposed method (optimized viewpoint) Azimuth 27.22◦(1.67◦) 0.84◦(1.11◦)
Elevation 2.65◦(1.11◦) 0.86◦(0.56◦)
Nearest neighbour detection only Azimuth 35.56◦(10.00◦) 5.00◦(5.00◦)
Elevation 10.00◦(10.00◦) 5.14◦(5.00◦)
Johansson et al. [61] Azimuth 4.21◦ 1.25◦
Elevation 2.66◦ 1.06◦
Table 8: Continuous pose estimation on the Volvo car. We report the mean (median) error of
azimuth/elevation angles, in degrees. The large mean error in azimuth comes from a single mis-
classified test image, as attested by the small median error. We clearly outperform the classical
method of Johansson et al. based on discriminative feature descriptors and an averaging scheme in
pose space.
Figure 14: Training images of the Volvo car with views spaced 20◦ apart.
allows a good visualization of the capabilities of our generative model, by varying continuously the
viewpoint around the object. The effect, unfortunately hard to convey in static images (Fig. 15),
is a vivid impression of manipulating a 3D model of the object – although there is no underlying
explicit representation of the 3D shape. Videos and an interactive viewing tool are available on the
author’s website [42].
5.6. Non-textured objects
We finally demonstrate the interest of using coarse-scale gradients with a new dataset featuring
non-textured objects. These toy objects, made of plastic, feature basic shapes with few internal
edges (Fig. 16). This lack of distinctive visual characteristics actually makes them difficult to
identify among clutter, and the absence of texture renders the estimation of their pose problematic.
For example, considering the knife, one cannot differentiate the (round) handle from the (flat) blade,
observing edges and silhouette alone. We made this new dataset available on the author’s website
[42]. It comprises examples images of each object with segmentation and pose annotations (used for
training), plus a series of test images of cluttered scenes feature these objects, also with ground truth
segmentations and annotations (used for evaluation). Results of detection are counted as correct
when the overlap of bounding boxes with the ground truth exceeds 50% and when the estimated pose
is correct (error on viewpoint angles smaller than 20◦). Unsurprisingly, most objects are detected
very poorly using edges alone (with our method; other existing contour-based recognition methods
are expected to work as poorly). Our full method however, which uses coarse-scale gradients in
the measure of similarity between the detections and the training examples, is able to differentiate
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Figure 15: Demonstration of our generative model, with training views spaced 20◦ apart in azimuth
and elevation angles, and the edge-based appearance of the object generated at intermediate, unseen
viewpoints.
between similar-looking poses, and achieves far superior detection rates (Fig. 16). Most remaining
incorrect detections are due to clutter and confusion from the similar appearance of these simple
objects. We also tested the detection of those objects using gradient features alones, without
edges. This did not prove effective in practice, since their appearance, defined by these gradients,
is very simple and easily confused with the background or other objects. The knife for example,
just corresponds to a region without gradients (the flat blade) and a part with gradients oriented
orthogonally to the knife’s length (the round handle). Such a description is complementary to the
silhouette represented by edges, but is not informative enough by itself to localize such an object
among clutter.
6. Discussion and conclusions
We introduced a representation of 2D appearance as distributions of low-level, fine-grained im-
age features. We used this representation to build multiview models of object categories. Those
models encode the appearance of objects at a number of discrete viewpoints, and, in addition, how
these viewpoints deform into one another as the viewpoint continuously varies. Those deformations
between neighbouring viewpoints are detected with an optical flow algorithm, and encoded as trans-
lations of individual image features with respect to viewpoint changes. We provide a way to measure
the similarity between an arbitrary test image and an object model at a specific viewpoint. We use
this measure of similarity to perform a number of tasks: detection and localization in cluttered
images (identifying the local maxima of the similarity measure with respect to locations in the test
image), discrete pose estimation (identifying the learned viewpoint with the highest similarity mea-
sure with the test image) and continuous pose estimation (identifying the maxima of the similarity
measure as the viewpoint continuously varies). In contrast with common practice, we address and
evaluate a number of related tasks with a single approach. This is reflected in our experimental eval-
uation, which includes extensive testing on a number of very different benchmark datasets, which
are seldom considered together. We demonstrate performance on the “ETHZ Shape” dataset for
shape matching and detection in clutter of categories well above baseline methods, on par with a
number of more task-specific methods. We also obtain remarkable performance on the recognition
of more complex objects, notably the cars of the “3D Object” dataset, with detection rates of 92.5%
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Figure 16: New dataset featuring non-textured objects with few distinctive characteristics. Sample
training images (first row) of the objects, the “knife” (round handle, flat blade), the “cup”, the
“ashtray” (both hollow on one side only) and the “peg” (round on one side, square on the other).
Results of detection and pose estimation on a total of 28 scenes are reported as interpolated pre-
cision/recall curves, using edges only (gray) and in conjunction with coarse-scale gradients (black).
Sample scenes (bottom rows, with bounding boxes of highest-scored detections) show that edges
provide only ambiguous information to determine the pose of the objects.
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and an accuracy in pose estimation of 91%. For the task of continuous pose estimation, we obtain
results superior to the state-of-the-art on the “rotating cars” dataset.
The limitations of our appearance model lie mostly in the representation of object categories.
The distrbution of image features are representative of the occurrence of features among the training
examples, but they do not encode the co-occurrence of these features. The resulting model can thus
represent all combinations of variations present in the examples. A model learned from images of
cars and giraffes would not only represent those two types of objects, but also anything looking
part-car and part-giraffe. This may be seen as a strength, as few examples can suffice to represent
wide variations of overall appearance. However, this also means that the overall procedure will prac-
tically be most effective with training examples sharing strong visual characteristics, and not with
categories defined semantically or including instances looking vastly different. This representation
of appearance thus also assumes fairly rigid objects (although we still obtained good performance
on shape matching of the ETHZ classes). Complex deformable objects would probably be better
handled by part-based models (e.g. [17, 63]). We believe that this limitation was probably masked
by the relative simplicity of the objects in the available datasets. Let us note however that the
proposed representation as distributions of features could serve as a building block of part-based
models.
The importance of shape and structure in the model leads to another limitation, in the context
of object recognition in complex scenes. As opposed to, e.g. the classical “bag of visual words” ap-
proach, our model does not encode contextual clues of the scene. For example, blue color and clouds
in the background of an image may be indicative of the presence of an airplane. Such information
is however not encoded within our model, aimed at individual object recognition. This information
could be taken into account at another, higher level, dealing for overall scene understanding.
All limitations discussed above lead to potential avenues for further developments. In addition,
on the task of continuous pose estimation, one could explore alternative optimization algorithms
to use with our generative model. Improvements in efficiency at this level could render the model
suitable for continuous pose tracking, thereby widening its range of applicability even further. The
detections of the deformations between the trained viewpoints, which currently uses a standard algo-
rithm to detect optical flow, could also be improved, be made applicable to more distant viewpoints
and to other types of training data, e.g. videos of the object.
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Chapter 9
Application to the recognition of a
robotic arm
This chapter presents preliminary results on a practical application of our object recog-
nition method. In the context of robotic manipulation, we apply it to the recognition,
not of the manipulated object, but of the manipulator itself, i.e. the robot arm. This is
a frequent requirement when visually monitoring a scene involving robotic manipula-
tion of objects. The goal is, on the one hand, to assess or confirm the current configu-
ration of the robotic arm (e.g. in terms of joint angles, or position of the end effector in
the 3D space), and, on the other hand, to identify and segment, from the image of the
scene, parts belonging to the robots itself versus elements of the scene, for example the
manipulated object. The current practice, in order to make the use of this visual infor-
mation easier, is to use indirect recognition methods, by attaching fiducial markers to
the robot ([59] for example), which are easy to detect reliably. Such indirect solutions
are however not satisfactory in a general case. The markers also need to be constantly
visible to the camera, which is practically constraining. The particular robot arm used
in our lab at the University of Innsbruck is a Kuka LWR (Fig. 9.1). It is made of five
articulated links of simple smooth shapes. They present few distinctive visual charac-
teristics and no texture, which makes our recognition method an excellent candidate
for identifying it in images.
The method for recognizing the complete robot arm in an image is described in a
short paper, included below, which was presented at the Interactive Perception Work-
shop at the 2013 International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA). The method
operates in two steps. First, it recognizes the individual links of the robot arm, as it
would do for any other object. It then enforces the constraints between adjacent links,
corresponding to the physical kinematic constraints of the joints of the arm. This re-
sults in the identification of a plausible overall configuration of all the links of the arm
(Fig. 9.2).
The training data used for building the appearance model of the links, i.e. example
images of these links under various viewpoints, was initially generated with computer
graphics by rendering a 3D model of these links. This option was chosen to make
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Figure 9.1: Conceptual view of the Kuka LWR robot arm, for which the method was
specifically implemented. This robot arm is made of 5 articulated links of almost iden-
tical shape and appearance.
initial developments easier, not having to deal with the practical problems of noisy
and mislabeled training images. The ultimate goal is however to use real images of
the robot for training. In addition to the work presented in the following paper, which
was entirely realized by the author of this thesis, another student, Dadhichi Shukla,
worked in parallel on the same topic for his Master thesis [60]. He directly investigated
the use of real training images, which proved indeed more challenging. The difficulties
were due to a number of practical reasons, including noise in the images. This made
the extraction of edges and of the silhouette of the links unstable across viewpoints.
Another reason was the difficulty of acquiring images of the links under a good range
of precisely chosen viewpoints.
The recognition of the robot arm in an image may appear as a seemingly simple
task, but it showed many practical challenges. We obtained good results with the
model trained on synthetic images, resulting in the capability to automatically seg-
ment images of a scene into two categories: the parts belonging to the robot, and the
elements of the scene (Fig. 9.3). More developments and experiments are however
needed. Ultimately, we expect the approach to be of use in the following tasks.
– Determining the explict configuration of the robot arm, i.e. the exact joint angles.
– Performing automatic hand-eye calibration, and recalibration on-the-fly (which is
a tedious practical necessity).
– Using the visually-determined position of the robot arm in the manner of visual
servoing, for obstacle avoidance and control directly.
As mentioned above, we also expect the recognition method to be trainable with real
images of the robot instead of synthetic ones. Ideally, these images could be acquired
autonomously by the robot, observing itself while exploring its range of possible move-
ments, and thereby learning its own appearance.
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Figure 9.2: Results of pose estimation of the complete arm in three simple images (top
row). After identifying a globally consistent configuration for the whole arm, we ren-
der, for visualization purposes, each link in the detected pose (bottom row).
Figure 9.3: Results on a complete scene. From a single image of the scene (top left), we
identify the pose of the whole arm (rendered at top right), then use this information to
segment the image features (edges) into the parts belonging to the robot (bottom left)
and the elements of the scene or background (bottom right).
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The abstract included on the following page was presented at the Workshop on Inter-
active Perception of the 2013 International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA).
Markerless Self-Recognition and Segmentation of Robotic Manipulator in Still Images
ICRA 2013 Mobile Manipulation Workshop on Interactive Perception
Damien Teney
University of Lie`ge, Belgium
Dadhichi Shukla
University of Burgundy, France
Justus Piater
University of Innsbruck, Austria
Vision is a crucial capability for enabling robots to perceive
and interact with their environment, e.g. manipulating or grasp-
ing objects. A current trend is bringing closer the aspects of
interaction and perception, on the one hand by integrating visual
information directly in the control process, and on the other
hand, using interaction itself to help perception, allowing robots
to explore their environment. In the context of manipulation,
physical parts of the robot are then likely to appear in the
observations, and an important capability emerges as the recog-
nition of those parts, in order to separate the observations of the
scene from those of the robot itself. Identifying the robot’s own
body parts in input images has been used before in different
ways, helping obstacle avoidance or control directly (through
visual servoing [1]). However, this is usually performed via
indirect methods, tracking fiducial markers purposely attached
to the robot [2], which imposes undesirable (e.g. visibility)
constraints. Some recent work adresses the pose estimation of a
robot manipulator directly [3], [4], but these methods focus on
tracking the manipulator between consecutive frames, whereas
the initial recognition is considered as the harder part. We
propose a method for markerless, monocular recognition and
pose estimation of an articulated robot arm, dealing with single
images without initialization, allowing its use with unknown
hand-eye calibration, imprecise kinematics or missing position
feedback.
We use an existing appearance-based recognition method [5],
that relies on object edges and contours, allowing the recognition
of objects with few characteristic visual features (i.e. non-
textured). The system is trained separately for each articulated
link of the robot arm, using synthetic images of that link in
known poses. The recognition of those elements proves ex-
tremely challenging, as their appearance may not offer very dis-
tinguishable visual clues, and because of the typical unstructured
environment (background clutter) and possible (self-)occlusions.
The initial recognition produces a set of candidate poses for each
link, which are then combined, enforcing the known kinematic
constraints between the links. These constraints are modeled as
pairwise compatibility functions in a classical Markov random
field, with a node for each link. Inference is carried out with
an algorithm inspired by non-parametric belief propagation. We
efficiently limit the evaluation of densities in the pose space
to the discrete points proposed by the initial recognition step,
thereby ensuring adequate efficiency. The algorithm ultimately
recovers the pose of all the elements (links) of the arm. We
can then classify the image features of the input scene as
belonging to the scene or to the robot manipulator itself, simply
by measuring their similarity with the training templates of the
links in the identified poses. The poses of the links can also
be used to recover the angles at each joint, together with the
cartesian position of each element of the robot relative to the
camera.
The system was implemented and tested with a Kuka
Lightweight Robot arm. We considered the five internal links,
of which four are completely identical in appearance, which
constitutes an additional challenge. The four joints (revolute,
both axial and hinge-like) are specified by the alignment of the
joint axes of the adjacent links. Training images of the two types
of links were generated with CAD software, at viewpoints about
30◦ apart. Although the recognition of individual links cannot
be relied upon for any practical purposes, the pose ultimately
recovered for the whole arm by the proposed algorithm was
correct during most of our tests. The probabilistic inference
can handle missing detections of links to some degree, as can
happen with (self-)occlusions. The classification of the image
features of the test image as robot/non-robot parts, as mentioned
above, proved effective, and superior to using intermediate seg-
mentation masks. Indeed, our procedure can handle occlusions,
for example when the robot is manipulating an object. The
capabilities offered by the whole system should help and make
more robust the subsequent processing of visual data in the
context of joint perception/manipulation scenarios. Future work
will aim at relaxing the assumptions of known link and joint
geometries, e.g. reusing existing work on autonomous learning
of articulated models [6].
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(a) The Kuka LWR used in our experiments (b) Synthetic training images of
individual links (c, e) Test images and (d, f) rendering of the training templates
as recognized for each link (g-i) After recognition of the robot arm, image
features are classified as “robot” (orange) and “non-robot” (blue).
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and perspectives
10.1 Summary of contributions
This thesis presented a number of contributions to the field of computer vision, in
the form of new approaches and methods related to the recognition of objects in 2D
images. These contributions are summarized in the following points.
– The application of probabilistic 3D object models [41] to the problem of pose esti-
mation in 2D images, with an appropriate algorithm to identify the pose in which
the reprojected object maximizes its match with the test image (Chapter 2).
– A method for multiview 3D reconstruction from calibrated images, based on an
original formulation of the reconstruction as a probability distribution in the re-
constructed 3D space, which leads to a reconstruction method based on sampling
(Chapter 3).
– In addition to the reconstruction of individual points, an algorithm to reconstruct
continuous curves, by identifying ridges of local maxima of the probability density
in the 3D space (Chapter 3).
– An approach to model the 2D appearance of objects as probability distributions of
image features, similarly applicable to both specific objects and object categories
(Chapter 5).
– A suitable measure of similarity of such appearance models with a test image
(Chapter 5).
– An efficient voting-based algorithm to identify the local maxima of this measure
of similarity, in order to perform detection in cluttered images (Chapter 8).
– A sampling method for these distributions of features particularly suitable to mod-
els learned from noisy and cluttered training examples, which focuses on the main
modes of the distribution (Chapter 8).
– The application of these distributions of features to “edge points” (Chapter 8).
– The application of these distributions of features to “gradient points”, with tech-
niques specifically designed to provide some invariance to lighting (Chapter 7).
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– A procedure to identify (with optical flow) and store, within our multiview model,
the changes of appearance between discrete, trained viewpoints, which leads to a
generative model capable of interpolating the appearance of the object of interest
at arbitrary (possibly unseen) viewpoints (Chapter 6).
– A first method to perform continuous pose estimation, which works by fitting, in
the pose space, a distribution over measures of similarity between the test image
and different (trained) viewpoints (Chapter 5).
– A second method to perform continuous pose estimation, which uses the gener-
ative model mentionned above to perform an explicit optimization of the pose,
maximizing the similarity between the generated view and the test image (Chap-
ter 6).
– A procedure for learning weights assigned to the training data of our multiview
model (from the training data itself or from negative examples, if available), lead-
ing to significant improvements for the tasks of both detection and pose estimation
(Chapter 8).
– An application of the overall method for object recognition to articulated objects,
implemented specifically for a robot arm; this leads to the capability of recognizing
the robot arm in 2D images, e.g. for monitoring a manipulation scene. The method
can then segment such images into parts of the robot and elements of the scene
(Chapter 9).
Our simple approach to modeling object appearance showed remarkable performance
on a number of different tasks with benchmark datasets. We acknowledged some of
its limitations, such as not modeling co-occurrences of image features. This limits the
applicability of our approach to object categories with clear visual characteristics, and
not categories defined semantically for example. We also do not claim to compete
with more flexible models such as part-based models [31–33]. One possible avenue for
future research is to combine, or integrate some of our concepts within such of those
existing methods.
10.2 Perspectives
An important aspect of the work presented in this thesis, in our view, is to consider dif-
ferent tasks together, e.g. pose estimation and shape matching, and to propose common
resolution methods. The more common approach is to study these tasks as separate
research topics, and to evaluate methods in the conditions imposed by the available
“benchmark” datasets. This usual approach may be suboptimal or counterproductive
to the general advances in the field of computer vision. Even though, there cannot
be a single best method suitable to the variety of challenges still to solve in this field,
and the procedures proposed within this thesis are merely alternative ideas on how to
address some classical problems with simple approaches. The future grand advances
in object recognition are likely to be brought by radically different methods. For ex-
ample, the recognition of objects in very complex scenes, such as those represented in
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the Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge [61], requires much more than just mod-
eling the appearance of object categories or recognizing particular shapes in images.
The recognition of such complex objects must involve the overall visual context and
require, ideally, a complete understanding of the scene as a prerequisite to recogniz-
ing its elements. This fact is acknowledged by the most successful methods applied to
these datasets (e.g. [31, 62, 63]), which indeed use context, and leverage the advances in
the field of machine learning. Other methods have been proposed recently to address
the recovery of the overall geometry of complete scenes, and will also help moving
towards a similar direction.
On the topic of the autonomous learning of visual object models, as needed by
robots that must evolve and adapt to human, unstructured environments, we also be-
lieve in dramatic improvements from the use of currently underexploited sources of
information. Nonvisual information, or metadata, as coined by previous authors (e.g.
in [14]) could be retrieved from the internet and inform the recognition method about
various properties of the objects. This information could be related to the potential use
of the objects (as to help in a purpose-oriented search for objects), or to the environ-
ment in which the objects are encountered (and likely to be encountered). This largely
crosses the field of robotics, and will help building object models relevant not only to
their visual recognition, but also to their possible uses, or affordances, as called in the
domain of robotics.
A last example of an extraneous source of information for visual recognition is
active vision and interactive perception. Within this paradigm, the observer (the robot)
is free to observe the scene from chosen viewpoints and to interact with it in order to
resolve ambiguities. This can provide powerful additional clues compared to simple
static photographs. More and more work has emerged in that area recently, e.g. to help
building models of articulated objects [36], or to help segmenting scenes into their
different elements [37, 40].
The research directions proposed above go well beyond the scope of this thesis, but
are likely to lead to significant improvements for the tasks that we considered during
our work. These research directions thus represent promising avenues for future de-
velopments, which will hopefully help the research to move a few steps forwards in
the field of Computer Vision.
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